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I chose life over death for myself and my friends...

I believe it is in our nature to explore, to reach out into the unknown.

The only true failure would be not to explore at all.

— Ernest Shackleton





Abstract

Water demand in the residential sector is forecasted to grow in the next
decades, under human population growth, urbanization, and climate
change. Worldwide experiences have beenproving that demandman-

agement strategies based on technological, financial, legislative, maintenance,
and educationalmechanisms can complement supply-sidemanagement tomeet
future demands, potentially leading to significant reductions in residential wa-
ter consumption, as well as reducing short- and long-term utilities’ costs. Yet,
the design of effective demand-side management strategies relies on our un-
derstanding of consumers’ behaviors. Therefore, models that quantitatively
describe how water demand is influenced and varies in relation to exogenous
uncontrolled drivers, water consumers’ and household characteristics, and de-
mand management actions are key to explore water users’ response to alter-
native water demand management strategies, ultimately supporting strategic
planning and policy design.

On this regard, the advent of smart meters in the late 1990s made avail-
able newwater consumption data at very high spatial (household) and temporal
(from several minutes up to few seconds) resolution, enabling the development
and application of data analytics tools and mathematical models to accurately
characterize sub-daily water consumption behaviors, as well as end-use con-
sumption profiles.

The main goal of this thesis is advancing data analysis and mathematical
models to extract information on water consumers’ behavior out of smart me-
tereddata, ultimately informing andproposing recommendations to customized
demandmanagement. More specifically, in this thesiswe contribute novelmethod-
ologies for profiling, analyzing, andmodeling residentialwater consumers based
on high temporal and spatial resolution data of residential water consumption,
and also coupled with several qualitative and quantitative data describing con-
sumers’ psychographic features. The main focus is on water demandmodelling
and management. However, in this thesis we either assess the inter-portability
of the methodologies between the water and energy fields of applications, or
present integrated water-energy applications.
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The first outcome of this research is the first published comprehensive re-
view of more than 130 studies on high and low resolution residential water
demand modelling and management, as well as the development of a common
framework for the critical review of the best practices currently existing in this
research field. Secondly, we developed two novelNon-Intrusive LoadMonitor-
ing algorithms demonstrated to achieve high electric power andwater disaggre-
gation performance, to be robust to signal noise and data resolution, and to be
portable between the two fields of application of water and energy. Thirdly, we
developed two novel descriptive and predictive modelling tools to infer water
consumers’ habits and routines, as well as identify the most relevant determi-
nants of their water consuming or saving behaviors, at the household level. Fi-
nally, we implemented a three-phase data-mining procedure composed of data
dimensionality reduction, customer segmentation, and factor mapping to cap-
ture heterogeneous water-electricity consumption profiles, highlighting differ-
ences between daily time-of-use of water and electricity, and allowing for the
characterization of users based on psychographic and behavioral factors. Ap-
plications of the developed methods onto synthetic data, as well as onto real-
world case studies in Switzerland, Australia, and USA, demonstrated that our
tools constitute important progress for an effective and efficient exploitation of
smart metering data to develop models of water-energy users’ behavior at the
household scale, and advance the customization of demand-side management
strategies.

Part of this research has appeared (or has to appear) in the following journal
publications:

• Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Piga, D., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A., 2015a. Ben-
efits and challenges of using smart meters for advancing residential water
demand modeling and management: A review. Environmental Modelling
& Software 72, 198–214;

• Piga, D., Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A. E., 2016.
Sparse optimization for automated energy end use disaggregation. IEEE
Transactions on Control Systems Technology 24 (3), 1044–1051;

• Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Piga, D., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A., 2017. A hy-
brid signature-based iterative disaggregation algorithm for non-intrusive
load monitoring. Applied Energy 185, 331–344;

• Cominola, A., Spang, E.,Giuliani,M.,Castelletti, A., Loge, F., Lund, J., 2016c.
Residential water and electricity customer segmentation analysis to in-
formdemand-sidemanagement programs. Environmental Science&Tech-
nology (in preparation).
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Sommario

Proiezioni futuremostrano che la domanda idrica nel settore residenziale è
destinata ad aumentare nei prossimi decenni, sotto la pressione della cre-
scita demografica, dell’urbanizzazione, e dei cambiamenti climatici. Da

diverse esperienze progettuali e di ricerca in tutto il mondo è emerso come, al
fine di soddisfare le esigenze future, strategie di gestione della domanda fondate
su meccanismi tecnologici, finanziari, legislativi, educativi e di manutenzione
possono essere complementari ad azioni di gestione della rete di fornitura. L’in-
tegrazione tra i due approcci può portare a significative riduzioni del consumo
di acqua in contesto residenziale, così come ad una diminuzione dei costi per le
società di servizio idrico sia nel breve che nel lungo periodo.

Tuttavia, la progettazione di efficaci strategie di gestione della domanda di-
pende dal nostro livello di comprensione circa i comportamenti dei consuma-
tori. Per questo motivo, al fine di esplorare come i consumatori d’acqua reagi-
scono a diverse strategie di gestione della domanda, e in ultimo supportare la
pianificazione di queste ultime, appare necessario lo sviluppo di modelli mate-
matici che descrivano in maniera quantitativa come la domanda idrica sia in-
fluenzata e vari in relazione a variabili esogene, caratteristiche dei consumatori
e delle loro abitazioni, e azioni di gestione della domanda.

A questo proposito, l’avvento dei contatori "smart" alla fine degli anni ’90
ha permesso di aumentare la frequenza di monitoraggio dei consumi d’acqua,
rendendo così disponibili dati di consumo ad alta risoluzione temporale (da al-
cuni minuti, fino a pochi secondi) oltre che spaziale (singola abitazione). Questi
dati hanno quindi favorito lo sviluppo e l’applicazione di strumenti avanzati di
analisi dei dati e modelli matematici per caratterizzare in modo dettagliato i
comportamenti di consumo sub-giornalieri, così come i profili di consumo dei
singoli usi finali.

All’interno di questo contesto, l’obiettivo principale di questa tesi è fornire
un contributo allo sviluppo di tecniche di analisi dei dati e modelli matematici
per estrarre informazioni circa il comportamento dei consumatori idrici do-
mestici a partire da dati ad alta frequenza raccolti con contatori smart, così da
formulare, in ultima analisi, raccomandazioni per supportare la progettazione
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di strategie personalizzate di gestione della domanda.
In particolare, questa tesi contribuisce alla definizione ed implementazione

di nuove metodologie per la profilazione, l’analisi e la modellizzazione dei con-
sumatori di acqua ad uso residenziale, sia sulla base di soli dati ad alta risoluzio-
ne temporale e spaziale, sia accoppiando questi ultimi con dati che descrivono le
caratteristiche socio-psicografiche dei consumatori a livello sia qualitativo che
quantitativo. Il fulcro principale della tesi riguarda la modellizzazione e gestio-
ne della domanda idrica. In realtà, l’analisi è a più ampio spettro, in quento pa-
rallelamente viene valutata l’inter-portabilità delle metodologie sviluppate tra i
settori idrico ed energetico, ovvero sono proposte anche applicazioni congiunte
e integrate che considerino simultaneamente i consumi dei due settori.

Il risultato iniziale di questa ricerca è la prima rassegna esaustiva degli studi
inerenti la modellizzazione e gestione di domanda idrica domestica con dati ad
alta e bassa risoluzione. In questa rassegna proponiamo una framework per la
revisione di studi e progetti in tale settore, per poi classificarne ed analizzarne
criticamente oltre 130. In secondo luogo, abbiamo sviluppato due nuovi algo-
ritmi per il "Non-Intrusive LoadMonitoring", o "disaggregazione" del consumo
totale misurato nei vari utilizzi finali. Nella tesi dimostriamo come questi al-
goritmi siano in grado di raggiungere elevate prestazioni nella disaggregazione
di dati di potenza elettrica e consumo d’acqua, sono robusti in caso di rumore
sul segnale misurato, e mantengono una buona performance anche in caso di
risoluzione dei dati più grossolana, oltre ad essere portabili tra i due campi di
applicazione di acqua e energia.

In terzo luogo, abbiamo sviluppato due innovativi strumenti di modellizza-
zione, rispettivamente il primo descrittivo e il secondo predittivo, per inferire le
abitudini e routine di uso d’acqua dei consumatori, nonché individuarne i più
rilevanti potenziali fattori causali a livello domestico. Infine, abbiamo imple-
mentato una procedura di data-mining composta da tre fasi che si occupano,
rispettivamente, di riduzione della dimensionalità dei dati tramite Analisi delle
Componenti Principali, segmentazione della clientela (customer segmentation),
e individuazione dei principali fattori legati a particolari profili giornalieri di
consumo orario di acqua e elettricità tramite tecniche di "factormapping". Que-
sta procedura è in grado di individuare differenze tra i vari profili di consumo
in termini di orario di utilizzo di acqua e elettricità, permettendo poi di pro-
filare i singoli utenti in maniera automatica, sulla base dei pattern di consumo
stessi e di una serie di fattori psicografici e comportamentali. Tramite diver-
se applicazioni sperimentali dei metodi proposti, sia su dati generati sintetica-
mente, sia su dati monitorati in casi di studio reali in Svizzera, Australia e Stati
Uniti d’America, dimostriamo come i nostri strumenti permettano un efficace
utilizzo dei dati misurati tramite smart meter ai fini dello sviluppo di modelli
di comportamento del consumo di acqua ed energia a scala di singola abitazio-
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ne, contribuendo così alla progettazione di strategie di gestione della domanda
personalizzate sulle diverse tipologie di utente.

Parte della ricerca presentata in questa tesi appare (o apparirà prossimamen-
te) nelle seguenti pubblicazioni scientifiche:

• Cominola, A.,Giuliani,M., Piga,D., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A., 2015a. Bene-
fits and challenges of using smart meters for advancing residential water
demand modeling and management: A review. Environmental Modelling
& Software 72, 198–214;

• Piga, D., Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A. E., 2016.
Sparse optimization for automated energy end use disaggregation. IEEE
Transactions on Control Systems Technology 24 (3), 1044–1051;

• Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Piga, D., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A., 2017. A hy-
brid signature-based iterative disaggregation algorithm for non-intrusive
load monitoring. Applied Energy 185, 331–344;

• Cominola, A., Spang, E.,Giuliani,M.,Castelletti, A., Loge, F., Lund, J., 2016c.
Residential water and electricity customer segmentation analysis to in-
formdemand-sidemanagement programs. Environmental Science&Tech-
nology (in preparation).
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1
Introduction

1.1 Residential water demand management

World’s urban population is expected to raise from current 54% to 66% in 2050
and to further increase as a consequence of the unlikely stabilization of human
population by the end of the century (Gerland et al., 2014). By 2030 the number
of mega-cities, namely cities with more than 10 million inhabitants, will grow
over 40 (UNDESA, 2010). This will boost residential water demand (Cosgrove
and Cosgrove, 2012). Despite the largest share of water generally goes to the
agricultural sector, residential water demand currently has already an impor-
tant role. It nowadays covers a large portion of the public drinking water sup-
ply worldwide (e.g., 60-80% in Europe (Collins et al., 2009), 58% in the United
States (Kenny et al., 2009)), and is going to achieve more and more relevance
with the rising of water demand, especially in densely populated urban areas.

This future scenario is going to pose several environmental and operational
challenges. The concentration of the water demands of thousands or millions
of people into small areas will considerably raise the stress on finite supplies
of available freshwater (McDonald et al., 2011a). Besides, climate and land use
change will further increase the number of people facing water shortage (Mc-
Donald et al., 2011b). Moreover, the expansion of urban areas, as well as an in-
crease in urban population densities, is going to modify water demand in terms
of magnitude, peak intensity, spatial and temporal distribution, and share be-
tween indoor and outdoor usage, requiring an adaptation of traditional supply
and management schemes to meet future demands and prevent unsustainable
resources exploitation.

In such a context, water supply expansion through the construction of new
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storage and distribution infrastructures might be an option to escape water
stress in some situations. Yet, geographical or financial limitations, as well as
social, environmental and economic impacts of infrastructural interventions,
largely restrict such options in most countries (McDonald et al., 2014). For in-
stance, Gleick et al. (2003) claimed that approximately one-third of California’s
urban water use at that time could cost-effectively saved without requiring new
sources of water supply or big infrastructure interventions.

Here, acting on the demand side of water management represents a key al-
ternative strategy for securing reliable water supply and reduce water utilities’
costs (Beal et al., 2016). The implementation of several water saving programs,
especially in the last two decades, demonstrated howWDMSs can complement
supply-side management in order to meet future demands, and pursue water
conservation levels, for instance through the definition of water conservation
targets to save water in areas affected by prolonged periods of resource scarcity
such as California (Arbués et al., 2003; Cahill and Lund, 2012) or recurrent low-
recharge periods, like in Australia (Beal et al., 2016). Beside top-downwater use
limitation and conservation targets imposed by local governments and institu-
tions, quick technology developments have been fostered the actuation of effi-
ciency interventions, consisting in the retrofitting of old water consuming de-
vices and replacement with higher efficient ones (e.g., low-flush toilets, efficient
showerheads, efficient clotheswasher and dishwasher). Worldwide experiences
have been proving that these interventions potentially lead to significant re-
ductions in residential water consumption (Mayer et al., 2003, 2004; Lee et al.,
2011). For instance, DeOreo et al. (2016) recently analyzed the indoor water
consumption of a sample of single-family homes in the US, noticing a decrease
of 22% in the average per-householdwater consumption, mainly because of im-
proved efficiencies of clothes washers and toilets.

However, the extent of WDMSs scope and objectives is not merely limited
to water conservation. Demand side management interventions constitute also
a cost-effective tools to support utilities business (Gleick et al., 2003) and re-
duce their operational short and long term costs, e.g., through peak consump-
tion reduction or time shift (Cardell-Oliver et al., 2016; Beal et al., 2016), moti-
vated by rising infrastructure and operating costs to supply water to residential
users (Commission et al., 2013; Cardell-Oliver et al., 2016). Finally,WDMSs can
foster water distribution and consumption efficiency, meaning that resources
waste for supply and use services are reduced (e.g., through improved leakage
detection andmaintenance of thewater distribution network), while the quality
of these service is secured.

These multi-fold opportunities offered by WDMSs are an intrinsic conse-
quence of both the number of stakeholders involved in the design of such in-
terventions (i.e., private and public water utilities, municipalities, national and
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local governments and authorities), and the heterogeneity of those actors, (i.e.,
residential water consumers), whose demand reduction/change is the target of
WDMSs. Householders, utilities, and public authorities do have different, po-
tentially conflicting, objectives. For instance, householders can be interested in
satisfying their residential water needs and pursue happiness, while reducing
costs; utilities can be interested in minimizing their costs and optimizing net-
work operation; public authorities do have to safeguard the quality of the ser-
vice, while keeping into account environmental regulation and overall benefits
for the society. Therefore, different combinations of WDMSs are likely to dif-
ferently balance these objectives and heterogeneously distribute benefits among
such actors. Additionally, we can think of water consumers as agents who de-
cide when and how much water to use during the day, as well as for which
specific end-use, depending on their needs. Consequently, the achievement
of WDMSs objectives depends on the aggregate effect of actions undertaken
by several independent and diverse agents. This picture suggests that a major
role contributing to residential water demand is played by the behavioral com-
ponent of water consumers. Thus, given the potentially different water con-
suming behaviors and consumers’ socio-demographic characteristics within a
community of users, a portfolio of customized and flexible water demandman-
agement interventions, differentiated among diverse groups of users, can lead
to a better achievement ofmanagement objectives. The portfolio of customized
WDMSs include those involving educational aspects, financial schemes aimed
at incentivizing/discouraging specific behaviors, e.g., time-of-use tariffs (Cole
et al., 2012), and attitude changes driven by water awareness. Indeed, this has
been recognized also by international organizations: the goals set in the 2030
Agenda for SustainableDevelopment (Assembly, 2015) necessitate not only tech-
nological progress, but also changes in the attitude of citizens towards our shared
natural resources. As a proof, the number of initiatives (e.g., UN World Water
Day) organized every year bynumerous PublicOrganizations, demonstrates the
need of making citizens more aware of the impacts of their daily behavior and
of stimulating long-term behavioral change towards a more sustainable use of
natural resources.

1.2 Residential water-energy nexus

Many recent studies explored the value of considering mutual interactions be-
tween water and energy to design coordinated planning and management ac-
tions. In summary, this is motivated by the fact that water and energy are in-
terconnected, in so far that water needs energy and energy needs water (Es-
crivà Bou, 2016). Energy production needs water: IEA (2012) estimates that
energy production consumes 15% of water withdrawals. This because many
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energy production processes either require water directly for energy produc-
tion (e.g., hydropower production) or indirectly for secondary processed (e.g.,
thermo electric cooling processes). In turn, energy is needed along the whole
water cycle: extraction and pumping, treatment, distribution, heating (alterna-
tively to gas), use, and recycling. Also, energy is needed for the maintenance of
water distribution networks. In California, for instance, the California Energy
Commission 2005 estimated that approximately 20% of the state’s annual elec-
tricity production and 30% of the state’s annual natural gas production are used
as water-related energy in the water cycle.

Considering thewater-energynexus in the residential sector, andmore specif-
ically the interactions between water and energy at the single- household level
(thus excluding the the amount of energy required for water extraction, pump-
ing and delivery) most of the nexus has to be attributed to water heating. Ryan
et al. (2010) state that about 17% of a household energy use is due to water heat-
ing (Abdallah andRosenberg, 2014). Just to provide the readerwith amore prac-
tical example, the US Environmental Protection Agency states that heating by
electricity the water needed for a 5-minute faucet use requires approximately
the same amount of energy used in 14 hours by a 60-watt bulb.1 While tra-
ditionally management practices have been designed separately for residential
water and energy demand and supply, only recent studies (e.g., Abdallah and
Rosenberg, 2014) explored the linkages between household water and energy
demands, as well as their implication and benefits for the design of coordinated
management actions.

With the developoment of this thesis, we would like to stress two additional
points related to the water-energy nexus in the residential sector, and in par-
ticular regarding the opportunities it offers to the development of users’ be-
havioral models. First, beside the direct link between water and energy hidden
in the water-related energy use, residential water and energy demands are in-
directly related through consumers’ behavioural factors. As mentioned above,
household water consumption depends on a number of socio-psychographic
variables. This stands also for energy demand. Moreover, typical householdwa-
ter and energy consumptionpatterns usually reflect users’ habits and routines (if
any) and reveal users’ attitudes and preferences towards consumption. Indeed,
to our knowledge, no studies in the literature have explored these indirect be-
havioural linkages between water and energy consumption habits and drivers.
Identifying residential water and electricity consumers’ routines and under-
standing weather the typical consumption patterns of water and energy con-
sumption present both similarities (e.g., syncronized demand peaks) and syner-
gies (e.g., water-related energy use) that depend on users’ behaviors, character-
istics, and attitudes can foster the identification of groups of users to target for

1https://www3.epa.gov/region9/waterinfrastructure/waterenergy.html
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demand

joint water and energy conservation, behavioural change, or more widely man-
agement actions. Second, smart electricity grids (Kramers et al., 2014; Niesse
et al., 2014) started developing prior than the first deployments of smart water
meters. From a methodological point of view, this is an opportunity for the de-
velopment of residential water demand models. Indeed, several challenges of
modelling consumers’ behavior, for instance for the study of single-appliance
consumption contribution or for the extraction of typical load shapes, have
been largely studied in the energy sector, pushing towards the development of
algorithms and models able to manage smart metered data. The adaptation of
promising methods to water applications, as well as the development of new
modelling methodologies able to deal both with residential water and energy,
possibly considering synergies between the two, represent cost-effective paths
to advance research in both directions, to provide supporting tools to multi-
utilities, and to support the design of coordinated management strategies.

1.3 Opportunities and challenges for modelling residen-
tial water (and energy) demand

In recent years a number ofWDMSs has been developed and appliedworldwide
(for a review, see Inman and Jeffrey, 2006; Cominola et al., 2015a, and refer-
ences therein). However, the effectiveness of WDMSs is often context-specific
and strongly depends on our understanding of the drivers inducing people to
consume or save water (Jorgensen et al., 2009). Therefore, models that quanti-
tatively describe how water demand is influenced and varies in relation to ex-
ogenous uncontrolled drivers (e.g., seasonality, climatic conditions), water con-
sumers’ and household characteristics (e.g., number of house occupants, demo-
graphic features, house size), and demand management actions (e.g., water re-
strictions, pricing schemes, education campaigns) are essential to explore water
users’ response to alternativeWDMSs, ultimately supporting strategic planning
and policy design.

Traditionally, water demand models focus on different temporal and spa-
tial scales. At the lowest resolution, studies have been carried out, mostly in
the 1990s, to model water demand at the urban or block group scale, using low
time resolution (i.e., above daily) consumption data retrieved through billing
databases or experimental measurement campaigns on a quarterly or monthly
basis. The main goal of these works is to inform regional water systems plan-
ning and management on the basis of estimated relationships between water
consumptionpatterns and socio-economic or climatic drivers (e.g.,House-Peters
andChang, 2011). Suchworks improved our understanding of urbanwater use,
especially because they first pointed out that urban water use is the outcome of
a combination of heterogeneous drivers and psychographic variables, namely
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demography, behaviors, technology, structural and environmental factors. Yet,
data resolution and availability constitute main limitations for the wide usabil-
ity of thesemodels towards the customization ofWDMSs. On the one hand, low
spatial and temporal resolution ofwater consumption data, asmeteredwith tra-
ditional water meters, does not allow a detailed characterization of individual
user’s daily consumptionpatterns or an accurate breakdownof suchuses among
different indoor and outdoor end-uses. On the other hand, also the number and
spatial resolution of psychographic variables, usually limited to a few statistics
describing groups of users larger than individual households, entailed a priori
assumptions on the candidate drivers to consider for model building and lim-
ited their suitability to represent individual water consumers’ heterogeneity.

The advent of smart meters (Mayer and DeOreo, 1999) in the late 1990s
made available new water consumption data at very high spatial (household)
and temporal (from several minutes up to few seconds) resolution, enabling
the development and application of data analytics tools andmathematical mod-
els to accurately characterize sub-daily water consumption patterns, as well as
end-use water consumption profiles. Similarly to the recent developments in
integrated smart solutions (Laniak et al., 2013; Hilty et al., 2014), the use of
smart meters provides essential information to construct models of the indi-
vidual consumers behaviors, which can be employed for designing and evalu-
ating consumer-tailored WDMSs that can more effectively modify the users’
attitude favoring water saving behaviors. Indeed, the ability to monitor water
consumption at the single-household scale and with a sub-daily sampling reso-
lution pushed the development of behavioural change programs promotingwa-
ter saving attitudes via tailored feedbacks (Fielding et al., 2013). Beside the fact
that smart water meters themselves constitute technologies that promote water
conservation awareness, a relevant water saving potential can be obtained pro-
viding feedback to users about their water consumption or suggestions on cus-
tomizedwater savings practices, especially through electronic visual and alarm-
ing monitoring devices (e.g., Willis et al., 2010; Froehlich et al., 2012; Desley
et al., 2013; Sonderlund et al., 2014). Benchmark experiences in the water sec-
tor show that behavioral change interventions can lead to reductions of overall
water consumption between 3 and 10% (Inman and Jeffrey, 2006; Willis et al.,
2010; Anda et al., 2013; Davies et al., 2014; WaterSmart software, 2014), with
some exceptional reductions between 15 and 27% (Mayer et al., 2004; Willis
et al., 2010), the latter mainly due to interventions on specific end-uses joined
with an increased efficiency of water consuming devices. This appears also in
line with the literature on energy savings, as customized feedbacks have been
shown to allow energy usage reductions between 2 and 20% (Darby, 2006; Fis-
cher, 2008; Ehrhardt-Martinez et al., 2010).

Regarding the identification of exogenous and individual user’s drivers of
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residential water consumption, as well as the characterization of water users
through a number of socio-psychographic variables, recents studies (e.g.,Makki
et al., 2013) advanced correlation analysis to determine the influence of individ-
ual household factors, such as demographic (e.g., number of house occupants,
age), house (house size and age), economic (e.g., income), and personal (educa-
tion, attitudes) characteristics on water consumption. Yet, major data gathering
limitations still exist, as socio-psychographic data are generally collected with
ad hoc surveys and interviews to individual users, making the whole process
time and resources demanding and hard to replicate with high frequency. How-
ever, the recent development of online web platforms, such as the SmartH2O
user portal2, which allow users to create their own household profile, inserting
interactively information on their household, demography, water consuming
fixtures, etc. represents a promising step forward for the deployment of users’
data gathering systems more accessible both to users themselves and utilities,
easy to update, and less intrusive (users can optionally insert their information
whenever they want to and do not have to attend interviews in person).

Overall, water consumers models benefit from the quick technological and
computational developments allowing for metering and gathering water con-
sumers’ data with higher resolutions, sampling frequencies, and quicker update
time. Indeed, such progress is making available an amount of data that was not
available just a few years ago, and is going to increase in the next future with the
large scale deployment of smart metering systems and the availabilty of data
from new data sources. Yet, apart from the technical challenges posed by the
storage and management of big datasets, a paramount challenge present in all
the fields where big data and big data analysis are involved is how to turn these
data into useful information.3 In the urban water research field this means how
to extract from big smart metered datasets, represent, and visualize relevant
information supporting the design of customized water demand management
strategies. This motivation calls urban water researchers and modellers to the
development of data mining techniques able to perform the above mentioned
tasks related to information extraction in a fast, automatic, reproducible and
scalable way.

1.4 Thesis motivation, objectives, and scope

Given the above mentioned research opportunities and challenges for mod-
elling residential water demand, in this thesis, we contribute novel method-
ologies and data mining tools for profiling, analyzing, and modeling residential

2SmartH2O official website: www.smarth2o-fp7.eu.
3On this topic, see a recent post by Julia Wagemann, Technical Data Analyst at the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts http://blogs.egu.eu/divisions/essi/2016/07/11/big-earth-science-data-boon-or-bane/.
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water consumers based on high temporal and spatial resolution data of residen-
tial water consumption, collected by smart meters, and also coupled with sev-
eral qualitative and quantitative data describing consumers’ psychographic fea-
tures. The main focus is on water demand modelling and management. How-
ever, in this thesis we either assess the inter-portability of the methodologies
between the two fields of applications (i.e., water and energy), or present inte-
grated water-energy applications. This research is motivated by the opportu-
nities mentioned in the previous sections of this introduction and, above all, by
the need of mathematical tools that are:

• suitable tomanage big smartmeteredwater and energy datasets, compris-
ing several hundreds or thousands of residential users;

• able to automatically extract relevant information on users behavior out
of these data, possibly in conjunction with users’ data from other sources
(e.g., surveys, social computing, online platforms);

• flexible enough to be usable, portable, or easily adaptable both for water
and energy applications, as well as integrated water-energy applications;

• able to support and inform the design of customized water and energy
Demand-Side Management (DSM) interventions.

Driven by the abovementioned challenges, the main goal of this thesis is ad-
vancing data analysis and mathematical models to extract information on wa-
ter consumers’ behavior out of smart-metered data, ultimately informing and
proposing recommendations to customized demand management. Generally,
residential water demandmodelling andmanagement studies can be organized
in a simple four-steps framework, i.e., (i) data gathering, (ii) water end-uses
characterization, (iii) user modeling, and (iv) design and implementation of
personalized WDMSs, as reported in Figure 1.1. We provide a more detailed
description of each of these steps in Chapter 2, where we identify a common
framework for the critical review of the best practices currently existing in the
research field of residential water demand modelling and management. More
specifically, this thesis aims at contributing in different phases of the identified
framework, i.e., 2 to 4 in Figure 1.1, while for the data gathering phasewe rely on
existing smartmetering technology. Our first goal is advancing end-use charac-
terization studies, assessing the value of data sampling resolution and similari-
ties/differences between water and energy data to foster cost-effective and ac-
curatemethodologies for end-use disaggregation. Second objective is searching
forwater consumers’ habits and routines, as well as identifying themotivations,
i.e., the most relevant determinants, of their water consuming or saving behav-
iors, by mining smart-metered data gathered at the single-household level. Fi-
nally, our ultimate goal is exploring how the outcomes of smart-metered data
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analysis and mathematical models can inform the design of water and energy
demand management strategies, as well as the identification of groups of users
to be targeted for such actions, and customized recommendations.

1. DATA GATHERING

2. WATER END USES 
CHARACTERIZATION

3. USER MODELLING

4.PERSONALIZED 
WDMS

Chapter 4

GOAL
1. Infer water consumers’ habits and routines from smart-metered data
2. Identify most relevant determinants of water users’ behaviours

Chapter 5

GOAL
1. Understand how models of residential users’ inform water-energy demand management 
2. Suggest customised actions to target groups of users for demand management

Chapter 3

GOAL
1. Advance algorithms for water and energy end-use 
2. Assess value of data sampling resolution
3. Assess portability of methods between water and energy fields

Figure 1.1: Simplified framework reporting the phases of residential water demand
modelling and management studies. The objectives of core chapters are briefly re-
ported in each box.
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1. Introduction

Overall, the high-level objective of this research is not limited to providing
modelling tools that contribute to each phase of those in Figure 1.1 in accor-
dance to the mentioned specific objectives. Most of all, our target is to inte-
grate such tools within a commonmethodological framework and, thus, deliver
a suite of data analysis and modelling tools supporting the decisional processes
needed for the design of customized demand-side management strategies. We
thus carried out this research within the following scope:

• this research considers only water and electricity demand data monitored
in the residential sector. Demands from other sectors, e.g., commercial,
does not fall within the scope of this research;

• we developed most of this research as part of the SmartH2O project4, a
European project funded by the European Commission, and member of
the ICT4Water cluster5. The goal of SmartH2O is developing an ICT plat-
form for improving the management of urban and peri-urban water de-
mand thanks to the integrated use of smart meters, social computation,
and dynamic water pricing, based on advanced models of consumer be-
havior;

• despite the support of the SmartH2O project, this study is not limited to
the contexts of the SmartH2O case studies, but several case studies world-
wide, including Australia and the United States are included;

• given the presence of multiple case studies comprising data with different
sampling resolution, the scope of this study is not limited to the analy-
ses of data gathered with a specific sampling frequency. The analyses and
methods proposed in this research are adapted in order to be able to ac-
comodate data with diverse resolutions, depending on their availability.

The innovative aspects of this research are two-fold. First, innovation is
present in the methodologies we present, partially developed by adapting, fur-
ther extending and integrating data mining techniques from several data min-
ing andmodelling research fields, i.e., signal processing, information extraction,
data reduction, and customer behaviour studies. Secondly, the set of modelling
tools we develop in this research cover all the phases of residential water de-
mand modeling and management, from big smart metered data processing, to
end-uses classification, user modelling and customer segmentation and recom-
mendations to water (and electricity) demand management. Such integration
can constitute a decision support system for urban water and electricity de-
mand management and planning. Further details about the research method
and the content of each chapter are reported in the next section.

4http://www.smarth2o-fp7.eu/
5http://www.ict4water.eu/
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1. KNOWLEDGE 
ACQUISITION and 
ORGANIZATION

2. WATER END USES 
CHARACTERIZATION

3. DATA MINING AND MODELS 
FOR USER PROFILING

4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
PERSONALIZED WDMS

RESEARCH STAGES
1. Literature material collection 
2. Conceptualization and design of a 

general framework for the 
classification of residential water 
demand modeling and 
management studies 

3. Literature review

OUTPUT
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Using smart meters for 

advancing residential water 
demand modelling and 
management: state-of-the-art 
review

PEER-REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS
Cominola et al. (2015a)

RESEARCH STAGES
1. Investigation on available datasets for 

water and energy disaggregation
2. Algorithms design
3. Algorithms implementation
4. Design of Experiments
5. Benchmarking with state-of-the-art 

methods
6. Test of algorithm performance under 

different signal and resolution 
conditions

7. Assessment of portability of the 
methods between water and 
energy fields

OUTPUT
Chapter 3: Water and energy end-use 

disaggregation

PEER-REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS
Cominola et al. (2017)
Piga et al. (2016)
Cominola et al. (2015a)
Piga et al. (2015)

RESEARCH STAGES
1. Hourly water consumption data 

gathering from SmartH2O
2. Investigation on further available 

datasets comprising consumer 
psychographic features coupled 
with water consumption data

2. Descriptive and predictive models 
design

3. Algorithms implementation
4. Design of Experiments
5. Test of algorithm performance 
6. Qualitative and quantitative assessment 

of ability of models to distinguish 
among heterogeneous profiles

OUTPUT
Chapter 4: Descriptive and predictive 

modelling of residential water users

PEER-REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS
Cominola et al. (2016b)
Cominola et al. (2015a)
Cominola et al. (2015b)

RESEARCH STAGES
1. Retrieval of hourly water and electricity 

consumption data, coupled with 
consumer psychographic features 

2. User profiling models and customer 
segmentation integration 

3. Algorithm implementation
4. Design of Experiments
6. Qualitative and quantitative assessment 

of ability of models to distinguish 
among heterogeneous profiles

7. Design of recommendations for 
customised water-electricity 
demand-side management 
interventions

OUTPUT
Chapter 5: Customer segmentation 

analysis to infer residential water-
electricity demand patterns and 
drivers and inform customized 
demand-side management 
programs

PEER-REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS
Cominola et al. (2016c)
Cominola et al. (2015a)

Figure 1.2: Overview of the research method adopted in this thesis.
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1. Introduction

1.5 Research Method

The research developed along this multi-disciplinary project followed the re-
search method we represent in summary in Figure 1.2. It is composed by four
main phases, i.e., (i) knowledge acquisition and organization, (ii) water end uses
characterization, (iii) datamining andmodels for user profiling, and (iv) recom-
mendations for personalized WDMS. In the figure, each phase of the research
method we adopted is characterized in terms of activities, i.e., methodological
research stages, and output, i.e., peer-reviewed publications andwritten contri-
butions to this thesis.

As stated in the previous section with the objectives of this work, we aimed
at delivering an integrated suite comprising diverse modelling tools able to in-
form and support each phase of the framework identified for residential water
demand modelling and management studies and project (Figure 1.1). In the at-
tempt to do so, our research approach is based on two pillars, i.e., (i) a detailed
and exhaustive knowledge acquisition from the state-of-the-art literature re-
garding each phase of the framework and (ii) the contribution of tools andpubli-
cations for each phase of the framework, later integrating such tools as the final
deliverable of this research. Following the first pillar, we were able to publish a
comprehensive literature review (see Cominola et al. (2015a)) which comprises
the critical analysis of works related to each of the methodological steps. For
this reason, the reference is reported as an output for all the four boxes in Figure
1.1. In addition, we exploited the knowledge acquired alongwith this first phase
to better define our research objectives, identify the relevant challenges com-
mented in the previous section, and set the requirements for our methodolog-
ical contributions. Regarding the methodological contributions of this thesis,
each phase of our research method included several sub-tasks, spanning from
data gathering or retrieval, to the quantitative and qualitative assessment of the
models we developed. On the attempt of pursuing our ultimate target and in-
tegrate all the methods we designed and implemented, a major challenge has
been often represented by data availability and accessibility. The data we had
access to from the SmartH2O project or other external sources presented some
limitations for an integrated application of all themethods developed on a com-
mon dataset. Indeed, for this reason we report a data gathering/retrieval stage
for each of the phases in Figure 1.2 and, for instance in the case of end-use dis-
aggregation, we first developed model prototypes based on electricity data and
then adapted them to be suitable also for water applications.

Finally, regarding the organization of the outputs listed in the figure in terms
of written contribution in this thesis, after this introduction, each chapter re-
lates to a specific methodolocigal phase, presenting tools and numerical results.
More details on the organization of each chapter are reported in the next sec-
tion.
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1.6. Thesis outline

1.6 Thesis outline

1.6.1 Chapter 2

In Chapter 2, we propose both a methodological contribution, as well as a re-
view of the state-of-the-art literature on residential water demand modeling
and management. Firstly, we set up a general framework for the classifica-
tion of residential water demandmodeling andmanagement studies (see Figure
2.2). According to each methodological phase of the proposed framework, i.e.,
(i) data gathering, (ii) water end-uses characterization, (iii) user modeling,
and (iv) design and implementation of personalized WDMSs, we then com-
prehensively review and classify 134 studies that in the last 25 years advanced
methodologies and tools in the residential water research domain. In partic-
ular, our review analyzes consolidated approaches, describes emerging trends,
and identifies potential future developments in this continuously and quickly
evolving field.

The content of this chapter is adapted from Cominola et al. (2015a).

1.6.2 Chapter 3

In Chapter 3 we deal with the problem of disaggregating the total household
water (or power) consumption, metered by a single-point meter with sub-daily
resolution, into single-appliance consumption patterns. We contribute two al-
gorithms for water and energy end-use disaggregation. The first algorithm ad-
dresses the disaggregation problem as a least-square error minimization prob-
lem, with an additional (convex) penalty term aiming at enforcing the disag-
gregate signals to be piecewise constant over the time. The second algorithm,
called HSID, is based on the combination of FHMMs, which provides an ini-
tial approximation of the end-use trajectories, and Iterative Subsequence Dy-
namic Time Warping (ISDTW), which processes the end-use trajectories in or-
der to match the typical power/water consumption pattern of each appliance.
As the literature on Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) techniques for
power load disaggregation is more consolidated than the more recent litera-
ture onwater end-use disaggregation, we first test the two algorithms onto real-
world power load data and against benchmarkmethods from the literature and,
secondly, we extend the application of HSID to the disaggregation of synthetic
water data at multiple sampling resolutions. HSID is also demonstrated to be
robust with respect to noisy signals, scalable to dataset including a large set of
appliances and can be successfully used in non-intrusive experiments without
requiring appliance-level measurements.

Some sections of this chapter are adapted from Piga et al. (2016), Cominola
et al. (2017) and Cominola et al. (2016a).
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1.6.3 Chapter 4

InChapter 4we contribute two novelmodelling tools to inferwater consumers’
habits and routines, as well as identify the most relevant determinants of their
water consuming or saving behaviors, at the household level. The use of such
models is key to characterize the heterogeneity of water users’ behaviors in a
community, predict urban water demand variability in space and time, and ex-
plore the effects of different WDMSs for the residential sector. More specif-
ically, we first develop a descriptive modeling procedure, based on a combi-
nation of clustering and principal component analysis, which allows perform-
ing water users’ segmentation on the basis of their eigenbehaviors (i.e., rou-
tines, recurrent water consumption behaviors) automatically identified from
smart metered consumption data. We test our approach onto a dataset of water
consumption data metered with hourly resolution from 175 households in the
Swiss Municipality, retrieved as part of the SmartH2O project, demonstrating
the suitability of the method for identifying typical profiles of water consump-
tion, as well as for clustering water users’ in distinct groups. Secondly, we a
propose a predictive modeling approach, consisting of a two-step procedure
that (i) extracts the most relevant determinants of users’ consumption and (ii)
identifies and learns a predictivemodel of water consumers’ profile. We test the
method considering a real case study with low resolution data of over 1500 wa-
ter users from the Kimberley and Pilbara Western Australia. Results show the
effectiveness of the proposed method in capturing the influence of candidate
determinants on residential water consumption, as well as in attaining suffi-
ciently accurate predictions of users’ consumption profiles.

The content of this chapter is adapted from Cominola et al. (2016b) and
Cominola et al. (2015b).

1.6.4 Chapter 5

In Chapter 5 we integrate part of the components of the models described in
Chapter 4 and contribute a customer segmentation analysis of over 1000 resi-
dential water and electricity accounts in South California through data mining
techniques, with the goals of exploring differences between typical residential
water and electricity demand patterns, interpreting these typical demand pat-
terns in terms of users’ behavior, and providing useful insights to coordinated
water-energy demandmanagement programs based on resources conservation
or demand peak shifting. This contribution is based on (i) the fact that demand-
management benefits from tools that discriminate among heterogeneous daily
water/energy consumption profiles, as well as (ii) the water-energy nexus in the
residential sector, whose implications towards resources conservation and ef-
ficient use are pushing towards synergies for the development of coordinated
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water-energy demand management actions to meet future water and energy
demands, and reduce utilities’ costs. Our procedure combines eigenbehavior
extraction for the identification of typical consumers profiles from smart me-
tered hourly water-energy time series, clustering for customer segmentation
based on profile similarities, and factor mapping to infer the potential deter-
minants of targeted profiles to inform the design of customized DSM inter-
ventions. Our procedure captures heterogeneous water-electricity consump-
tion profiles of the considered accounts, highlighting differences between daily
time-of-use of water and electricity, and allowing for the characterization of ac-
counts based on psychographic and behavioral factors. Finally, we design rec-
ommendations forwater-electricity programs targeting resources conservation
or demand peak shifting.

The content of this chapter is adapted from (Cominola et al., 2016c), in prepa-
ration.

1.6.5 Chapter 6

In Chapter 6 we summarize the achievements of this PhD thesis, gaps and ideas
raised for future research, and general conclusions.
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2
Using smart meters for

advancing residential water
demand modeling and

management: state-of-the-art
review

Abstract1

Over the last two decades, water smart metering programs have been launched
in a number of medium to large cities worldwide to nearly continuously mon-
itor water consumption at the single household level. The availability of data
at such very high spatial and temporal resolution advanced the ability in char-
acterizing, modeling, and, ultimately, designing user-oriented residential wa-
ter demand management strategies. Research to date has been focusing on one
or more of these aspects but with limited integration between the specialized
methodologies developed so far. In this chapter, we present a comprehensive
review of the literature in this quickly evolving water research domain. The
review contributes a general framework for the classification of residential wa-
ter demand modeling studies, which allows revising consolidated approaches,
describing emerging trends, and identifying potential future developments. In

1The content of this chapter has been adapted from the following paper: Cominola, A., Giuliani,M., Piga, D., Castel-
letti, A., Rizzoli, A., 2015a. Benefits and challenges of using smart meters for advancing residential water demandmod-
eling and management: A review. Environmental Modelling & Software 72, 198–214.
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2. Using smart meters for advancing residential water demand modeling and
management: state-of-the-art review

particular, the future challenges posed by growing population demands, con-
strained sources of water supply and climate change impacts are expected to
require more and more integrated procedures for effectively supporting resi-
dential water demand modeling and management in several countries across
the world.

2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a variety of WDMSs has been proposed and ap-
plied in recent years (for a review, see Inman and Jeffrey, 2006, and references
therein), in order to complement supply-side management interventions to se-
cure reliable water supply and reduce water utilities’ costs (Gleick et al., 2003).
However, the effectiveness of theseWDMS is often context-specific and strongly
depends on our understanding of the drivers inducing people to consume or
save water (Jorgensen et al., 2009). Models that quantitatively describe how
water demand is influenced and varies in relation to exogenous uncontrolled
drivers (e.g., seasonality, climatic conditions) and demand management actions
(e.g., water restrictions, pricing schemes, education campaigns) are essential
to explore water users’ response to alternative WDMS, ultimately supporting
strategic planning and policy design.

A general procedure to study residential water demandmanagement relying
on the high-resolution data nowadays available can be structured in the follow-
ing four phases (see Figure 2.2): (i) data gathering, (ii) water end-uses char-
acterization, (iii) user modeling, (iv) design and implementation of person-
alized WDMSs. In the literature, a number of tools and techniques have been
proposed for each of these steps, with many works focused either on the data
gathering process (e.g., Cordell et al., 2003; Boyle et al., 2013) or on the analysis
of WDMSs (e.g., Inman and Jeffrey, 2006). Yet, to our knowledge, a systematic
and comprehensive review of residential water demandmodeling andmanage-
ment is still missing. This review contributes the first effort of classification and
critical analysis of 134 studies that in the last 25 years (Figure 2.1) contributed
newmethodologies and tools in one ormore of the steps of the above procedure
(see Table 2.1).

This chapter is structured according to the procedure shown in Figure 2.2:
the current status, research challenges, and future directions associated to each
phase are discussed in Sections 2.2-2.5, while the last section reports final re-
marks and directions for follow up research.
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Figure 2.1: Five-years count of the 134 publications reviewed in this study.

Table 2.1: Details of the papers reviewed.

Reference Location Data Water User Personalized
gathering end-uses modeling WDMS

Anda et al. (2013) Australia x
Boyle et al. (2013) N/A x
Willis et al. (2013) Australia x x
Froehlich et al. (2011) N/A x x
Wong et al. (2010) Hong Kong x
Froehlich et al. (2009) N/A x
Kim et al. (2008) N/A x
Heinrich (2007) New Zeland x x
Olmstead et al. (2007) USA x x
Kowalski and Marshallsay (2005) UK x x
Evans et al. (2004) N/A x
Mayer et al. (2004) USA x x x
Mori et al. (2004) N/A x
Cordell et al. (2003) Australia x
Sanderson and Yeung (2002) N/A x
Mayer and DeOreo (1999) USA x x
Nguyen et al. (2014) Australia x
Nguyen et al. (2013a) Australia x
Nguyen et al. (2013b) Australia x
Cardell-Oliver (2013a) Australia x
Cardell-Oliver (2013b) Australia x
Aquacraft Inc. (2011) USA x
Beal et al. (2011a) Australia x
DeOreo et al. (2011) USA x
Mead and Aravinthan (2009) Australia x
Willis et al. (2009a) Australia x
Willis et al. (2009b) Australia x
Roberts (2005) Australia x x
Kowalski and Marshallsay (2003) UK x
Loh et al. (2003) Australia x x
DeOreo and Mayer (2000) USA x
DeOreo et al. (1996) USA x
Mayer and DeOreo (1995) USA x
DeOreo and Mayer (1994) USA x
Makki et al. (2015) Australia x
Beal et al. (2014) Australia x
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Table 2.1: (Continued) Details of the papers reviewed.

Reference Location Data Water User Personalized
gathering end-uses modeling WDMS

Kanta and Zechman (2014) N/A x
Beal and Stewart (2014) Australia x
Matos et al. (2014) Portugal x
Talebpour et al. (2014) Australia x
Romano et al. (2014) Italy x
Cardell-Oliver and Peach (2013) Australia x
Beal et al. (2013) Australia x
Bennett et al. (2013) Australia x
Cahill et al. (2013) USA x
Cole and Stewart (2013) Australia x
Makki et al. (2013) Australia x
Beal et al. (2011b) Australia x
Gato-Trinidad et al. (2011) Australia x
Grafton et al. (2011) 10 OECD countries x
House-Peters and Chang (2011) N/A x
Lee et al. (2011) USA x
Nasseri et al. (2011) Iran x
Qi and Chang (2011) USA x
SDU (2011) USA x
SJESD (2011) USA x
Willis et al. (2011) Australia x
Blokker et al. (2010) Nederland x
Chang et al. (2010) USA x
Lee and Wentz (2010) USA x
Polebitski and Palmer (2010) USA x
Rosenberg (2010) Jordan x
Russell and Fielding (2010) N/A x
Chu et al. (2009) China x
Corbella and Pujol (2009) N/A x
Fox et al. (2009) UK x
Galán et al. (2009) Spain x
Jorgensen et al. (2009) N/A x
Olmstead and Stavins (2009) N/A x
Praskievicz and Chang (2009) Korea x
Balling et al. (2008) USA x
Lee and Wentz (2008) USA x
Alvisi et al. (2007) Italy x
Balling and Gober (2007) USA x
Gato et al. (2007) Australia x
Rosenberg et al. (2007) Jordan x
Wentz and Gober (2007) USA x
Gato (2006) Australia x
Altunkaynak et al. (2005) Turkey x
Fullerton and Elias (2004) USA x
Aly and Wanakule (2004) USA x
Syme et al. (2004) Australia x
Brookshire et al. (2002) N/A x
Zhou et al. (2000) Australia x
Zhou et al. (2002) Australia x
Espey et al. (1997) N/A x
Molino et al. (1996) Italy x
Homwongs et al. (1994) USA x
Lyman (1992) USA x
Griffin and Chang (1991) USA x
Rixon et al. (2007) Australia x
Schneider and Whitlatch (1991) USA x
Miaou (1990) USA x
Maggioni (2015) USA x
Sonderlund et al. (2014) N/A x
Molinos-Senante (2014) Spain x
Britton et al. (2013) Australia x
Fielding et al. (2013) Australia x
Stewart et al. (2013) Australia x
Carragher et al. (2012) Australia x
Cole et al. (2012) Australia x
Froehlich et al. (2012) USA x
Froes Lima and Portillo Navas (2012) Brazil x
DeOreo (2011) USA x
Willis et al. (2010) Australia x
Mead and Aravinthan (2009) Australia x
Steg and Vlek (2009) N/A x
Britton et al. (2008) Australia x
Grafton and Ward (2008) Australia x
Worthington and Hoffman (2008) N/A x
Brennan et al. (2007) Australia x
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2.2. Data gathering

Table 2.1: (Continued) Details of the papers reviewed.

Reference Location Data Water User Personalized
gathering end-uses modeling WDMS

Brooks (2006) N/A x
Hensher et al. (2006) Australia x
Inman and Jeffrey (2006) N/A x
Howarth and Butler (2004) UK x
Arbués et al. (2003) N/A x
Duke et al. (2002) USA x
Geller (2002) N/A x
Garcia and Thomas (2001) France x
Kanakoudis (2002) Greece x
Renwick and Green (2000) USA x
Renwick and Archibald (1998) USA x
Dandy et al. (1997) Australia x
Gurung et al. (2015) Australia x x
Gurung et al. (2014) Australia x
Suero et al. (2012) USA x x
Giacomoni and Berglund (2015) USA x x
Escriva-Bou et al. (2015a) USA x x
Escriva-Bou et al. (2015b) USA x x
Kenney et al. (2008) USA x x
Kenney et al. (2004) USA x
Dalhuisen et al. (2003) N/A x x
Mayer et al. (2003) USA x x x
Mayer et al. (2000) USA x x x

2.2 Data gathering

Residential water consumption data gathering (box 1 in Figure 2.2) represents
the first step needed to built the baseline upon which the water demand is es-
timated and management strategies are designed. Depending on the sampling
frequency, wedistinguish twomain classes, namely low-resolution and high-resolu-
tion data, which delimit the type of the analysis that can be performed.

2.2.1 Low resolution data

Periodically billed data are characterized by a low level of resolution and record-
ing frequency. Although water consumption is detected with the precision of
kilolitres, readings are generally recorded with the frequency of the quarter of
year at most (Britton et al., 2008). This low resolution restricts the use of these
data to regional planning, where statistical analysis estimating the amount of
domestic water consumption can be used to forecast the aggregated water de-
mand at themunicipal or district level. In particular, such data have beenwidely
used to study the effect of economic variables and seasonality on the water use
at the regional scale since the seminal works by Howe and Linaweaver (1967);
Young (1973); Berk et al. (1980); Howe (1982); Maidment and Parzen (1984);
Thomas and Syme (1988) (for a review see House-Peters and Chang, 2011, and
references therein). Those approaches relied on simple econometric models
and time series models based on multivariate regression, and required limited
datasets and low computational resources. Their main drawback is related to
their limited capability of representing the spatial and temporal heterogene-
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Figure 2.2: Flowchart of the general procedure for studying residential water demand
management.
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ity of residential water demand, which can be understood and modelled using
higher resolution data. While data resolution depends on the installed meter,
the logging time can be shortened without installation of smart meters but sim-
ply increasing the traditional reading frequency by the users. However, so far
only ad-hoc studies systematically collected and analyzed data at daily resolu-
tion (e.g., Olmstead et al., 2007;Wong et al., 2010) and fewwater companies (e.g.,
Water Corporation inWestern Australia and ThamesWater in London) started
increasing their reading frequency by direct involvement of their customers,
who are invited to self-read their consumption and communicate it online to
the water company (e.g., Anda et al., 2013).

2.2.2 High resolution data

The advent of high resolution sensors, with their ability of sampling water con-
sumption on sub-daily basis, opened up a new potential to better character-
ize domestic water consumption. Two distinctive metering approaches can be
distinguished: intrusive metering, which ensures direct estimates of the residen-
tial water end-uses by installing high resolution sensors on-device, namely one
sensor for each water consuming appliance (e.g., washing machine, toilet flush,
shower-head); non-intrusive metering, which registers the total water flow at the
household level over one single detection point for the whole house.

Intrusive metering (see Rowlands et al., 2014, and references therein) is gen-
erally considered inapplicable in real-world, large-scale analysis as the number
of sensors to be installed makes this approach resource intensive, costly, and
hardly accepted by household occupants (Cordell et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2008).
On the contrary, non-intrusive metering represents a more acceptable, though
less accurate, alternative (Mayer and DeOreo, 1999). However, this approach
requires disaggregation algorithms to breakdown the total consumption data
at the household level into the different end-use categories (see Section 2.3).

Several types of sensors have been developed (Table 2.2) by exploiting dif-
ferent technologies and physical properties of the water flow (for a review see
Arregui et al., 2006, and references therein):

• Accelerometers (e.g., Evans et al., 2004), which analyze vibrations in a pipe
induced by the turbulence of the water flow. A sampling frequency of 100
Hz of the pipe vibrations allows reconstructing the average flow within
the pipe with a resolution of 0.015 liters (Kim et al., 2008).

• Ultrasonic sensors (Mori et al., 2004), which estimate the flow velocity,
and then determine the flow rate knowing the pipe section, by measuring
the difference in time between ultrasonic beams generated by piezoelec-
tric devices and transmitted within the water flow. The transducers are
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generally operated in the range 0.5-2MHz and allow attaining an average
resolution around 0.0018 liters (e.g., Sanderson and Yeung, 2002).

• Pressure sensors (Froehlich et al., 2009, 2011), which consist in steel de-
vices, equipped with an analog-digital converter and a micro- controller,
continuously sampling pressurewith a theoreticalmaximum resolution of
2 kHZ. Flow rate is related to the pressure change generated by the open-
ing/close of the water devices valves via Poiseuille’s Law.

• Flow meters (Mayer and DeOreo, 1999), which exploit the water flow to
spin either pistons (mechanic flow meters) or magnets (magnetic meters)
and correlate the number of revolutions or pulse to thewater volumepass-
ing through the pipe. Sensing resolution spans between 34.2 and 72 pulses
per liter (i.e., 1 pulse every 0.029 and 0.014 liters, respectively) associated
to a logging frequency in the range of 1 to 10 seconds (Kowalski andMar-
shallsay, 2005; Heinrich, 2007; Willis et al., 2013).

So far, only flow meters and pressure sensors have been employed in smart
meters applications because ultrasonic sensors are too costly and the use of ac-
celerometers requires an intrusive calibration phasewith the placement ofmul-
tiple meters distributed on the pipe network for each single device of interest
(Kim et al., 2008). It is worth noting that the “smartness” of these sensors is
related both to their high sampling resolution and to their integration in ef-
ficient systems combining data collection, transfer, storage, and analysis. Al-
though sensors can be equipped with data loggers requiring human interven-
tion to retrieve the data directly from the sensors (Mayer et al., 2004), bluetooth
andwireless connections have been recently exploited for improving dataman-
agement. For example, Froehlich et al. (2009) installed a network of pressure
sensors communicating via bluetooth with a laptop deployed at each house-
hold, which runs a custom data logger to receive, compress, and archive data.
These latter are then uploaded to a web server at 30-minute intervals.

2.2.3 Research challenges and future directions

While smart meters are becoming easily available, we identified a list of open
research and technical challenges that need to be addressed to promote the co-
herent use of this wide range of technologies:

1. The first open research question relates to the management of the me-
tered high resolution flow data. In particular, the development of robust,
automated processes to transfer the generated big data requires further
elaborations, both in terms of hardware and software performance due
to existing issues with respect to wireless network reliability, black spots,
power source and battery life (Stewart et al., 2010; Little and Flynn, 2012).
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Table 2.2: Studies contributing in the data gathering step. Studies gathering data with
a sub-daily resolution are considered as high-resolution, low-resolution otherwise.

Reference Location Resolution Sensor Type Resolution [liters]
Olmstead et al. (2007) USA low - -
Wong et al. (2010) Hong Kong low - -
Anda et al. (2013) Australia low - -
Boyle et al. (2013) N/A high - -
Cordell et al. (2003) Australia high - -
Kim et al. (2008) N/A high accelerometer 0.0150
Mayer and DeOreo (1999) USA high flow meter 0.014-0.029
Evans et al. (2004) N/A high accelerometer 0.0150
Mori et al. (2004) N/A high ultrasonic 0.0018
Sanderson and Yeung (2002) N/A high ultrasonic 0.0018
Froehlich et al. (2009) N/A high pressure 0.0600
Froehlich et al. (2011) N/A high pressure 0.0600
Kowalski and Marshallsay (2005) UK high flow meter 0.014-0.029
Heinrich (2007) New Zeland high flow meter 0.014-0.029
Willis et al. (2013) Australia high flow meter 0.014-0.029
Mayer et al. (2004) USA high flow meter 0.014-0.029
Mayer et al. (2000) USA high flow meter 0.014-0.029
Mayer et al. (2003) USA high flow meter 0.014-0.029

All these aspects appear key also because the possibility of integrating wa-
ter and energy meters and using the same data loggers and transmission
systems is expected to enhance the diffusion of high resolution water sen-
sors (Benzi et al., 2011; Froes Lima and Portillo Navas, 2012).

2. The secondopen challenge concerns the designof centralized or distributed
information systems to store the data collected by the smart meters (Ora-
cle, 2009). A centralized system would allow checking the accuracy of the
collected data, which can then bemade easily available for data processing
and analysis. On the contrary, a distributed solution would reduce trans-
mission costs and facilitate providing immediate feedbacks to customers,
who can use this information to make decisions about their water use.

3. A third open question is how householder privacy is impacted by col-
lection and communication of detailed water-use information. Although
such issues are currently underestimated as in many communities (e.g., in
Australia) severe water shortages have led to a permissive attitude to con-
serve water (Giurco et al., 2010), it is likely that the collection of informa-
tion on both water use and behavior change over time implies increased
privacy risks (McIntyre, 2008; Chen et al., 2014).

4. Finally, a challenge is posed by the actual deployment of large-scale high-
resolution metering network in the real world. While literature presents
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a number of trials (e.g., Mayer et al. (2004); Heinrich (2007); Froehlich
et al. (2009)) that exploit smart sensors with extremely fine resolutions
(sub-minute), cost, privacy, and regulations may limit their scalability to
large-scale continuos operative smart meter installations. For example,
data protection and data security issues are being seriously considered by
the European Union, which is imposing some strict guidelines to utilities
willing to deploy smart meter solutions for their customers andmanywa-
ter utilities collect data at lower resolution than the minute (e.g., Thames
Water in London reads data at 15-minute resolution, EMIVASA in Valen-
cia and SES in Switzerland at 1-hour resolution). This implies that the
theoretical capabilities of smart metering technologies may not be fully
exploited, potentially limiting the accuracy in characterizing the residen-
tial water consumption as studies relying onmedium/low resolution data.
Large-scale smart-meters application would therefore benefit from a bet-
ter understanding of the consequences of different time resolutions on the
models accuracy and on the effectiveness of WDMSs.

2.3 Water end-uses characterization

Non-intrusive metering requires disaggregation algorithms to breakdown the
total consumption data registered at the household level into the different end-
use categories (second block of Figure 2.2). In the water research literature,
several studies have been conducted in the last two decades using a variety of
single or mixed disaggregation methods, such as household auditing, diaries,
high resolution flow meters and pressure sensors (see Table 2.3). According
to the methodology adopted, we can identify two main approaches for disag-
gregating smart metered water data at very high temporal resolution: decision
tree algorithms, namely Trace Wizardr (DeOreo et al., 1996) and Identiflowr

(Kowalski and Marshallsay, 2003), and machine learning algorithms, namely Hy-
droSense (Froehlich et al., 2011) and the approach adopted in the SEQREUS
project (Beal et al., 2011a). Recently, the disaggregation of medium resolution
water data (i.e., hourly data) has been explored by means of water use signature
patterns method (Cardell-Oliver, 2013a,b), namely a combination of feature se-
lection, unsupervised learning, and cluster evaluation.

2.3.1 Trace Wizard

Trace Wizard (DeOreo et al., 1996) is a commercial software (recently replaced
by an on-demand service developed and managed by Aquacraft Inc) which ap-
plies a decision tree algorithm to interpretmagneticmetered flow data based on
some basic flow boundary conditions (e.g., minimum/maximum volume, peak
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flow rate, duration range, etc.). The disaggregation process is structured in the
following steps:

1. Conduct a detailed water device stock inventory audit for each household
to determine the efficiency rating of each household appliance/fixture;

2. Household occupants should complete a diary of water use events over a
one-week period to gain information on their water use habits;

3. Analysts use water audits, diaries, and sample flow trace data for each
household to create specific templates that serve to match water end-use
patterns depending on some basic flow boundary conditions.

4. Based on the developed templates, stock survey audit, diary information
and analysts’ experience, the individual water end-uses are disaggregated.

It is worth noting that the human resource effort required by Trace Wizard
makes the overall process extremely time and resource intensive, with the qual-
ity of the results that is strongly dependent on the experience of the analyst in
understanding flow signatures. It has been estimated that the classification of
two weeks of data approximatively requires two hours of works by the analyst
and attains an average classification accuracy of 70% (Nguyen et al., 2013a). In
addition, the prediction accuracy of TraceWizard is significantly reducedwhen
more than two events occur concurrently (Mayer and DeOreo, 1999). How-
ever, Trace Wizard still has an edge on disaggregation techniques and has been
used in several research works and projects (DeOreo and Mayer, 1994; Mayer
and DeOreo, 1995; DeOreo et al., 1996; Mayer and DeOreo, 1999; DeOreo and
Mayer, 2000; Loh et al., 2003;Mayer et al., 2004; Roberts, 2005; Heinrich, 2007;
Mead and Aravinthan, 2009;Willis et al., 2009a,b; Aquacraft Inc., 2011; DeOreo
et al., 2011).

2.3.2 Identi�ow

Similar to Trace Wizard, Identiflow (Kowalski andMarshallsay, 2003) relies on
a decision tree algorithm to perform a semi-automatic disaggregation of the
total water consumption at the household level. Identiflow uses fixed physical
features of various water-use devices (e.g., volume, flow rate, duration, etc.) to
classify the different end-use events. Although Identiflow has shown better per-
formance than TraceWizard (i.e., 74.8% accuracy in terms of the correctly clas-
sified volumeover 3870 events (Nguyen et al., 2013a)), its classification accuracy
strongly depends on the physical features used to describe each fixture/appli-
ance. Two different water events are likely classified into the same category if
they exhibit similar physical characteristics. Moreover, it fails to classify events
when old devices are replaced bymodern ones, since the physical characteristics
of these latter might be completely different compared to the old ones.
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2.3.3 HydroSense

HydroSense (Froehlich et al., 2011) is a probabilistic-based classification ap-
proach which relies on data collected through pressure sensors. Water end-use
events are classified with respect to the unique pressure waves that propagate
to the sensors when valves are opened or closed. Specifically, when a valve is
opened or closed, a pressure change occurs and a pressure wave is generated in
the plumbing system. Based on the pressure wave (which depends on the valve
type and its location), water end-use events are classified by using advanced pat-
tern matching algorithms and Bayesian probabilistic models. HydroSense has
been demonstrated to attain very high levels of classification accuracy, namely
90% and 94% with one or two pressure sensors, respectively (Froehlich et al.,
2011). However, the calibration of the algorithm requires an intrusive moni-
toring period with the installation of a much larger number of pressure sensors
connected to each water device (i.e., Froehlich et al. (2011) used 33 sensors in a
single household). This requirement significantly constrains the portability of
this approach to a wide urban context as it would entail large costs and privacy
issues.

2.3.4 SEQREUS project

The end-use disaggregation approach developed in the SEQREUS project (Beal
et al., 2011a) proposes a combination of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), Dy-
namic TimeWarping (DTW), and time-of-day probability to automatically cat-
egorize the collected data at the household level into particular water end-use
categories. To minimize the intrusiveness of the approach, the ground truth
for the calibration (i.e., a set of disaggregated end-use events) is obtained using
Trace Wizard. Then, the SEQREUS approach works as follows:

1. The disaggregated data are used for trainingmultiple HMMs, one for each
end-use category (excluding the inconclusive event);

2. The physical characteristics of each end-use category are used to refine
the estimate given by the HHMs (e.g., any shower event with a volume
less than 7 liters or any bathtub event with duration less than 4 minutes is
placed in the inconclusive event for future analysis);

3. A DTW algorithm determines if any event in the inconclusive dataset is
similar to an event in categories having clearly defined consumption pat-
terns, namely the washing machine and dishwasher cycles;

4. Time of day probability is used to assign inconclusive events to an end-use
category.
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Testing on three independent households located in Melbourne (Australia)
demonstrated a high prediction accuracy, namely between 80% and 90% for the
major end-use categories (Nguyen et al., 2014). However, the method still re-
quires human input to achieve such levels of recognition accuracy (e.g., for the
classification of inconclusive events supported by DTW and for manually clas-
sifying combine events) (Nguyen et al., 2013a,b).

Table 2.3: Studies contributing in the water end-uses characterization step.

Reference Location Disaggregation algorithm Number of households
Froehlich et al. (2011) N/A HydoSense 5
Heinrich (2007) New Zeland Trace Wizard 12
Mayer et al. (2004) USA Trace Wizard 33
DeOreo et al. (1996) USA Trace Wizard N/A
Kowalski and Marshallsay (2003) UK Identiflow 250
Kowalski and Marshallsay (2005) UK Identiflow N/A
Beal et al. (2011a) Australia SEQREUS 1500
DeOreo and Mayer (1994) USA Trace Wizard 16
Mayer and DeOreo (1995) USA Trace Wizard 16
DeOreo and Mayer (2000) USA Trace Wizard 10
Loh et al. (2003) Australia Trace Wizard 720
Roberts (2005) Australia Trace Wizard 100
Mead and Aravinthan (2009) Australia Trace Wizard 10
Willis et al. (2009a) Australia Trace Wizard 200
Willis et al. (2009b) Australia Trace Wizard 151
Aquacraft Inc. (2011) USA Trace Wizard 209
Nguyen et al. (2014) Australia SEQREUS 3
Nguyen et al. (2013a) Australia SEQREUS 252
Nguyen et al. (2013b) Australia SEQREUS 3 (out of 252)
Mayer et al. (2000) USA Trace Wizard 37 (out of 1188)
Mayer et al. (2003) USA Trace Wizard 33
DeOreo (2011) USA Trace Wizard 1000
Cardell-Oliver (2013a) Australia Water Use Signature Patterns 11000
Cardell-Oliver (2013b) Australia Water Use Signature Patterns 187

2.3.5 Research challenges and future directions

Given the small number of algorithms for disaggregating water flow data, there
is still a large room for developing new methods addressing the major limita-
tions of the existing approaches:

1. First, most of the approaches used in the water sector requires time con-
suming expert manual processing and intensive human interactions via
surveys, audits and water event diaries, while the development of auto-
matic procedures is fundamental to further extend the application of these
methods beyond experimental trials and research projects (Stewart et al.,
2010). Moreover, the existing methods have limited accuracy in identify-
ing overlapping events.
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The disaggregation problem has been addressed in other research fields
as a general problem of blind identification, or output-only system iden-
tification (Reynders, 2012). The real state of the system (i.e., the set of
the working states and water consumption of each single fixture in the
household) is unknown and only observations of the system output (i.e.,
the total water consumption) are available. Starting from the 1990s, sev-
eral techniques have been proposed to address blind identification prob-
lems in different research field, such as signal processing, data commu-
nication, speech recognition, image restoration, seismic signal processing
(see Abed-Meraim et al., 1997, and references therein).
With the development of smart electricity grids (Kramers et al., 2014;Niesse
et al., 2014), this problem has been largely studied in the energy sector to
develop automatic disaggregation methods, also known as NILM algo-
rithms, which aim at decomposing the aggregate household energy con-
sumption data collected from a single measurement point into device-
level consumption data (for a review, see Zeifman et al., 2011; Zoha et al.,
2012; Carrie Armel et al., 2013, and references therein). These methods
showpromising results and seemeffective also up to 6-10 appliances (Figueiredo
et al., 2014;Makonin et al., 2013). Yet, the portability of such techniques in
the water field has not been assessed. Some additional challenges in char-
acterizing water end-use events might be introduced by the larger human
dependency than the one of electric appliances, which aremore automatic.
These concerns primarily involve manually controlled fixtures (e.g., bath-
tubs, showers, faucets), which might be used not at the maximum capacity
(Froehlich et al., 2009).

2. The second main open question relates to the acquisition of the ground
truth for initial calibration. All the algorithms used for disaggregating wa-
ter data, but also the majority of the ones used for energy data, need an in-
trusive period to collect a dataset of disaggregated end-use events, which
incurs extra cost andhuman effort, ultimately challenging their large-scale
application. Researchers are actively looking to devise completely unsu-
pervised or semi-supervised methods that avoid the effort of acquiring
the calibration ground truth data (e.g., Goncalves et al., 2011; Parson et al.,
2014).

3. Finally, most of the approaches developed in the energy sector are cur-
rently focused on correctly characterizing the on/off status of the devices
and, possibly, the fraction of total energy assigned correctly, while their
performance in reproducing the timings and frequencies of each device
are lower (Batra et al., 2014). Yet, timings and frequencies represent key
information to understand consumers behaviors and design personalized
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demandmanagement strategies (e.g., deferring the use of some appliances
to peak-off hours). Accordingly, knowledge about use frequencies, timing
and peak-hours in the water sector would constitute crucial information
for identifying both typical consumption behaviours and patterns, as well
as consumption anomalies (e.g., leakages (Loureiro et al., 2014; Ponce et al.,
2014; Pérez et al., 2014; Perez et al., 2014)). This knowledge would aid the
activities of water utilities at different levels: demand management, net-
work maintenance, and strategic planning.

2.4 User modeling

The user modeling phase (third block in Figure 2.2) aims at representing the
water demand at the household level, thus preserving the heterogeneity of the
individual users in the modelled community, possibly as determined by nat-
ural and socio-psychographic factors as well as by the users’ response to dif-
ferent WDMSs. In the literature, two distinctive approaches exist (see Table
2.4): descriptive models, which limit their extent to the analysis of water con-
sumption patterns, and predictive models, which provide estimate of the water
consumption at the individual (household) level as determined by natural and
socio-psychographic factors, and in response to different WDMSs.

2.4.1 Descriptive models

The first class of models, namely descriptive models, aims at analyzing the ob-
served water consumption behaviors of water users. Depending on the resolu-
tion of the data available, the analysis can focus on identifying aggregated con-
sumption patterns or on defining users’ profiles on the basis of the disaggre-
gated end-uses (e.g., Loh et al., 2003; SDU, 2011; SJESD, 2011; Gato-Trinidad
et al., 2011;Willis et al., 2011; Beal et al., 2011b, 2013; Cardell-Oliver and Peach,
2013; Cole and Stewart, 2013; Beal and Stewart, 2014; Beal et al., 2014; Gurung
et al., 2014, 2015).

The constructionof descriptivemodels allows studyinghistorical trends (Agudelo-
Vera et al., 2014; Kofinas et al., 2014) to build a user consumption profile that
constitutes the baseline for identifying the most promising areas where con-
servation efforts may be polarized (e.g., restriction on irrigation practices in
case gardening represents the dominant end-use). However, the majority of
these models cannot be used to predict the water savings potential of alterna-
tiveWDMSs, unless combined with control group experiments to observe user
responses (Cahill et al., 2013).
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2.4.2 Predictive models

The second class of models, namely predictive models, aims at estimating the
water demand at the individual (household) level. Some works developed pre-
dictive models that mostly provide short-term forecast of the water demand
on the basis of time series analyses (e.g., Homwongs et al., 1994; Molino et al.,
1996; Altunkaynak et al., 2005; Alvisi et al., 2007; Nasseri et al., 2011). Yet,
these approaches are ineffective in supporting the design and implementation
of WDMSs as the predicted water consumption of a user is not related to his
socio-psychographic factors or his response to different WDMSs. An alterna-
tive approach can be structured in the following two sub-steps: (i)multivariate
analysis, which consists in the identification and selection of the most relevant
inputs to explain the preselected output, and (ii) behavioral modeling, which
means model structure identification, parameter calibration and validation.

Themultivariate analysis phase (i.e., variable selection as called in data-driven
modeling (George, 2000)) is a fundamental step to build predictive models of
urban water demand variability in space and time. In most of the works, the
identification of the most relevant drivers relies on the results of data min-
ing techniques (e.g., correlation analysis) between a pre-defined set of variables
(candidate drivers) and the water consumption data. This approach is also re-
ferred to as inductivemodelling (Cahill et al., 2013). An alternative to this data-
driven approach is the deductive construction of models according to empirical
or theoretical causality (Cahill et al., 2013). Depending on the specific domains
fromwhich the candidate drivers are extracted, which is often delimited by data
availability (Arbués et al., 2003), we can distinguish the following threemain ap-
proaches:

• economic-driven studies, which focus on studying the correlation between
water consumption andpurely economic drivers, such aswater tariff struc-
tures or water price elasticity (e.g., Schneider and Whitlatch, 1991; Espey
et al., 1997; Brookshire et al., 2002; Dalhuisen et al., 2003; Olmstead et al.,
2007; Olmstead and Stavins, 2009; Rosenberg, 2010; Qi andChang, 2011);

• geo-spatial studies, which assess the correlation betweenhydro-climatic vari-
ables and seasonality with water consumption (e.g., Miaou, 1990; Griffin
and Chang, 1991; Zhou et al., 2000, 2002; Fullerton and Elias, 2004; Aly
and Wanakule, 2004; Gato et al., 2007; Balling and Gober, 2007; Balling
et al., 2008; Lee and Wentz, 2008; Praskievicz and Chang, 2009; Corbella
and Pujol, 2009; Chang et al., 2010; Polebitski and Palmer, 2010; Lee and
Wentz, 2010; Lee et al., 2011);

• psycographic-driven studies, which infer the influence of users’ personal at-
tributes on their water consumption, including income, family compo-
sition, lifestyle, and households physical characteristics (e.g., number of
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rooms, type, presence of garden) (e.g., Syme et al., 2004;Wentz and Gober,
2007; Fox et al., 2009; Jorgensen et al., 2009; Russell and Fielding, 2010;
Grafton et al., 2011;Willis et al., 2013; Suero et al., 2012;Matos et al., 2014;
Talebpour et al., 2014; Romano et al., 2014).

Note that this classification is not stringent, in the sense that hybrid ap-
proaches dealing with more than one of the mentioned domains have already
been developed (e.g., Makki et al., 2015). Similarly to the descriptive models
discussed in the previous section, the development of predictive models could
significantly benefit from smartmetering technologies and high-resolutionwa-
ter consumption data. Indeed, the availability of high-resolution and end-use
characterization of the water consumption allows predicting the effects of cus-
tomizedWDMSs focused on specific end-uses (e.g., Makki et al., 2013). In most
of the literature, the user modeling is limited to themultivariate analysis, which
however provides only qualitative information to water managers, water utili-
ties, and decision makers. Only fewworks completed the second phase (i.e., be-
havioral modeling) and provide a quantitative prediction of the water demand
at the household level, thus representing better decision-aiding tools as they can
use these models to develop what-if analysis as well as scenario simulation and
analysis.

The construction of behavioral models aims at the identification, calibra-
tion, and validation of mathematical models, which describe the water demand
(i.e., output variable) as a function of the drivers identified in the multivari-
ate analysis. In the behavioral modeling literature, we can identify a first class
of models, named single-user models, which describe the consumption behavior
of individual users considered as isolated entities. These works (e.g., Lyman,
1992; Gato, 2006; Kenney et al., 2008; Maggioni, 2015) generally rely on dy-
namic models based on sampling of statistical distributions describing average
users and end-uses (e.g., number of people per household and their ages, the fre-
quency of use, flow duration and event occurrence likelihood). Water demand
patterns can be then estimated via model simulation and comparison of the re-
sults with the observed data. Yet, this approach often reduces the heterogeneity
of the water users, which can be preserved by running Monte Carlo simula-
tions that sample also the extreme values of the associated statistical distribu-
tions (Rosenberg et al., 2007; Blokker et al., 2010; Cahill et al., 2013). Recently,
different approaches (Bennett et al., 2013; Makki et al., 2013, 2015) combining
non-parametric statistical tests and advanced regression models to identify key
water consumption drivers and forecast urban water consumption have been
demonstrated to successfully identify the main drivers of water consumption
and to attain good forecast accuracy levels.

A second class of behavioral models, named multi-user models, instead fo-
cus on studying the social interactions and influence/mimicking mechanisms
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among the users. The majority of these works relies on multiagent systems
(Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009), where each water user (agent) is defined as
a computer system situated in some environment and capable of autonomous
actions tomeet its design objectives, but also able to exchange informationwith
the neighbor agents and change its behavior accordingly (Wooldridge, 2009).
The adoption of agent-based modeling offers several advantages with respect
to other approaches (Bonabeau, 2002; Bousquet and Le Page, 2004): (1) it pro-
vides a more natural description of a system, especially when it is composed of
multiple, distributed, and autonomous agents, (2) it relaxes the hypothesis of ho-
mogeneity in a population of actually heterogeneous individuals, (3) it allows an
explicit representation of spatial variability, and (4) it captures emergent global
behaviors resulting from local interactions. As a consequence, multiagent sys-
tems can be employed to study the role of social network structures and mech-
anisms of mutual interaction and mimicking on the behaviors of water users
(e.g., Rixon et al., 2007; Galán et al., 2009), to estimate market penetration of
water-saving technologies (e.g., Chu et al., 2009), and to simulate the feedbacks
between water consumers and policy makers (e.g., Kanta and Zechman, 2014).
Table 2.4: Studies contributing in the user modeling step. Legend for multivariate

analysis approaches: E = economic-driven; GS = geo-spatial; P = psychographic
driven; AR = autoregressive. Legend for behavioural models approach: single =
single user model; multi = multi-user model.

Reference Location Modeling Multivariate Behavioural Spatial
approach analysis model scale

Loh et al. (2003) Australia descriptive - - household
Gato-Trinidad et al. (2011) Australia descriptive - - household
SDU (2011) USA descriptive - - household
SJESD (2011) USA descriptive - - household
Cardell-Oliver and Peach (2013) Australia descriptive - - household
Beal et al. (2013) Australia descriptive - - household
Beal and Stewart (2014) Australia descriptive - - household
Gurung et al. (2015) Australia descriptive - - household
Gurung et al. (2014) Australia descriptive - - household
Beal et al. (2014) Australia descriptive - - household
Cole and Stewart (2013) Australia descriptive - - household
Willis et al. (2011) Australia descriptive - - household
Beal et al. (2011b) Australia descriptive - - household
Maggioni (2015) USA predictive E+GS+P single household
Makki et al. (2015) Australia predictive E+P single household
House-Peters and Chang (2011) N/A predictive E+GS+P single+multi N/A
Schneider and Whitlatch (1991) USA predictive E - district
Lyman (1992) USA predictive E+GS+P single household
Espey et al. (1997) N/A predictive E - N/A
Dalhuisen et al. (2003) N/A predictive E - N/A
Miaou (1990) USA predictive GS - urban
Polebitski and Palmer (2010) USA predictive GS - census tracts
Lee et al. (2011) USA predictive GS - household
Olmstead et al. (2007) USA predictive E - household
Willis et al. (2013) Australia predictive P - household
Homwongs et al. (1994) USA predictive AR - urban
Molino et al. (1996) Italy predictive AR - urban
Altunkaynak et al. (2005) Turkey predictive AR - urban
Alvisi et al. (2007) Italy predictive AR - household
Nasseri et al. (2011) Iran predictive AR - urban
Brookshire et al. (2002) N/A predictive E - N/A
Olmstead and Stavins (2009) N/A predictive E - N/A
Rosenberg (2010) Jordan predictive E - household
Qi and Chang (2011) USA predictive E - urban
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Table 2.4: (Continued) Studies contributing in the user modeling step.

Reference Location Modeling Multivariate Behavioural Spatial
approach analysis model scale

Griffin and Chang (1991) USA predictive GS - district
Zhou et al. (2000) Australia predictive GS - urban
Zhou et al. (2002) Australia predictive GS - district
Fullerton and Elias (2004) USA predictive GS - urban
Aly and Wanakule (2004) USA predictive GS - urban
Gato et al. (2007) Australia predictive GS - urban
Balling and Gober (2007) USA predictive GS - urban
Balling et al. (2008) USA predictive GS - census tracts
Lee and Wentz (2008) USA predictive GS - census tracts
Praskievicz and Chang (2009) Korea predictive GS - urban
Corbella and Pujol (2009) N/A predictive GS - N/A
Chang et al. (2010) USA predictive GS - household
Lee and Wentz (2010) USA predictive GS - urban
Syme et al. (2004) Australia predictive P - household
Wentz and Gober (2007) USA predictive P - household
Fox et al. (2009) UK predictive P - household
Russell and Fielding (2010) N/A predictive P - N/A
Grafton et al. (2011) 10 OECD countries predictive P - household
Suero et al. (2012) USA predictive P - household
Matos et al. (2014) Portugal predictive P - household
Talebpour et al. (2014) Australia predictive P - household
Romano et al. (2014) Italy predictive P - water utility
Gato (2006) Australia predictive GS single urban
Rosenberg et al. (2007) Jordan predictive GS+P single household
Blokker et al. (2010) Nederland predictive P single household
Cahill et al. (2013) USA predictive P single household
Bennett et al. (2013) Australia predictive GS+E+P single household
Rixon et al. (2007) Australia predictive E+P multi household
Galán et al. (2009) Spain predictive P multi household
Chu et al. (2009) China predictive E+P multi household
Kanta and Zechman (2014) N/A predictive GS+P multi household
Jorgensen et al. (2009) N/A predictive P - household
Kenney et al. (2008) USA predictive E+GS+P single household
Makki et al. (2013) Australia predictive E+P single household
Giacomoni and Berglund (2015) USA predictive GS multi urban
Escriva-Bou et al. (2015b) USA predictive P single household
Escriva-Bou et al. (2015a) USA predictive P single household

2.4.3 Research challenges and future directions

Given the current status of user modeling studies and the room for improve-
ment given by the use of high resolution, smart metered data, several research
challenges and future directions emerge:

1. The first open question in terms of descriptive models concerns matching
the analysis of the water consumption patterns with the potential drivers
generating the observed users’ behaviors. This would allow validating the
results of the classification of the users on the basis of their consump-
tion and understanding if this latter is a good proxy representing different
characteristics of the users.

2. The use of spatially explicit models to take advantage of the high temporal
and spatial resolution of smart metered data is often hindered by the ag-
gregation of individual household data to a larger spatial scale to protect
customers’ privacy as well as by the difficulties in collecting and sharing
data coming across multiple water authorities and administrative institu-
tions (House-Peters and Chang, 2011).
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3. The third major challenge relates to the validation of the agent-based be-
havioral models. As in the construction of complex process-based mod-
els, accurately describing the single user (agent) behavior and connecting
multiple users within an agent-based model does not ensure the validity
of the results, although these latter are contrasted with observed data. In
addition, given the large number of assumption and parameters, the prob-
lem of equifinality (i.e., the potential existence of multiple, alternative pa-
rameterization leading to same simulation outcomes) has to be addressed
(Ligtenberg et al., 2010).

4. It is worth noting that the type of candidate drivers considered in the user
modeling phase impacts the statistical representativeness of the results.
The construction of sufficiently large datasets to estimate the relation-
ships between water consumption data and the uncontrolled drivers (i.e.,
hydro-climatic and psychographic variables) is generally easy, provided
that the time period is long enough and the number of involved users is
sufficiently high. On the contrary, in most of the cases there is a single
historical realization of the controllable drivers, namely the ones subject
to human decisions (e.g., the existing pricing scheme). In such cases, the
response of the users to different options is generally estimated via eco-
nomics principles or surveys. Yet, economic principles introduce a priori
general rules that might be inaccurate in characterizing the specific users
under study, and the surveys provide only a static snapshot of the system
conditions. The potential for using experimental trials (e.g., Gilg and Barr,
2006; Borisova and Useche, 2013; Fielding et al., 2013) and gamification
platforms (e.g., Mühlhäuser et al., 2008) to validate behavioral models re-
sults by retrieving information to the real users in large-scale applications
has not been tested yet.

5. Finally, a major opportunity is represented by the development of inte-
gratedmodels that cross-analyzewater andwater-related energy consump-
tiondata to improve residentialwater demandmodels (Abdallah andRosen-
berg, 2014; Escriva-Bou et al., 2015b,a).

2.5 Personalized water demand management strategies

Literature reports of a variety of management policies acting on the demand
side of residential water consumption, designed with the purpose of improving
water conservation and safeguarding water security in urban contexts.

According to Inman and Jeffrey (2006), they can be classified in the follow-
ing five categories (Table 2.5): technological, financial, legislative,maintenance, and
educational. These strategies differ in the time scales they act on: price and pre-
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scriptive (i.e., command-and-control) approaches have been shown to achieve
significant reductions of water demand in the short-period, but also have some
drawbacks (such as equity issues and limits in consumers’ price elasticity) that
may limit the effectiveness of such strategies in the long term, if not integrated
with other water conservation interventions (Fielding et al., 2013; Renwick and
Green, 2000). In contrast, users’ awareness and educational approaches allow
for smaller reductions in the short period, but appear to be crucial to pursue
reductions on the long run, as they require a change in users’ behaviors (Geller,
2002).

Technological strategies involve the installation of water efficient household
appliances (e.g., Mead and Aravinthan, 2009; Suero et al., 2012; Carragher et al.,
2012; Froes Lima and PortilloNavas, 2012; Gurung et al., 2015). This option of-
fers great potential for reducing indoor andoutdoorwater consumption (Mayer
et al., 2000, 2003, 2004; DeOreo, 2011). Yet, the benefits associated to these
advanced systems are inconstant (Maggioni, 2015). For example, an incorrect
use of automatic sprinkler may consume more water than manually operated
irrigation systems (Syme et al., 2004), thus requiring educational programs to
ensure an appropriate use.

Financial strategies, (also called market-based or price approaches (Olm-
stead andStavins, 2009)), consist inwater tariffs control associated to analysis of
water demand elasticity (e.g., Dandy et al., 1997; Dalhuisen et al., 2003; Arbués
et al., 2003; Kenney et al., 2008; Cole et al., 2012; Molinos-Senante, 2014; Mag-
gioni, 2015). Even though some authors claim that price-based strategies are
more cost effective than other conservation programs (Olmstead and Stavins,
2009), the effectiveness of this strategies seems uncertain as water demand has
been shown to be relatively price inelastic (Worthington and Hoffman, 2008)
and to rebound to the sameor evenhigher levels after an initial decrease (Kanakoudis,
2002). Yet, a careful assessment of the effectiveness of these strategies would
benefit from longer dataset gathered inmultiple jurisdictions and contexts (Wor-
thington and Hoffman, 2008). In addition, the are also concerns about the eq-
uity of raising prices (Duke et al., 2002).

Legislative strategies correspond to mandatory regulations and restrictions
on water use, particularly in case of drought (e.g., Kenney et al., 2004; Hensher
et al., 2006; Brennan et al., 2007; Kenney et al., 2008; Grafton and Ward, 2008).
Restrictions applied to specific water uses, such as car washing or irrigation,
have been demonstrated to reduce water consumption up to 30% (Renwick and
Archibald, 1998; Kanakoudis, 2002). However, they require policy intervention
to be implemented (Maggioni, 2015) and may be resisted by the community
(Steg and Vlek, 2009).

Maintenance strategies consist in operations aiming at reducing or eliminat-
ing leakages in thewater supply networks (e.g., Britton et al., 2008, 2013), which
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generally account for a significant fraction of the water consumption (e.g., EEA
(2001) estimated losses due to leakage equal to 30% in Italy and 50% in Bulgaria).
The identification and repair of leakages, which are often associated to a small
number of households (Roberts, 2005; Mayer and DeOreo, 1999; Mayer et al.,
2004), allows substantial increase in the efficiency of the water supply systems
at lower costs with respect to augmenting the water supplied without repairing
the network (Garcia and Thomas, 2001; Brooks, 2006).

Educational strategies aim at engaging the water users by means of public
awareness and education campaigns (e.g., Geller, 2002; Steg and Vlek, 2009;
Froes Lima and Portillo Navas, 2012; Anda et al., 2013; Fielding et al., 2013;
Stewart et al., 2013). The effectiveness of these approaches is case-dependent:
for example, it is estimated that information campaigns successfully led to a re-
duction of water demand equal to 8% in the period 1989-1996 in California
(Renwick and Green, 2000), while no impact was observed in UK, where, al-
though a large campaign involving directmailing aswell as newspaper and radio
advertisements, only 5% of the 8000 residences involved noticed the campaign
(Howarth and Butler, 2004). Recent studies however suggest that a relevant wa-
ter saving potential can be obtained by providing feedbacks to the users about
their water consumption or suggestions on customized water savings practices
(e.g., Kenney et al., 2008; Willis et al., 2010; Froehlich et al., 2012; Sonderlund
et al., 2014).

Regardless the type of demand-side management strategy implemented, the
availability of high-resolution data appears crucial both for the design and for
an accurate evaluation of the effects of such interventions. Studies like Mayer
et al. (2000) and Mayer et al. (2003), for instance, demonstrate that smart me-
tered data and end-use characterization are crucial tools for evaluating the ef-
fects of retrofitting interventions both in terms of consumption reduction for
particular end-uses and changes in consumption patterns (i.e., use frequencies
and volumes). The same stands for price-based approaches, as smart metered
data can be exploited to differentiate the price elasticity in relation to differ-
ent uses (e.g., outdoor and indoor water consumption), allowing for the design
of new price schemes, such as Time of Use Tariffs (Cole et al., 2012). In turn, if
we consider educational campaigns, there is evidence of the potential of high-
resolution metering in supporting the design of effective feedbacks and assess
behavioural changes (Froehlich et al., 2012; Stewart et al., 2013; Sonderlund
et al., 2014).

2.5.1 Research challenges and future directions

Given the recent improvements in characterizing water users’ behaviors, a list
of open research challenges exists to improve the designedof personalizedWDMSs:
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Table 2.5: Studies contributing in the personalized WDMSs step. Different WDMSs
are considered: E = educational; F = financial; L = legislative; M = maintenance;
T = technological.

Reference Location Type of WDMS Personalized
Maggioni (2015) USA L+T+F x
Inman and Jeffrey (2006) N/A T+F+L+M+E
Britton et al. (2008) Australia M x
Dalhuisen et al. (2003) N/A E
Mayer and DeOreo (1999) USA M x
Mayer et al. (2004) USA T+M x
Roberts (2005) Australia M x
Suero et al. (2012) USA T x
Mayer et al. (2000) USA T x
Mayer et al. (2003) USA T x
DeOreo (2011) USA T x
Dandy et al. (1997) Australia F
Arbués et al. (2003) N/A F
Molinos-Senante (2014) Spain F
Worthington and Hoffman (2008) N/A F
Kanakoudis (2002) Greece F
Duke et al. (2002) USA F
Hensher et al. (2006) Australia L x
Brennan et al. (2007) Australia L
Grafton and Ward (2008) Australia L
Renwick and Archibald (1998) USA L x
Steg and Vlek (2009) N/A L-E x
Britton et al. (2013) Australia M x
Garcia and Thomas (2001) France M
Brooks (2006) N/A M
Fielding et al. (2013) Australia E x
Renwick and Green (2000) USA E
Howarth and Butler (2004) UK E x
Geller (2002) N/A E x
Willis et al. (2010) Australia E x
Froehlich et al. (2012) USA E x
Sonderlund et al. (2014) N/A E x
Kenney et al. (2004) USA L
Kenney et al. (2008) USA L+F+E x
Mead and Aravinthan (2009) Australia T x
Froes Lima and Portillo Navas (2012) Brazil T+E x
Carragher et al. (2012) Australia T x
Cole et al. (2012) Australia F x
Stewart et al. (2013) Australia E x
Gurung et al. (2015) Australia T x
Giacomoni and Berglund (2015) USA L+T
Escriva-Bou et al. (2015a) USA T+E
Escriva-Bou et al. (2015b) USA T+E

1. The first challenge is the identification of more effective strategies for in-
fluencing the users behaviors. Technological strategiesmostly impact on a
limited number of end-uses (e.g., clothes or dishwashers), whereas are less
effective in inducing water savings in more human-controlled end-uses,
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such as showering or tap water. Moreover, investment inefficiencies can
limit the effectiveness of these strategies causing the Efficiency Gap that
is well-known in the energy field (Allcott and Greenstone, 2012). Edu-
cational intervention and programs can be more effective in controlling
these latter, for example by providing feedbacks to the users as already
applied in the energy sector (e.g., Abrahamse et al., 2007; Costanza et al.,
2012). Yet, there are still open questions on the use of feedbacks to re-
duce water (or energy) consumption, particularly with respect to the most
effective feedback format, whether the effect persists over time, as well
as assessments of costs and benefits of feedback (Strengers, 2011; Desley
et al., 2013).

2. The secondmain open question relates to the long-term effect ofWDMSs,
especially for educational programs and awareness campaigns (e.g., Peschiera
et al., 2010; Pereira et al., 2013). Although they showed promising results
during the program and some months afterwards, their effect eventually
dissipated and water consumption returned to pre-intervention levels af-
ter approximately 12 months (Fielding et al., 2013).

3. Finally, further effort should be devoted to examine the role of social norms
and social influence in promoting water conservation (Rixon et al., 2007;
Van Der Linden, 2013; Schultz et al., 2014). In particular, the potential for
using gamification platforms and social applications to allow users moni-
toring their consumption coupledwith normative information about sim-
ilar households in their neighborhood should be assessed (Bogost, 2007;
Rizzoli et al., 2014; Harou et al., 2014; Clifford et al., 2014; Curry et al.,
2014; Savi� et al., 2014; Vieira et al., 2014; Kossieris et al., 2014; Magiera
and Froelich, 2014; Laspidou, 2014). Water utilities can indeed take ad-
vantage of people’s tendency to mimic the behavior of their neighbors in
order to target their efforts to “early adopters” and encourage technology
diffusion (Janmaat, 2013).

2.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we reviewed134papers (Table 2.1) that contributednewmethod-
ologies and tools in one or more of the blocks underlying the general 4-step
procedure represented in Figure 2.2.

A “roadmap” of the main research challenges that need to be addressed in
order to move the application of smart meters forward over the next decade is
shown in Table 2.6 and summarized below:

1. Data gathering: (i) how to efficiently and reliably manage the big data
generated by the acquisition of high resolution smart metered flow data;
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(ii) understanding the best information system architecture (i.e., central-
ized or distributed) to store the data collected by the smart meters; (iii)
howhouseholder privacy is impacted by collection and communication of
detailed water-use information;

2. Water End-uses characterization: (i) development of automatic proce-
dures for disaggregating water consumption data at the household level
to reduce the manual processing and intensive human interactions re-
quired by current methods; (ii) development of unsupervised methods
that avoid the effort of acquiring the ground truth for training the algo-
rithms; (iii) enhancing the accuracy of the methods in reproducing the
timings and frequencies of each device usage.

3. Usermodeling: (i)matching the analysis of the observedwater consump-
tion profiles identified in the descriptivemodels with the potential drivers
generating the observed users’ behaviors; (ii) better exploit the high spa-
tial resolution of smart metered data to identify water use patterns across
geographic areas; (iii) validation of the agent-based behavioral models’
simulation against observed data; (iv) testing of experimental trials and
gamification platforms to support the validation of the behavioral mod-
els as well as to retrieve information from the water users; (v) developing
integrated models for water and water-related energy.

4. Personalized water demand management strategies: (i) identification of
more effective strategies for influencing the users behaviors, particularly
by means of customized feedbacks to the water users providing infor-
mation about their water consumption or suggestions on water savings
practices; (ii) how to ensure a long-term effect of the implemented water
demand management strategies, especially for educational programs and
awareness campaigns; (iii) a better understanding of the role of social
norms and social influence in promoting water conservation;

Despite the large number of papers published over the last years, the analysis
of the studies discussed in this reviewhighlights a clear need to shift research ef-
forts from the development of specializedmethodologieswithin each step of the
procedure toward a more integrated approach that covers all the four phases.
Indeed, themajority of the studies reviewed (i.e., 89% over 134 papers) provides
contribution to a single step, whereas only few works go across multiple steps.

Moreover, we can observe that the case study locations are not homoge-
neously distributed: 79% of the papers reviewed are applied in theUnited States
(36%) or Australia (43%), while the remaining studies were developed in Eu-
rope (13%) or Asia (6%) and a single application found in South America and
no one in Africa. However, we expect that the challenges posed by climate
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Table 2.6: Main research challenges for the use of smart meters in residential water
demand modeling and management.

1) Data gathering 2) Water end-uses characterization 3) User modeling 4) Personalized WDMSs
1.1) Management of big 2.1) Automatic 3.1) Matching observed 4.1) More effective behavioral
data disaggregation water consumption profiles influence via customized

procedures (i.e., no with potential drivers of feedbacks
manual processing) users’ behaviors

1.2) Centralized or 2.2) Unsupervised 3.2) Identification of spatial 4.2) Long-term effect of WDMS
distributed information disaggregation patterns across geographical
system algorithms (i.e., no areas

ground truth)
1.3) Impacts on 2.3) Higher accuracy in 3.3) Validation of the agent- 4.3) Social norms and social
household privacy reproducing timings and based behavioral models influence

frequencies
1.4) Real world scalability 3.4) Testing experimental
of high-resolution networks trials and gamification

platforms
3.5) Developing integrated
models for water and
water-related energy

change impacts, growing population demands, and constrained sources of wa-
ter supply will call for the application of integrated residential water demand
modeling and management in several countries across the world. Finally, we
foresee that the investments for smart technologies in fields other than urban
water management (e.g., Fernàndez et al., 2014; Niesse et al., 2014; Kramers
et al., 2014; Rezgui et al., 2014; Zarli et al., 2014) will create opportunities for
collaborations and common actions among different spheres. Residential wa-
ter demand modelling and management can benefit from these collaborations
because smart technologies and networks have already been deployed in other
fields, like domestic energy, thus representing a benchmark for learning and in-
tegration. Moreover, the existing nexus between energy and water is expected
to foster synergies and cross-influences for addressing future demands (WWAP,
2014; Escriva-Bou et al., 2015b). Integrated, interdisciplinary science will thus
support policy makers and planners addressing the major sustainability chal-
lenges placed by modern urban contexts and their evolution towards smart
cities (Hilty et al., 2006; Laniak et al., 2013; Letcher et al., 2013).

Starting from these remarks, in the next chapters of this thesis we present
a set of modelling tools that we developed for each phase of the procedure of
Figure 2.2. Addressing various aspects of residential water (and energy) demand
modelling andmanagement, we aim to provide relevant scientific contributions
towards the advancement of solutions to the challenges above listed.
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disaggregation

Abstract1

Information on residential water and power consumption patterns disaggre-
gated at the single-appliance level is an essential requirement for water and en-
ergy utilities and managers to design customized demand management strate-
gies. Several NILM techniques have been proposed in the literature for power
load disaggregation. They decompose the aggregated electric load measured at
the household level by a single-point smart meter into the individual contri-
bution of each end-use. Despite being defined non-intrusive, NILM methods
often require an intrusive data sampling process for training purpose. This cal-
ibration intrusiveness hampers NILMmethods large-scale applications. Other
NILMchallenges are the limited accuracy in reproducing the end-use consump-
tion patterns and their trajectories in time, which are key to characterize con-

1The content of this chapter has been partially published in the following papers:
• Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Piga, D., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A., 2017. A hybrid signature-based iterative disag-
gregation algorithm for non-intrusive load monitoring. Applied Energy 185, 331–344;

• Piga, D., Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A. E., 2016. Sparse optimization for automated
energy end use disaggregation. IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology 24 (3), 1044–1051;

• Cominola, A., Giuliani,M., Castelletti, A., Abdallah, A., Rosenberg, D., 11 – 14 July 2016a. Developing a stochas-
tic simulationmodel for the generation of residential water end-use demand time series. In: Proceedings of the
8th International Congress on Environmental Modeling and Software (iEMSs 2016). Toulouse (France);

• Piga, D., Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A., 28 June – 3 July 2015. A convex optimization
approach for automated water and energy end use disaggregation. In: Proceedings of the 36th IAHR World
Congress. Vol. 28. The Hague (the Netherlands).
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sumers’ behaviours and appliances efficiency, and the poor performance when
multiple appliances are simultaneously operated. End-use disaggregation in the
water research literature is more recent and fewer algorithms for water end-
use disaggregation have been proposed so far. Yet, further developments to
compare existing techniques and assess the portability of power load disag-
gregation algorithm to water data area needed. In this chapter we contribute
two algorithms for water and energy end-use disaggregation. The first algo-
rithm is based on the assumption that the unknown appliance power/water
consumption profiles are piecewise constant over time and it exploits the in-
formation on the time-of-day probability in which a specific appliance might
be used. The disaggregation problem is formulated as a least-square error min-
imization problem, with an additional (convex) penalty term aiming at enforc-
ing the disaggregate signals to be piecewise constant over the time. The second
algorithm is called HSID and is based on the combination of FHMMs, which
provide an initial approximation of the end-use trajectories, and ISDTW, that
processes the end-use trajectories in order to match the typical power/water
consumption pattern of each appliance. Tests onto real-world power consump-
tion data benchmarking against state-of-the-art algorithms show that our al-
gorithms achieve high disaggregation accuracy with multiple data resolutions.
HSID is also demonstrated to be robust with respect to noisy signals, scalable
to dataset including a large set of appliances and can be successfully used in non-
intrusive experimentswithout requiring appliance-levelmeasurements. Finally,
we extend the application of HSID to the disaggregation of synthetic water data
at multiple data resolutions.

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 (Section 2.3) we motivated how demand management benefits of
end-use disaggregation, both in the water and energy fields. As mentioned, pi-
oneering research and applications on end-use disaggregation regard the en-
ergy sector: for this reason most of the background theory and literature we
mention in this chapter, prior to applications, refer to energy end-use disaggre-
gation, rather than water. Indeed, the effectiveness of customized energy con-
sumption feedbacks and, broadly, demand management strategies, such as eco-
nomic incentives to upgrade poorly efficient energy consuming devices (Geller
et al., 2006), hourly dynamic energy pricing to reduce demand in peak hours
(Gaiser and Stroeve, 2014), and awareness campaigns to inform energy con-
sumers about their broken-downconsumption and savings (Vassileva andCampillo,
2014), has been demonstrated to benefit from appliance-specific information
since the beginning of 1990s (Newborough and Probert, 1990; Fischer, 2008).
The knowledge of timings, peak-hours, and frequencies of use of electric de-
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vices is key to understand consumers’ behaviours, identify consumption anoma-
lies, and, ultimately, design personalized demand management strategies (e.g.,
deferring the use of some appliances to peak-off hours). Appliance-specific per-
sonalized recommendations are potentially worth more than 12% reduction in
annual domestic consumption and can bring multiple benefits to energy con-
sumers, utilities, and research and development centres (Carrie Armel et al.,
2013). This has been prompting big investments for the deployment of smart
metering networks (Neenan and Hemphill, 2008; Chou and Yutami, 2014; Co-
lak et al., 2015), along with the development of Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring
NILM techniques.

The main advantage of NILM (Hart, 1992) is that it allows decomposing the
aggregated electric loadmeasured at the household level by a single smart, high-
frequency, meter into the individual contribution by each appliance, the so-
called end-uses. Despite alternative options do exist for monitoring residential
energy consumption at the appliance level (e.g., smart appliances, distributed
sensing networks for direct measurement and smart plugs (Kobus et al., 2015;
Morsali et al., 2012)), NILMmethods, coupled with single-point sensors, are so
far the most promising decomposition approach as they reduce hardware costs
(sensor cost and related costs for installation, maintenance, battery and sensors
replacement) as well as intrusiveness into users’ houses, even though many re-
quire an intrusive calibration phase. Also, installing a unique high-resolution
sensor per house significantly reduces the amount of data to manage, rather
than collecting records from multiple sensors. Another reason promoting the
suitability of NILMmethods for large-scale energy disaggregation applications
and market penetration consists in the overall economic advantages of disag-
gregation software technologies: a business case by Carrie Armel et al. (2013)
shows that the benefits per kWh in terms of potentially avoided energy gen-
eration and distribution outweigh the costs of disaggregation technologies by
a factor of four. This is further demonstrated by the fact that NILM methods
are currently used in domains other than energy consumption, including water
and gas, and many companies such as General Electric, Opower and Belkin are
working on their development closely with smart meter producers (Zoha et al.,
2012; Carrie Armel et al., 2013). Yet, the problem of disaggregating an electric
signal into its sub-components places a twofold challenge. On the one hand,
disaggregation techniques should be able to maximize the appliance-specific
information extracted from the aggregate signal. On the other hand, the al-
gorithms should allow for scalability, while minimizing economic and privacy
costs related to disaggregation activities (i.e., sensors installation, data collec-
tion, and data analysis).

Several NILM algorithms have been proposed in the literature (see Zeifman
et al., 2011; Zoha et al., 2012, and references therein for a review). Yet, a number
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of research and operational challenges are under debate and emerged in recent
works. The first, most important issue is related to the rate of intrusiveness of
the data sampling process (Goncalves et al., 2011). In fact, after the seminalwork
by Hart (1992), a first class of supervised algorithms has been developed, which
requires large appliance-level data sets for the initial off-line training phase (e.g.,
Kolter et al., 2010; Elhamifar and Sastry, 2015; Singh et al., 2016). Despite a cer-
tain level of intrusiveness is unavoidable to ensure accuracy in the subsequent
stages of data disaggregation, the challenge is to keep it at a minimum. This
challenge has been motivating the recent emergence of a second class of unsu-
pervised algorithms, which generally avoid collecting appliance-level data (see
Bonfigli et al., 2015, and references therein).

Second, the definition of consistent accuracy metrics against which NILM
algorithms can be evaluated and compared is another domain challenge. Ac-
cording to Butner et al. (2013), Barker et al. (2014) and Batra et al. (2014), no
consistent conventions and standards are currently in place for measuring the
accuracy of NILM technologies. Many algorithms tend to focus only on accu-
rately detecting the on/off status of each appliance (e.g., Giri and Bergés, 2015;
Makonin and Popowich, 2015; Bernard and Marx, 2016) and their accuracy is
hence evaluated using metrics accounting for on/off detection, such as the F-
score (Batra et al., 2014). Only few studies also consider the accuracy in repro-
ducing the consumption patterns of single end-uses in time, which is evaluated
either by visual inspection or by means of specific quantitative metrics (Kolter
and Johnson, 2011; Gabaldón et al., 2014; Kelly and Knottenbelt, 2015; Bon-
figli et al., 2015; Amenta and Tina, 2015; Mueller and Kimball, 2016; Piga et al.,
2016). While limiting the extent of NILM algorithms to only the detection of
on/off events allows retrieving information on appliances time and frequencies
of use, a correct reproduction of end-use patterns would support water utilities
and demand management with more exhaustive information regarding con-
sumers’ behavior and energy usage efficiency. Accurate estimates of appliances
power consumption patterns enables a better identification of peak-hours, a
more accurate quantification of the power load contributed by each appliance
during peak and off-peak hours, as well as assessments on the efficiency levels
of different appliances. These are key information to understand consumers’
behaviour and, ultimately, design personalized demand management strategies
targeted at improving power consumption efficiency and reducing costs, for in-
stance through demand peak-shifting and retrofitting of low-efficiency devices.
Finally, a third challenge to energy disaggregation algorithms consists in the
number of simultaneously operating appliances that can be identified byNILM
algorithms (Froehlich et al., 2011; Butner et al., 2013; Barker et al., 2014). This is
a double challenge because an increasing number of simultaneously operating
appliances not only raises the variety of appliance-specific consumption pat-
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terns to be identified, but also increases the combinations of overlapping uses,
and, consequently, signal distortion (Liang et al., 2010).

In this chapter, we address these three challenges by contributing two novel
algorithms for NILM. The first algorithm, later on called SOD, exploits sparse
optimization to perform end-use disaggregation. It formulates the problem of
end-use disaggregation as a least-square error minimization problem, with an
additional (convex) penalty term aiming at enforcing the disaggregate signals to
be piecewise constant over the time. Moreover, it is based on the assumption
that the unknown appliance power/water consumption profiles are piecewise
constant over time and it exploits the information on the time-of-day probabil-
ity in which a specific appliance might be used. The second one, called HSID,
combines FHMMs and ISDTW to accurately characterize end-use trajectories
for a number of simultaneously operating appliances and reduce the intrusive-
ness of the off-line training. More precisely, the FHMMs module of the algo-
rithm initially disaggregates the total power/water consumption signal into 2-
state single-appliance piece-wise constant trajectories. Thus, FHMMs provide
a rough approximation of the end-use trajectories. ISDTW is then applied, in
order to reshape them according to the typical power/water consumption pat-
tern of each specific end-use, and include the intrinsic variability of the latter
in terms of power/water range and appliance usage duration. After being pro-
cessed through ISDTW, the estimated end-use trajectories describe more ac-
curately and realistically the power/water consumption time series of each ap-
pliance. We presente here a supervised and a semi-supervised versions of the
algorithm, developed in order to deal bothwith applications involving intrusive
measurements at single-appliance level, as well as non-intrusive ones. The two
versions of HSID are independent and differentiate with respect to the infor-
mation needed for algorithm training: the supervised version of HSID requires
appliance-level load measurements, while the semi-supervised version exploits
aggregate measurements from the smart meter to retrieve appliance-level in-
formation.

This chapter is organized as follows. We formalize the disaggregation prob-
lem in Section 3.2 and describe the two algorithms in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4,
we present multiple tests of the two algorithms on real-world power consump-
tion data. In particular, we first assess their performance through diverse set of
metrics and against a state-of-the-art benchmarkmethod. We then test the sen-
sitivity of HSID with respect to the level of noise in the metered consumption
as well as the number of metered appliances. Moreover, we demonstrate the
usability of HSID in semi-supervised applications, without the need of gath-
ering a training dataset at the appliance level, and test the effect of lowering
data resolution on disaggregation accuracy. Finally, in Section 3.5 we assess the
portability of HSID to the disaggregation of synthetic water data and then we
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3. Water and energy end-use disaggregation

conclude the chapter with a general discussion on all the results obtained.

3.2 Problem formulation and related work

NILM end-use disaggregation algorithms estimate the power consumption of
each appliance contributing to the total consumption of a household as mea-
sured by a single-point smart meter at sub-daily frequency, namely either low-
frequency (e.g., 10 seconds or 1 minute) or high- frequency (e.g., hundreds of
Hz).2 This problem can be classified as a blind identification problem (Abed-
Meraim et al., 1997) where, given the observed output of the whole system (i.e.,
the household total power consumption), the unobserved sub-states (i.e., the
power consumption of each appliance) should be estimated. More formally, we
can write the total power consumption of a house at time step t as:

Ȳt =
NX

i=1

yi
t + et (3.1)

where Ȳt is the total, observed power consumption at each time step t, yi
t the

consumption of appliance i at time step t, N the total number of appliances,
and et is the measurement noise.

The consumption of the i-th appliance is written, for each time step, as:

yi
t = B

i
x

i,>
t + ✏it yi

t 2 R+

B

i = [bi,1, bi,2, . . . , bi,M] i = 1, . . . , N

x

i
t = [xi,1t , xi,2t , . . . , xi,Mt ] i = 1, . . . , N

(3.2)

where:

• B

i is a vector containing the power consumption basis bi,j for each appli-
ance i, i.e., the power consumption related to each operating state j (e.g.,
on/off ) of the appliance.M is the number of potential power states (in this
formulation it is assumed that all the appliances have the same number of
states);

• x

i
t represents the activation vector for the states of appliance i, at time
t. It is a binary-valued vector indicating which power levels of vector B

i

are operating for the i-th appliance at each time step, therefore xi,jt 2
{0, 1} 8i, j, t. Also, each appliance can only operate in one state at a time,
thus the following constraint holds:

PM
j=1 x

i,j
t = 1 8i, t;

2We remind that in the theoretical sections of this chapter we refer to power consumption disaggregation, but the
same concepts stand for water consumption disaggregation, where not specified.
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3.2. Problem formulation and related work

• ✏it is the noise affecting the consumption of appliance i at time step t. It
may be due to intrinsic characteristics of appliances or mutual interfer-
ence among appliances on the same network.

Based on the elements introduced so far, we can formulate the general disag-
gregation problem as a minimization problem, searching for the consumption
trajectories of each appliance that minimize the error between estimated and
real power trajectories, for each time step of the considered time horizonH:

[B⇤, x

⇤
t ] = arg min

B, xt

"
HX

t=1

(Ȳt - Ŷt)
2

#

= arg min
B, xt

HX

t=1

"
NX

i=1

(ȳt
i - ŷt

i)2

# (3.3)

The above formulation defines the general problem of the NILM methods
classified in Zoha et al. (2012) as optimization methods. In principle, the solution
to Problem 3.3 may be computed by standard least-square techniques. How-
ever, the problem is overparametrized (i.e., the number of parameters to be es-
timated is higher than the number of available measures) and, in practice, al-
ternative optimization methods such as genetic algorithms (Baranski and Voss,
2004), integer optimization (Suzuki et al., 2008) or sparse optimization (Kolter
et al., 2010; Elhamifar and Sastry, 2015; Piga et al., 2016) are used to search for
the best match between a combination of appliances sampled from a known
database and the vector of total measured consumption. Despite showing good
accuracy in cases with a limited number of appliances combinations, the com-
putational complexity and the lack of inclusion of the temporal continuity of
power signals constitute two major drawbacks for such techniques. SOD, the
first NILM algorithm that we propose in this chapter, can be classified as an
optimizationmethods, as it exploits sparse optimization techniques to perform
disaggregation. The issues of temporal structure, continuity, and state transi-
tion are tackled by the so called pattern recognitionmethods (Zoha et al., 2012).
The algorithms belonging to this class do not approach Problem 3.3 as an in-
dependent problem for each time step. In contrast, they include information
about the temporal structure of power signals and search for the sequence of
appliances states that is optimal with respect to those features that show tem-
poral continuity (e.g., state transition probabilities). Techniques such as Arti-
ficial Neural Networks (ANNs) (Srinivasan et al., 2006) or HMMs (Kolter and
Jaakkola, 2012) have been tested in this context, successfully showing the value
of temporal information in learning the consumption patterns of appliances.
In particular, several HMM-based load disaggregation algorithms have been
widely used and discussed in NILM literature (Mauch et al., 2016), showing the
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3. Water and energy end-use disaggregation

potential of achieving disaggregation accuracies higher than 70% and up to 99%
on relevant appliances, when they are trained on data from the same household
used for testing. Given these promising results, HMM-family methods (Kolter
and Johnson, 2011; Batra et al., 2014) are often adopted as benchmarks for al-
gorithm testing and comparison. Another family of recently proposed pattern
recognition methods relies on DTW, a well-established pattern matching tech-
nique used in the field of speech recognition, which allows comparisons and
matching between traces of different length (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978). In the
field of electricity smart grids, DTW has been mainly used for electric profiles
clustering (Gullo et al., 2009).

All these algorithms rely on a preliminary supervised learning phase, which
requires to intrusively collect key information, such as the number of appli-
ances N or the typical end-use power consumption pattern of each appliance
(the so-called signatures), for the calibration of the power consumption bases
B and other method-specific parameters. The supervised version of the pro-
posed HSID algorithm can be hence classified as a supervised pattern matching
method, which combines FHMMs and ISDTW and requires the knowledge of
N and of the appliances’ signatures. In particular,N can be either retrieved in-
trusively through door-to-door appliance surveys or can be reported directly
by householders. Especially the latter case, or when the number of electric
appliances is large, the reported values of N may be affected by errors, that
will be then propagated along the disaggregation process, if no cross-checks
are considered. However, the intrusiveness of collecting appliance-level data
for training the disaggregation algorithms often hampers the wide usability of
such tools in real world applications. A non-intrusive alternative is represented
by completely unsupervised algorithms (see Bonfigli et al., 2015, and references
therein), which do not require any a-priori information aboutN and B. These
methods have been benchmarked against well known datasets and supervised
methods (see Kim et al., 2011; Goncalves et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2012; Liao
et al., 2014; Parson et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2015; Pöchacker et al., 2016; Liu
et al., 2016; Bernard and Marx, 2016, for instance). Yet, they are subject of on-
going research in the field of electrical power disaggregation, and, given the
recent development of most of them, comprehensive studies cross-comparing
the performance of promising unsupervised methods against common datasets
and performance metrics are in progress (Bonfigli et al., 2015). An alterna-
tive approach for reducing the intrusiveness of supervised methods is to ex-
tract appliance-level signatures from the aggregate-level smart metered trace
(Parson et al., 2014). In practice, the availability of consumption diaries (Zhao
et al., 2016), where the time-of-use of each appliance is recorded for part of
the monitoring period, would support this approach. Recently, Elafoudi et al.
(2014) proposed aNILMalgorithmbased onDTWand customers’ daily diaries,
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which is demonstrated to attain promising results in the end-uses disaggrega-
tion, with an overall disaggregation accuracy in terms of F-score higher than
85%. Indeed, power use diaries information would allow retrieving appliances
signatures from portions of the total consumption trace when only one appli-
ance is operating (i.e., no other appliances are simultaneously in operation). We
developed a second, semi-supervised version of the proposed HSID algorithm
upon this idea, and show that the algorithm is portable in almost non-intrusive
cases, where only the knowledge of the number of appliancesN is needed, thus
removing the initial intrusiveness and costs associated with the metering of
fixture-level data. Both SOD and HSID algorithms are described in the next
section.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Sparse optimization-based algorithm

3.3.1.1 Theoretical concepts

In this section, the sparse optimization based NILM algorithm SOD is pre-
sented. The following conditions are assumed to hold for its development:

Assumption 1: a training data set DTt is available. The training set consists
of the observations of the power signatures of each appliance available in
the house. An intrusive period is needed to construct DTt . During this
period, the patterns of electricity demand of each appliance are observed,
and information on time-of-day probability characterizing the usage of
each appliance can be also gathered.

Assumption 2: a roughly knowledge of the power demand of each appliance
at each operating mode (i.e., the terms bi,j in Equation 3.2) is supposed
to be available. For instance, the terms B(j)

i can be evaluated from DTt
through k-means clustering Likas et al. (2003) or through a simple visual
inspection.

Assumption 3: the energy consumption profiles of each appliance are piece-
wise constant over time.

Standard Least Squares In order to estimate the power demandyi
t of each

appliance based on the aggregate power consumption observations DTt , the
time-varyingparametersxi,1t , xi,2t , . . . , xi,Mt (with i = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , T)
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can, in principle, be computed solving the standard least-square problem:

min
{xi,jt }

i = 1, . . . , N
j = 1, . . . ,M
t = 1, . . . , T

TX

t=1

 

Ȳt -
NX

i=1

ŷt
i

!2

(3.4)

with
ŷi
t = yi

t - ✏
i
t = B

i
x

i,>
t

However, Problem (3.4) is overparameterized, since it involvesmore param-
eters than measurements. As a consequence, overfitting occurs, and thus no
generalization property is guaranteed. One possible solution to overcome this
problem is to introduce regularization terms in (3.4) to:

• enforce each appliance to operate at a single mode at each time instant;

• according to Assumption 3, enforce the energy consumption profiles ŷi
t

to be piecewise constant signals over time.

Adding regularization In order to exploit the information that: (i) the pa-
rameters xi,1t , xi,2t , . . . , xi,Mt can be either 0 or 1 and (ii) each appliance can only
operate at a singlemode at each time instant, the following regularized problem
can be solved instead of (3.4):

min
{xi,jt }

i = 1, . . . , N
j = 1, . . . ,M
t = 1, . . . , T

TX

t=1

 

Ȳt -
NX

i=1

ŷt
i

!2

+ �1

NX

i=1

TX

t=1

������

2

4
xi,1t...
xi,Mt

3

5

������
0 (3.5)

s.t.
MX

j=1

xi,jt = 1 8i, t,

xi,jt 2 {0, 1} 8i, j, t

where k · k0 denotes the cardinality of a vector (i.e., number of its nonzero
components). Note that, on one hand, the second term in the objective func-
tion of Problem (3.5) aims at enforcing sparsity in the vector x

i
t. On the other

hand, the vector x

i
t is guaranteed to have at least one element different than
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zero, because of the equality constraint appearing in Problem (3.5). The hyper-
parameter �1 > 0 is tuned by the user (for instance, through cross-validation)
for balancing the tradeoff between minimizing the fitting error (by decreasing
the value of �1) andmaximising sparsity of the parameter vector x

i
t (by increas-

ing the value of �1).
Note that, because of the k · k0 operator, Problem (3.5) is not convex. Ac-

cording to the Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996; Zou, 2006), an approximate solution of
Problem (3.5) can be obtained by replacing the cardinality of a vector (i.e., the
operator k · k0) with its `1 norm. Furthermore, in order to improve the accuracy
of the final estimate, the parametersx

i
t can be scaled by nonnegativeweightsw

i
t.

This leads to the following convex approximation of Problem (3.5):

min
{xi,jt }

i = 1, . . . , N
j = 1, . . . ,M
t = 1, . . . , T

TX

t=1

 

Ȳt -
NX

i=1
ŷt

i

!2

+ �1

NX

i=1

TX

t=1

������

2

4
wi,1

t...
wi,M

t

3

5�

2

4
xi,1t...
xi,Mt

3

5

������
1 (3.6)

s.t.

MX

j=1

xi,jt = 1 8i, t,

xi,jt 2 {0, 1} 8i, j, t

where� denotes the element-wisemultiplication. The choice of theweights
w

i
t is discussed in Section 3.3.1.2. Note that the `1-norm regulation promotes

sparsity of the vector x

i
t. In fact, in the ideal case, only one component of that

vector should be nonzero (i.e., the i-th appliance operates at a single mode at
each time instant). The reader is referred to the works Tropp (2004); Fuchs
(2004); Donoho (2006); Vincent and Novara (2013) for a detailed analysis on
the properties of `1-regularization in sparse estimation problems.

Adding regularization to enforce piece-wise constant signals power
demand pro�les In order to further improve the accuracy of the estimate
given by (3.6), we might exploit the additional information that the power de-
mand signatures of the electric appliances are piecewise constant over time
(Assumption 3). In order to enforce the power signals to be piecewise constant,
a new regularization termaiming at penalizing the variation of the time-varying
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coefficients x

i
t is added to Problem (3.6), i.e.,

min
{xi,jt }

i = 1, . . . , N
j = 1, . . . ,M
t = 1, . . . , T
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(3.7)

s.t.
MX

j=1

xi,jt = 1 8i, t,

xi,jt 2 {0, 1} 8i, j, t
with �2 being a tuning parameter playing a role similar to �1. The terms ki

(with i = 1, . . . , N) are a-priori specified nonnegative weights which can be
chosen through the method described in Section 3.3.1.2. It is worth remarking
that:

• penalizing the norm of the difference between two consecutive parame-
ters xi,jt - xi,jt-1 is commonly referred in the literature as Fused Lasso (Tib-
shirani et al., 2005) and it is used to promote sparsity in the discrete-time
derivative of the signal xi,jt (thus enforcing the signal xi,jt to be piecewise
constant over time).

• the last term of Equation (3.7) is a group (fused) Lasso penalty (Yuan and
Lin, 2006; Zhao et al., 2009; Vogt and Roth, 2010), penalizing the mixed
`1,1-norm (i.e., sum of the infinity norms) of the groups

2

4
xi,1t - xi,1t-1...
xi,Mt - xi,Mt-1

3

5 ,

with i = 1, . . . , N and t = 2, . . . , T. The infinity norm is considered for
this last term so that, at the solution, the vector

2

4
xi,1t - xi,1t-1...
xi,Mt - xi,Mt-1

3

5 ,

is enforced to be either identically zero or full. In fact, if one of the pa-
rameters in x

i
t changes from time t- 1 to t, a variation of the other pa-

rameters does not change the cost function. Specifically, only the largest
time variation among the elements of the vector x

i
t affects the objective
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function. Following the same rationale, the `2-norm can be alternatively
used instead of the `1-norm. The choice of the norm of the group is a
problem at hand, mainly related to the numerical algorithms used to solve
the formulated group Lasso problem.

Exploiting the information that every appliance cannot change state
simultaneously If the sampling interval �t = t- (t- 1) is small enough,
it is also reasonable assuming that at most one appliance can change operating
mode at each time instant. If this assumption holds, this additional information
can be exploited by adding the following convex constraints to Problem (3.7):

NX

i=1

������

2

4
xi,1t - xi,1t-1...
xi,Mt - xi,Mt-1

3

5

������
1

6 1, t = 2, . . . , T (3.8)

3.3.1.2 Practical implementation

Some suggestions for a practical implementation of the proposed disaggrega-
tion algorithm, including the choice of the weighting parameters w

i
t and ki

from the training setDTt , are given in this section.

w

i

t

weights setting Themain idea behind the choice of theweightswi,1
t , . . . , wi,M

t
is the following: if the i-appliance is more likely to operate at mode j at time t,
then the parameter xi,jt is more likely to be equal to 1, while the other param-
eters xi,gt (with g 6= j) are more likely to be equal to zero. In terms of the
optimization problem (3.7), the parameters xi,gt (with g 6= j) should be more
penalized than xi,jt , or equivalently, wi,g

t (with g 6= j) should be higher than
wi,j

t . The information on time-of-day probability of the usage of each appli-
ance can be inferred from the training data setDTt . Specifically, for given i and
t, the weightswi,1

t , . . . , wi,M
t can be chosen as follows:

1. givenDTt , for each time sample t compute qi,j
t as the number of times the

i-th appliance is classified to be at mode j at the time samples t+ k24h,
with k 2 Z.

2. if qi,j
t 6= 0, the weightwi,j

t is then given by: qi,j
t =

1
qi,j
t

. Otherwise set the

weightwi,j to a large number.

Note that the parameter qi,j
t might also be computed considering not only the

observations at t, t- 24h, t+ 24h, t- 48h, t+ 48h, . . ., but also the obser-
vations (possibly weighted) within given time intervals [t + k24h - �, t +
k24h +�].
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ki weights setting Theweightski can be chosen as follows: if the i-th appli-
ance rarely changes its operating mode over time, than the time variation of the
parameters xi,jt should bemore penalizedw.r.t. the time variation of the param-
eters characterizing another appliance which frequently changes its operating
mode. The weight ki can be then inversely proportional to the number of mode
changes observed in the training dataset for the i-th appliance, and scaled by the
length of the training dataset.

Reducing the computational complexity As the number of optimization
variables in Problem (3.7) grows linearly with the length T of the signal Ȳt to be
disaggregated, the applicability of the proposed approach might be limited to
small/medium values of T . In order to overcome this problem, a sub-optimal
solution of Problem (3.7), can be simply computed by splitting the datasetDT

into H disjoint subsets Dh of length Th (with h = 1, . . . , H) such that DT =SH
h=1 D

h. Problem (3.7) is then solved for each subsetDh.
The computational complexity of the algorithm can be further reduced as

follows. If at time t the i-th appliance is guaranteed not to operate at the j-
th mode, then the parameter xi,jt can be set to zero, thus reducing the num-
ber of decision variables for Problem (3.7). Such an information can be sim-
ply obtained by analyzing the observed aggregate power consumption Ȳt. In
fact, if Ȳt ⌧ bi,j (i.e., the observed aggregate power consumption at time t is
largely lower than the power consumption of the i-th appliancewhen operating
at mode j), then xi,jt can be directly set to zero.

3.3.2 Hybrid Signature-based Iterative Disaggregation algorithm

The development of the second algorithm for end-use disaggregation that we
propose here, Hybrid Signature-based Iterative Disaggregation, is based on the
following two assumptions:

Assumption 1: each electrical device contributing to the total household con-
sumption can be recognized from its specific consumption pattern, i.e.,
each fixture has a typical signature (Ruzzelli et al., 2010; Dong et al., 2013),
such as the example in Figure 3.1.

Assumption 2: the consumption level time series of each appliance canbemod-
eled as a Markovian state sequence, and can be represented with a limited
number of states (e.g., state 1: fixture on/operating; state 2: fixture off/not
operating). The two assumptions might not hold for appliances with ex-
tremely noisy and scattered behavior or unrealistic situations character-
ized by random shifts in single- appliance operating range and operating
status transitions.
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Figure 3.1: Typical power load signatures for five indoor appliances.

Operationally, the workflow of the algorithm is composed of the following
three steps (Figure 3.2):
A. appliances signatures identification;
B. disaggregation of household power load through 2-state Factorial Hidden

Markov Models;
C. end-use trace patterns correction through Iterative SubsequenceDynamic

Time Warping.
Two versions of the HSID algorithm are presented in this chapter: the first
one, supervised, requires initial intrusive appliance-level load measurements for
algorithm training, while the second, semi-supervised, retrieves appliance-level
information directly from the aggregate measurements provided by the smart
meter.

We provide details on each step of the HSID algorithm for both settings in
the next paragraphs.

3.3.2.1 Supervised HSID algorithm

A. Appliances signatures identi�cation This first step of the supervised
version of HSID aims at creating a database containing the signature si of each
appliance i, (i = 1, . . . , N) contributing to the total measured consumption at
the household level. In order to gather all the needed signatures si, the algo-
rithm requires a training datasetDT , consisting of power consumption obser-
vations retrieved intrusively for each appliance/fixture during a short training
period. The length of the training period T should be kept as short as possible,
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the HSID algorithm. Boxes enumeration is consistent with
the one adopted in Section 3.3.2.
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in order to reduce intrusiveness and costs. In this study we considered a 2-
week long training period, in order to take into account possible consumption
differences between week and weekend days and gather a meaningful sample
of power consumption events. We implemented the signature identification in
two steps. In the first, the consumption trajectoryyi,T = {ȳ}it=0,...,T of each ap-
pliance during the training period is retrieved fromDT . As a second step, each
signature si is obtained by removing the trace noise (Dong et al., 2013) from the
lowest values of yi,T . Those values are identified through a 3-clusters K-means
algorithm (MacQueen et al., 1967) and are set all equal to the centroid of the
lowest cluster, so that no background noise affects the quality of signatures.

B. 2-state FHMM load disaggregation The purpose of this step is to per-
form the power load disaggregation. The total power consumption trace of
each household is partitioned into simplified two-state consumption trajecto-
ries for each fixture, in order to identify their on/off operating states. We used
FHMMs for this purpose. FHMMs (Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997) are a well
established technique in machine learning and have already been applied in the
field of power load disaggregation (Batra et al., 2014). FHMMs allow the iden-
tification of the most probable sequence of states of a Markovian process when
the considered system is composed of different sub-components, and the state
of the whole system (i.e., the only measured element) is a combination of the
hidden states of each sub-component. In FHMMs, each of theN appliances is
characterized by a finite number of hidden states (i.e., not observed), the latter
described by a prior probability distribution, and a matrix with probabilities
of transition between couples of states. Each appliance can thus be modeled
with a HiddenMarkovModel, and then single-appliance HMMs are combined
in a FHMM, considering that there is a specific probabilistic relation between
the observation and combinations of hidden states (i.e., emission probability). In
this work, we use the NILM toolkit proposed by Batra et al. (2014), which im-
plements a FHMM with Gaussian emission probabilities and exact inference
(Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997).3 FHMM performs power load disaggregation
according to the following two-step procedure:
B.1 Training. The training phase of FHMMconsiders the same training dataset

DT used for the initial signatures extraction phase, and consists in the
calibration of the three main elements of HMMs: (i) the marginal initial
probability distribution P(xi0) for each appliance, i.e., the probability of oc-
currence of each state in the initial time step, (ii) the transition probability
distribution P(xit|xit-1) for the states of each appliance, i.e., the transition
probability among the different operating modes of each appliance be-
tween two sequential time steps, and (iii) the emission probability distribu-

3The HMMmodule of Python scikit-learn machine learning library is exploited for FHMM resolution.
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tion P(yi
t|x

i
t) for the states of each appliance, i.e., the probability of ob-

serving a particular output of the system depending on its operating state.
B.2 Power load disaggregation. Once the above three probability distributions

are calibrated, FHMM performs a disaggregation of the total consump-
tion data over the validation time horizonH. In short, FHMM solves the
following instance of Problem 3.3:

[P⇤(xit|x
i
t-1), P

⇤(yit|x
i
t)] = arg min

P⇤(x

i
t|x

i
t-1), P
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t|x

i
t)

"
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t=1
(Ȳt - Ŷt)

2

#

(3.9)

and then it uses the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) to identify the most
probable sequence of (hidden) states associated with themeasured output.

For computational reasons, our model assumes that the number of states each
appliance has in the FHMM is equal to 2 (for more details, see Section 3.4.2.1).
As a consequence, the consumption trajectories estimated for each appliance
by FHMM assume the shape of piecewise constant lines, i.e., only the on/off
operating states are detected, while an accurate reproduction of power con-
sumption patterns ismissing at this stage. In addition, this two-state outcome is
not acceptable to accurately reproduce the consumption patterns of multi-state
appliances, such as washing machines, or Continuously Variable Devices (Zoha
et al., 2012), whose behaviour cannot be captured by a two-state sequence. The
challenge of retrieving the variety of consumption patterns for such appliances
and avoiding estimation error propagation due to oversimplified trajectories is
tackled by the last component of our algorithm.

C. Trace patterns correction through Iterative Subsequence Dynamic
Time Warping In this phase, we iteratively use Subsequence Dynamic Time
Warping (SDTW) (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978; Müller, 2007) in HSID to integrate
the information on the consumption patterns variety given by the signatures ex-
tracted at the beginning of the procedure (Step A), and to correct the 2-state tra-
jectories produced as output in the FHMM step (Step B). We integrated SDTW
pattern-matching technique in our algorithm according to the following pro-
cedure:
C.1 Event partitioning. The total consumption trajectory and the single appli-

ances trajectories estimated byFHMMare split into timewindowsof equal
length, henceforth called events. The length of the event Le is tuned as an
average of the durations of the pulses in the total consumption trajectory,
in order to be consistent with the typical power usage durations in the
dataset.

C.2 Appliance FHMM ranking. For each event, the appliances are ranked in
decreasing order according to the values of the 90-th percentile of their
FHMM trajectories within the event. Each appliance is labelled with an
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ordinal value Ri
F. This rank gives an idea of the contribution each appli-

ance brings to the total event, so that the trajectories of the highest ranked
appliances, i.e., the ones with a larger power contribution in the consid-
ered event, can be corrected first, as they have a largest impact on total
consumption and “hide” the trajectories of less contributing appliances.

C.3 Appliance SDTW ranking. For each event, appliances are assigned a sec-
ond ranking Ri

S. This is computed by evaluating the similarity between
the observed total power consumption trace of the considered event and
the signature si of each appliance. The similarity is given by the distance
among the two trajectories as evaluated by DTW: the larger the distance,
the lower the similarity of the two trajectories. Therefore, highest ranked
signatures are the ones closest to the power trace of the event. DTW is
applied as a SDTW (Müller, 2007), because the length of events is usually
much shorter than the total length of the signature. Indeed, signatures
are extracted from appliance-level traces long as much as the training pe-
riod, as explained at point A of this procedure, while consumption events
usually last a few minutes. Therefore, signatures can potentially contain
more than one consumption event: this means that the signature is not
entirely compared to the total power consumption trace of the event, but
it is scanned in order to find the best event matching sub-sequence si,⇤s .

C.4 SDTW pattern correction. In this very last phase of the algorithm, the 2-state
power load trajectories estimated by FHMM are corrected keeping into
account the information given by the signatures and the ranking vectors
Ri
F and R

i
S. SDTW pattern matching is iteratively applied according to the

following alternative three-case heuristics:
1. True positive detection. If R1

F = R1
S, i.e., an appliance is ranked first

both by FHMM and DTW rankings, the on/off operating state de-
tected by FHMM is assumed to be correct. Given that, the estimated
consumption pattern for that appliance can be refined by replacing
the piecewise constant Markov state with the best matching portion
of signature s1,⇤

s found at point C.3.
2. Possible false positive detection. If R1

F 6= R1
S, meaning the first ranked

appliance by FHMM is not the one with themost similar signature to
the total load power, FHMMmay have generated a false on event. In
this uncertain situation, we assume that the state activation is inertial
(Kolter et al., 2010), i.e., if an appliance was on at time t- 1 is likely to
be on again at time t and viceversa. This assumption penalizes unre-
alistic frequent state transitions (e.g., continuously turning on and off
an appliance in a short time interval) and is implemented as follows:
if the fixture ranked asR1

F had a larger normalized contribution to the
total power consumption over the previous k time steps than the one
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of the appliance ranked as R1
S, it is kept as active and corrected with

its signature si,⇤s (see step 1). Elsewhere, it is switched off according
to the next case.

3. False positive detection. If none of the previous cases is met, it is as-
sumed that the on state generated by FHMM for the considered ap-
pliance is a false positive, therefore the appliance is switched off and
its consumption trajectory is set to its lowest Markov state.

After the first ranked appliance is corrected, the residual total power con-
sumption is updated and stepC.4 is repeated recursively for the remaining
appliances. Thus, the procedure is iterated in order to correct the signal
of all the simultaneously operating appliances, without requiring only one
appliance operating at each time step.
It is importantmentioning that an exception holds for corrections 1 and 2:
signature correction is not implemented when its implementation would
introduce noise on the signal estimated byFHMM, i.e., when the total con-
sumption signal is more similar to the estimated 2-state appliance signal
than to any signature si. A further exception holds for appliances with a
training trajectory confined in a very narrow power interval (i.e., lower or
equal to the lowest positiveMarkov state in the state space of the problem):
those appliances are corrected prior than the other ones and set constantly
equal to the average of their signature, because this latter is noisy but varies
within a narrow interval. Finally, it is worth noticing that no false negative
cases are explicitly considered, as they are automatically solved by differ-
ence, given that each iteration considers the updated residual of the total
power load for ranking and similarity with signatures.
Overall, we expect HSID to benefit from ISDTW in order to produce ac-
curate disaggregated end-use trajectories. In a previous work by Elafoudi
et al. (2014), DTW was successfully adopted to classify energy consump-
tion events by matching with labeled templates stored in a reference li-
brary. This was demonstrated to achieve high performance in appliance
usage detection. InHSID, we extend the use of DTW so that it exploits sig-
nature information to shape and correct FHMM-estimate trajectories and
increase the accuracy in end-use trajectory estimation, consequently pro-
viding better estimate of the actual amount of energy used by each appli-
ance, as well as reducing event detection errors. The ISDTWwe include in
HSID can process long signatures comprisingmultiple usage events, in or-
der to find the best matching portion of each signature (subsequence) and,
afterwards, exploit the latter to correct and refine the disaggregated end-
use trajectories. As HSID iteratively repeats this process for each event on
the residual power load until all the load of the event has been disaggre-
gated among different appliances, we adopt ISDTW in a decomposition,
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rather than classification, mode.

3.3.2.2 Semi-supervised HSID algorithm

Following the limitations posed by the intrusiveness of the supervised learn-
ing phase, in this paper we propose also a semi-supervised (i.e., appliance -level
measure free) version of the HSID algorithm. This second version of our al-
gorithm does not require appliance-level ground-truth training data and ma-
nipulates only the total energy consumption metered at the household level. In
this semi-supervised scenario, we assume that a single-event signature, i.e., the
signature of each appliance for a single event, can be retrieved from the total
power consumption pattern upon knowledge of a time window in which the
considered appliance is working without other appliances interference. This
is equivalent to a situation in which no on-device smart sensors are installed,
thus avoiding the intrusiveness from the point of view of measurements and
hardware, but energy activities diaries (Desmedt et al., 2009) filled by energy
consumers for a very limited time are available. This situation is realistic, as
many energy utilities and multi-utilities worldwide are developing web portals
to interact with their customers and provide them with customized services.
Energy consumption diaries can be easily included in such portals and users can
be allowed to insert information on their consumption (timing and type of de-
vice used) as an opt-in, therefore their privacy is safeguarded and intrusiveness
avoided. The depicted scenario reflects in the following modifications of HSID
with respect to the supervised version described in the previous section: (i) ap-
pliances signatures to feed the ISDTWmodule of HSID are not retrieved from
an intrusively gathered appliance-level training dataset as explained in step A
of Section 3.3.2, but each signature si consists of a single-event signature ex-
tracted from the total household power consumption trace, when no other ap-
pliances are simultaneously working and (ii) the input datasetDT for training
the FHMMmodule (see step B of Section 3.3.2) is the union of such signatures
DT = s1, s2, ..., sN.

3.4 Applications to power load end-use disaggregation

We tested and validated the two algorithms presented in the previous para-
graphs against sub-daily power consumption data and then extended the us-
ability of HSID onto sub-daily water data. We tested the two algorithms onto
power load data before extending their application to water data because the
availability of state-of-the-art algorithms for end-use disaggregation, as well as
reference datasets, in energy-related research allow for rigorous benchmark-
ing. In particular, the reader will notice that, after testing both algorithms with
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similar experiments on 1-minute resolution power load data, we will perform
advanced testing both with electricity and water data only for the HSID algo-
rith. Our choice is based on two facts: (i) HSID is less demanding in terms of
parameters calibration (differently from HSID, SOD requires the calibration of
the appliance-specific weights w

i
t, as well as calibration of the two regulariza-

tion parameters �1 and �2), thus requiring less training data than SOD and, (ii)
preliminary testing proved that HSID is more computationally efficient.

3.4.1 Power load disaggregation through SOD

3.4.1.1 Experimental settings

Data We tested the SODalgorithmagainst theAMPds dataset (Makonin et al.,
2013), which contains the power consumption readings of a single house lo-
cated in the Vancouver region in British Columbia (Canada). Data metered at
the end-use level at 1minute resolution are available for 1-year time, fromApril
1st 2012 to March 31st 2013. For the sake of analysis and algorithm compari-
son, we consider only the aggregate power consumption given by the sumof the
power consumption readings of the following four electric appliances: clothes
dryer; fridge; dishwasher; heat pump. The contribution of the selected appli-
ances is about 45% of the total energy consumption. Furthermore, in order to
assess the robustness of the disaggregation algorithm w.r.t. the measurement
noise, a fictitious white noise et with Gaussian distributionN(0,�2

e) and stan-
dard deviation �e = 4 W is added to the aggregate power consumption signal
yt. The AMPds dataset is divided as follows:

• a training set, which consists of the power readings fromMay 17, 2012 to
May 29, 2012. The training set is used to estimate the power demand of
each appliance at each operatingmode (i.e., the terms inB

i). Therefore, the
sub-metered power consumption trajectories of each appliance are sup-
posed to be available in the training phase. Specifically, the set of power
demands of each appliance at each operating mode are chosen through a
simple visual inspection of the sub-metered power consumptions in the
training dataset. The chosen values are:

1) clothes dryer: [0 260 4700]W,
2) kitchen fridge: [0 128 200]W,
3) dishwasher: [0 120 800]W,
4) heat pump: [39 1900]W.

The training set is also used to estimate the weightswi
t and ki in eq. (3.7)

through the procedure discussed in Section 3.3.1.2. The obtained values
of the (time-invariant) weights ki associated to each appliance are:
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1) clothes dryer: k1 = 273,
2) kitchen fridge: k2 = 11,
3) dishwasher: k3 = 165,
4) heat pump: k4 = 444.

• a calibration dataset, which consists of the measurements from May 30,
2012 to May 31, 2012. The calibration dataset is used to tune the hyper-
parameters�1 and�2 in (3.7). Also in the calibrationphase, the sub-metered
power consumptionsyi

t are supposed to be available. The values of �1 and
�2 are chosen through a cross-validation procedure, that is byminimizing
(with a grid search) the Total Relative Square Error (TRSE)w.r.t. the calibra-
tion dataset, where the TRSE is defined as:

TRSE =
NX

i=1

PTc
t=1
�
yi
t - ŷi

t

�2

PTc
t=1 y

i2
t

,

with Tc being the length of the calibration dataset. The chosen values of
�1 and �2 are 10 and 750, respectively.

• a validation dataset Dv
T , which consists of the data for the days June 1-

30, 2012 (as plotted in Figure 3.3). The proposed algorithm is applied to
disaggregate the data of the setDv

T .
To reduce the computational burden, a sub-optimal solution of Problem (3.7) is
computed according to Section 3.3.1.2, by splitting the set of data to be disag-
gregated into 4320 subsets, each of equal length (i.e., 10 minutes). Finally, the
aggregate power consumption observations are used to further reduce the com-
putational complexity of Problem (3.7), by a-priori setting some parameters xi,jt
to 0. Specifically:

• at the time instants when the aggregate power consumption is less than
3000 W, the parameters xi,jt associated to the clothes dryer and that mul-
tiply the basis bi,j = 4700 W are set to 0;

• at the time instants when the aggregate power consumption is less than
1000W, the parameters xi,jt associated to the heat pump and that multiply
the basis bi,j = 1900 W are set to 0;

• at the time instants when the aggregate power consumption is less than
400W, the parameters xi,jt associated to the dish washer and that multiply
the basis bi,j = 800 W are set to 0.

Performance metrics The following metrics are used to assess the perfor-
mance of the optimization-based algorithm:
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Figure 3.3: Validation datasetDv
T : aggregate electric power consumption from June

1, 2012 to June 30, 2012

• The Estimated Energy Fraction Index (EEFI), defined as:

ĥi =

PT
t=1 ŷ

i
tPN

i=1
PT

t=1 ŷ
i
t

.

The index ĥi provides the fraction of energy assigned to the i-th appli-
ance, and it should be compared to the Actual Energy Fraction Index (AEFI),
defined as

hi =

PT
t=1 y

i
tPN

i=1
PT

t=1 y
i
t

,

which in turn provides the actual fraction of energy consumed by the i-th
appliance. The EEFI ĥi gives the users the information on how much en-
ergy each appliance is consuming, and so personalized hints for reducing
their energy consumption can be provided.

• The Relative Square Error (RSE), defined as:

RSEi =

PT
t=1
�
yi
t - ŷi

t

�2

PT
t=1 y

i
t
2 .

The RSE provides a normalized measure of the difference between the
actual and the estimated power consumption of the i-th appliance.

• The R2 coefficient, defined for the i-th appliance as:

R2
i = 1 -

PT
t=1
�
yi
t - ŷi

t

�2

PT
t=1
�
yi
t - ȳi

�2 ,
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with ȳi = 1
T

PT
t=1 y

i
t. Both the R2 coefficient and the RSE measure how

well the estimated power profiles match the actual power profiles over
time. An accurate estimate of the power consumption profiles over time
is essential to inform the customer on potential savings in deferring the
use of some appliances to peak-off hours. Obviously, high value of the
R2 coefficients (or equivalently low values of the RSE) imply an accurate
estimate of the EEFI.

Benchmark comparison: Factorial Hidden Markov Models The per-
formance of the SOD algorithm presented in this paper is compared to the per-
formance of the disaggregation approach based on FHMMs and implemented
in the open source Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring Toolkit (NILMTK) Batra et al.
(2014). For a fair comparison with the optimization-based algorithm presented
here, the FHMM algorithm is trained based on the data from May 17, 2012
to May 31, 2012 and used to disaggregate the data belonging to the validation
dataset DT

v . The number of states of each HMM, or equivalently, the number
of operating modes for each appliance, is the same across all appliances and it
is set equal to 2.

3.4.1.2 Numerical results

The performance metrics introduced in the previous section and the estimated
disaggregate power profiles are computed in order to assess the performance of
the SOD algorithm, and benchmarking it against a 2-state FHMM algorithm.
The obtained results are reported in Table 3.1, Table 3.2 and in Figure 3.4. It
is worth remarking that the RSE and the R2 coefficients, as well as the indexes
ĥi and hi, are referred to the portion of the dataset to be disaggregated (i.e., the
whole month of June), while, for the sake of visualization, only a portion of the
disaggregated power profiles is plotted in Figure 3.4.

The obtained results show that the developed optimization-based algorithm
is able to accurately estimate the fraction of energy consumed by each appliance
in the household (see Table 3.1). As a matter of fact, the EEFI ĥi is very close to
the AEFI hi for each appliance. This good performance is manly due to an ac-
curate estimate of the disaggregated consumption trajectories over the time (as
shownbyTable 3.2 and Figs. 3.4). The obtained results also reveal the following:

• both the optimization-based and the FHMM-based algorithms provide an
accurate estimate of the power consumption of the clothes dryer. This is
mainly due to the fact that clothes dryer events can be better distinguished
from the other end-use events, as they usually show the highest power
consumption peak and large durations;

• the FHMM-based algorithm slightly outperforms the optimization-based
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Figure 3.4: Disaggregate power consumption profiles. Results obtained through the
optimization-based approach presented in the paper (left panels) and through the
FHMM-based approach (right panels).
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Table 3.1: Fraction of energy assigned to each appliance (ĥi) and actual frac-
tion of energy consumed by each appliance (hi). Results obtained by using the
optimization-based algorithm presented in the paper and the FHMM-based ap-
proach.

SOD FHMM-based ground truth
algorithm algorithm

Clothes dryer 30.7 % 31.6 % 31.3 %
Kitchen fridge 22.0 % 22.7 % 21.3 %
Dishwasher 4.0 % 7.7 % 5.1 %
Heat Pump 43.3 % 37.9 % 42.3 %

Table 3.2: Relative Square Errors and R2 coefficients. Results obtained by using
the optimization-based algorithm presented in the paper and the FHMM-based
approach.

SOD FHMM-based
algorithm algorithm

RSEi R2
i RSEi R2

i

Clothes dryer 0.8 % 99.2 % 0.3 % 99.7 %
Kitchen fridge 24.2 % 63.3 % 20.6 % 68.7 %
Dishwasher 28.2 % 71.4 % 161.6 % -63.9 %
Heat Pump 2.7 % 97.1 % 31.9 % 65.1 %

approach in the estimate of the fridge power consumption. This is mainly
due to the fact that the power consumption profile of the fridge has a
marked pattern, with periodic ON/OFF cycles, which is accurately cap-
tured by probabilistic models like Markov models;

• the optimization-based approach provides better performance than the
FHMM-based algorithm in the estimate of the power consumptions of
dishwasher and heat pump. In fact, the FHMM-based method tends to
underestimate the consumption of the heat pump (see Figure 3.4, bot-
tom panels) and thus to erroneously assign the residual power to the dish-
washer.

We can conclude that the SODalgorithm is able to handle situationswheremul-
tiple appliances are operating simultaneously, and also to accurately estimate
the appliance power consumption profiles over time.
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3.4.2 Power load disaggregation through HSID

3.4.2.1 Experimental settings

Data Accordingly to the experimental settings adopted for testing the sparse
optimization-based algorithm,we tested theHSIDalgorithmagainst power load
data from the AMPds dataset. In order not to set a a priori number of appli-
ances to consider for disaggregation, and at the same time avoid signal noise
due to appliances with very low contribution to the total power consumption,
we considered only the appliances contributing more than 5% of the total in-
door consumption, i.e., heat pump, forced air furnace, clothes dryer, kitchen
fridge, and security/network equipment. No outdoor uses, i.e., outside plugs,
office uses and “hybrid/undefined” appliances, e.g., room aggregate consump-
tion, were taken into account, in order to focus only on themost important res-
idential activities and on traces measured at the end-use level for calibration,
rather than those measured at the room level. We tested the supervised version
of HSID against two sub-periods, extracted from the available 1-year dataset in
order to account for possible seasonality effects on energy use:

• 6 Spring/Summerweeks data fromMay16th 2012 to June 30th 2012, with
the first two weeks used for appliances signatures extraction and FHMM
calibration, and the remaining month for validation;

• 6 weeks from theWinter period, fromNovember 16th 2012 to December
31st 2012, again divided into one third of the dataset for calibration and
two thirds for validation.

These proportions are in line with those adopted in other state-of-the-art end-
uses or energy conservation studies (e.g., Kolter et al., 2010; Kolter and Johnson,
2011; Farinaccio and Zmeureanu, 1999; Fischer, 2008). Since in this section we
first apply the algorithm on a supervised case, we assumed data measured at
the end-use level to be available for FHMM calibration purposes and signature
extraction only during the 2-week training period, while for the validation pe-
riod we used them only as ground-truth data for assessing the model outputs
accuracy. Testswith the semi-supervised version ofHSIDdonot consider the 2-
week training period, but only single-event signatures for each appliance were
assumed as input to FHMM and ISDTW. Both versions of the HSID algorithm
parameters were set as follows: (i) Le (event length for SDTW iteration) equal
to 20 minutes; (ii) k (previous time step window for false positive event detec-
tion) equal to 30 minutes. Later in this chapter, we also assess the sensitivity of
the algorithmwith respect to different levels of signal noise and with respect to
the number of appliances. For this latter experiment, we tested the HSID algo-
rithmagainst theREDDdataset (Kolter and Johnson, 2011), considering a house
which includes power consumption readings for up to 11 appliance types in the
same household. Given the presence of missing readings and for consistency
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with previous experiments, we down-sampled the original metering resolution
(i.e., 3-5 seconds) to 1 minute, using 50% of the data (i.e., approximately 9 days)
for calibration and the remaining 50% for validation.

Performance metrics The evaluation of the outcomes from disaggregation
algorithms against a set of comprehensive and consistentmetrics has beenmen-
tioned as one of the main challenges in the literature on NILM (Butner et al.,
2013; Barker et al., 2014; Batra et al., 2014). We contribute an assessment of the
quality of the disaggregation results from HSID against ground-truth data ac-
cording to the following set of metrics, selected among the others because they
overall cover the characteristics of the estimated end-use signals that should be
considered for a complete evaluation.

• The F-score (Fs), as introduced in Batra et al. (2014), is evaluated for each
appliance i according to the following formula

Fsi =
2 ⇥ PCi ⇥ RCi

PCi + RCi
(3.10)

where RCi and PCi are the recall and precision, respectively, evaluated for
appliance i as RCi = TPi

TPi+FNi
and PCi = TPi

TPi+FPi
. TPi, FPi, and FNi

are the number of events correctly classified when appliances are on (true
positive), the number of events classified as on being the appliance actu-
ally off (false positive), and the number of events classified as off being the
appliance actually on (false negative). The precision can be interpreted as
a measure of how many detected events are relevant and the recall as a
measure of how many relevant events are properly detected. The F-score
indicator evaluates how good the algorithm is in classifying the operating
states of the considered appliances. It ranges from 0 (0% accuracy on state
detection) to 1 (100% accuracy on state detection).

• The assigned PCE gives information on the model accuracy in assigning
the power consumption share to each appliance i, according to the follow-
ing formula:

PCEi =

���
PH

t=1 y
i
t -

PH
t=1 ŷ

i
t

���
PH

t=1 Ȳt
(3.11)

where yi and ŷi are the ground-truth and estimated power consumption
for appliance i respectively. An accurate algorithm would produce PCE
values close to 0.

• The R2 score, already defined in Section 3.4.1.1, assesses the accuracy of
end-uses trajectories reproduction.
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This set of metrics assesses the performance of NILM algorithms by differ-
ent viewpoints corresponding to increasing levels of information provided on
the signal characteristics and, correspondingly, different value for electric util-
ities and decision makers interested in designing energy demand management
strategies.

F-score gives a basic level of information about the capability of NILM algo-
rithms to properly detect the appliances operating states but does not provide
any information about the power consumption. In turn, PCE gives an overall
indication of the goodness of NILM models to estimate the power consump-
tion assigned to each appliance. This is more informative than F-score to de-
sign customized feedbacks and other demand management strategies, since a
model with a low PCE would be able to inform decision makers about major
power uses and power ratios. Finally, the R2 score evaluates the finest aspects
ofNILMoutputs, i.e., the accuracy in characterizing power consumption trajec-
tories, which becomes essential for improving the information level on energy
use. This allows to evaluate values of power consumption during peak peri-
ods, retrieve information about use frequencies and timing for major uses and,
through the analysis of consumption pattern, identify changes in the electric
equipment of a house or potential savings from equipment renewal.

Number of states for the FHMM component in HSID The computational
complexity of FHMM algorithms grows exponentially in the number of states
considered. It is in the order of O(TM2N) for a problem with M states for
each system element (appliance), N appliances and T time instances (Ghahra-
mani and Jordan, 1997). On the other hand, the higher the number of states, the
higher the number of appliances potentially extracted by the disaggregation, in
principle. Yet, it is not easy to a-priori decide which number of states is suit-
able for accurately describing the consumption pattern of different fixtures just
considering traditional FHMM, as each fixture has its own consumption pat-
tern and multi-state or continuously variable devices might potentially require a
very high number of states to be properly modeled. In order to explore how
big such a number of states should be, we performed a preliminary sensitivity
analysis by disaggregating a 1-month power consumption contributed by 4 ap-
pliances with distinct signatures that should maximize the potential of FHMM
with many states.4 We considered an increasing number of states (2,3,4 and 7)
and evaluated the variation in performance through the F-score andR2metrics,
which range from 0 to 1 in the best case (Batra et al., 2014). The values obtained
for the two performance metrics are represented in the two radar plots in Fig-
ure 3.5, where each axis reports the performance metrics specifically for each

4Data from this experiment are retrieved from the AMPds dataset (Makonin et al., 2013), similarly to other experi-
ments in this chapter.
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appliance and each coloured line connects the performance given by a specific
setting of FHMM states. In principle, as the two metrics should be maximized,
one would like to obtain a coloured line connecting all the vertices of the radar
plot, with value 1.

Results show that the performance does not monotonically increase with
the number of states, suggesting that increasing the number of states raises the
computational cost of the algorithm, but this does not guarantee an improve-
ment of the disaggregation accuracy. Consequently, alternative solutions to the
increase of FHMM states need to be formulated in order to get accurate disag-
gregation results at reduced cost. Our HSID algorithm addresses this challenge
from the point of view of computational complexity. In the FHMM module,
the number of possible states allowed for each appliance to perform disaggre-
gation is limited to 2, as mentioned in Section 3.3.2.1, thus representing the
on/off state of each appliance. The FHMMmodule is then coupled with the IS-
DTWmodule explained in Section 3.3.2.1 to correct the end-use trace patterns.
This combination of 2-state FHMM and ISDTW yelds a complexity in the or-
der ofO(T ⇥ 22N+N⇥dT/Lee), where Le is the time length defined for each
event (therefore lower than T ). From the point of view of disaggregation out-
puts, we expect the iterative correction of ISDTW on 2-state FHMM outputs
to significantly improve the disaggregation accuracy.

3.4.2.2 Numerical results

Supervised HSID disaggregation Similarly to the experiments conducted
with the SOD algorithm, we have comparatively analyzed the HSID algorithm
with respect to the 2-state FHMM benchmark algorithm developed in Batra
et al. (2014) (Figure 3.6). The radar plot in the figure must be read similarly to
Figure 3.5 (the performance index relative to each appliance is reported on each
axis and different colours refer to different algorithms) keeping in mind that,
conversely to the F-score and R2 metrics, the PCE shows good performances
for values close to zero.

TheHSID algorithmoverall achieves very good performance on all the three
metrics considered. The F-score shows that the algorithm is able to correctly
detect the operating states of each appliance with a rate higher than 95% on
four appliances out of five simultaneously operating (and always higher than
70%). Slightly lower, but still very good, results are achieved also by the 2-
state FHMM benchmark. Yet, the HSID algorithm significantly outperforms
the benchmark on the other two metrics, attaining PCE values lower than 2%
for all the five appliances and a R2 close to 1 for three out of four appliances.
These results demonstrate that HSID is able to detect the operating states of
the appliances, while also providing information on the contribution by each
appliance to the total power consumption and on the consumption patterns for
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Figure 3.5: F-score and R2 disaggregation accuracy on four appliances with increas-
ing number of FHMM states.
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most of the appliances (Figure 3.7), despitemultiple appliances operating simul-
taneously and, thus, overlapping end-uses. It is worth noticing that the largest
improvement in correctly assigning power (Figure 3.6, middle panel) is mainly
on the twomost contributing appliances, thus the result is evenmore meaning-
ful. Finally, another numerically relevant result is obtained on the estimation
accuracy of the power consumption trajectories, which can be seen in the R2
metric (Figure 3.6, bottom panel) and by visual inspection of the trajectories
contrasted against ground-truth data (Figure 3.7). While HSID performance, as
measured by the three selected metrics, appears similar to SOD performance
(even though slightly different performance metrics and input data from the
same dataset were considered), Figure 3.7 shows that HSID outperforms SOD
in accurately reproducing the shape of single-appliance power load trajectories.
A careful analysis of Figure 3.7 also clarifies why for two appliances (i.e., the se-
curity equipment and the forced air furnace) the performance in terms of R2 is
relatively small while the PCE is kept very low. The reason is that the trajectory
of those two appliances is very noisy, thus being difficult to predict. However, it
varies in a narrow range if compared to the other appliances’, thus allowing for a
correct estimation of its power contributionwith average values. Asmentioned
in Section 3.3.2, the HSID algorithm does not perform signature correction for
such appliances, as noise is prevailing and, therefore, trajectories cannot be re-
produced accurately (even though visual analysis shows improvements with re-
spect to the trajectories produced by the benchmark 2-state FHMM). Still, the
algorithm is able to filter out the noise for such appliances and estimates aver-
age consumption for each of them as captured by the low values of PCE. The
promising resultswe obtained for the supervised experiment showed the poten-
tial information content of appliances signatures, which appears to be key to al-
low for an accurate estimation of end-use power consumption trajectories. This
finding, joint with the fact that HSID requires less training data than SOD and
it is more computationally efficient than the latter, opens space for a discussion
on the usability of the HSID algorithm under conditions where the availability
of signatures is reduced, or the quality of the signal to disaggregate is low. For
instance, we are interested in exploring HSID performance when just few end-
use ground-truth data are available for algorithm training, or when the quality
of the signal to disaggregate is altered, due for instance tomeasurement noise or
the effect of many simultaneously operating appliances. We address both these
questions with three ad hoc experiments in the next paragraphs. Firstly, the sen-
sitivity of the algorithm to aggregate signal noise, as well as higher number of
appliances, is assessed. Secondly, opportunities for exploiting the information
content of signatures collected without intrusive measurements at the appli-
ance level, while relying on the total consumption coupled with consumption
diaries, are analysed and quantitatively discussed.
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Algorithm sensitivity to signal noise The results discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph suggest that the HSID algorithm successfully attains good per-
formance in supervised disaggregation problems, assuming the availability of a
training dataset to accurately define the signatures of each appliance. The cor-
rections introduced in HSID through signature matching allow to accurately
approximate end-use consumption trajectories. Yet, no signal noise was con-
sidered, as the total electricity consumption trace to disaggregate consisted of
the sum of appliance-level traces. In real-world applications, the quality of the
signal as measured by smart meter can be affected by noise, due to measure-
ment errors or interference among appliances. We expect this noise to affect
the quality of the approximated disaggregated traces and, in order to evaluate
the impacts of less accurate signatures on the disaggregation performance, we
ran the following sensitivity analysis. First, we estimated the measure error
from AMPds dataset as the difference between the total power load trace mea-
sured by the house-level smartmeter and the sum of appliance-level power load
traces. Afterwards, we repeated the supervised disaggregation experiment com-
mented in the previous section upon summation of that noise to the total power
trace to disaggregate. More specifically, we considered a noise ratios of 0.5, 1,
1.25, and 1.5 for each algorithm run, in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the
HSID performance with respect to different noise magnitudes. The results of
this sensitivity analysis are represented in Figure 3.8.

The algorithm shows a good robustness under conditions of noisy signal
over the F-scoremetric, as the introduction of signal noise affected significantly
only the disaggregation accuracy of the kitchen fridge trace, but it is still kept
to values around 0.6. As expected, signal noise caused a performance degrada-
tion for those metrics more strictly linked to trace shape and pattern. Indeed,
PCE increases to values higher than 5% for all appliances, as soon as noise is
considered and R2 drops to zero for the kitchen fridge appliance. Still, PCE is
lower than 20% for all appliances when the actual noise of the dataset is intro-
duced (i.e., noise ratio equal to 1) and it is lower than 40% for all appliances in
the worst case when the actual noise is artificially increased by 50% (i.e., noise
ratio 1.5), being overall lower than 6% for 3 appliances out of 5, in all noise
scenarios considered. Also the performance in terms of R2 is lowered as the
noise level increases, as signal noise makes it harder to reproduce accurate tra-
jectories through signature matching. Still, for noise ratios lower than 1.25 its
values are still higher than 0.6 for heat pump and clothes dryer, i.e., two out
of the three appliances that presented positive values of R2 in the supervised
experiment without signal noise. We can conclude that the disaggregation per-
formance of HSID can be significantly affected by signal noise, but overall the
algorithm shows good performance robustness in terms of event detection (F-
score) and appliance-level contributions for noise levels in the range of the ac-
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Figure 3.8: Disaggregation performance metrics for HSID under different levels of
noise on the smart-metered trace to disaggregate. From top: F-score, PCE and R2
score.
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tual measured noise.

Algorithm sensitivity to higher number of appliances The results dis-
cussed in the previous paragraphs demonstrate that the HSID algorithm is able
to accurately disaggregate the end-use consumption of the major appliances
(i.e., devices contributing more than 5% of the total power consumption), also
showing sufficient robustness against increasing levels of noise. In this section,
we assess the sensitivity of the algorithm’s performance when tested against a
larger set of appliances. Specifically, we test the disaggregation on one house-
hold from the REDD dataset (Kolter and Johnson, 2011), which includes 11 dif-
ferent appliance types. The results of this experiment, computed on the vali-
dation dataset, are reported in Table 3.3, with the algorithm performance mea-
sured for each appliance in terms of the three metrics formalized in Section
3.4.2.1.

Despite HSID is trained on a shorter period than the previous experiment,
it attains good performance in terms of F-score metric, with an average value
across the 11 appliances equal to 0.61. More precisely, the F-score metric is
greater than 0.8 for 6 out of 9 appliances (and equal to 1 for 4 appliances), and
only 4 out of 11 appliances are below 0.5. This high disaggregation accuracy
is confirmed by the values of PCE. HSID attains an average value in this met-
ric below 4%, with the maximum error equal to 14% for the disaggregation of
the lighting power consumption, thus outperforming the FHMM disaggrega-
tion method of Kolter and Johnson (2011) which reported an average error of
over 50%. Finally, the performance evaluated in terms of R2 shows the largest
degradation, with positive values attained for only 3 appliances. This low per-
formance can be explained by the increased variability in the total metered con-
sumption when numerous heterogeneous appliances are considered and over-
lap. It is worth noting that HSID attains positive values of R2 for both the dish-
washer and the fridge (included in the kitchen outlets), which are the appliances
contributing the most to the total consumption as well as the ones character-
ized by a regular signature. These results suggest that increasing the number of
appliances impact negatively on the ability of HSID of reproducing the single
end-use trajectories, as shown by the low values of R2. However, the algorithm
attains good performance in the other two metrics, thus showing a good scal-
ability to large set of appliances for both event detection and recognition of
appliance-level contributions.

Semi-supervised HSID disaggregation In order to test the performance
of the semi-supervised extension of HSID as described at the end of Section
3.3.2.2, we run an experiment similar to the one performed for the supervised
version of HSID, but considering that only a single-event signature for each
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Table 3.3: Disaggregation performance metrics for HSID tested on a house compris-
ing 11 appliances from the REDD dataset. Fields filled with "-" represent R2 values
lower than 0.

F-score PCE (%) R2
Kitchen outlets 1 8.12 0.17

Lighting 1 14.15 -
Furnace 1 2.80 -

Dishwasher 0.61 0.73 0.81
Stove 1 2.74 0.03

Washer-dryer 0.05 8.96 -
Miscellaneous 0.99 0.01 -
Bathroom GFI 0.82 1.96 -

Outlets unknown 0.20 1.96 -
Air conditioning 0.03 0.81 -
Smoke Alarms 0.01 0.13 -

appliance is available, as retrieved from the total power consumption pattern.
Figure 3.9 reports the results of this semi-supervised application.

Not surprisingly, results show that the semi-supervised use of the HSID al-
gorithm is underperforming with respect to the supervised, partially intrusive
experiment. However, some important and promising aspects do emerge. First,
despite the small amount of information available, the performance is still ac-
ceptable: only one appliance has an F-score lower than 0.7, all appliances have
PCE lower than 10%, and still two appliances present trajectories estimation
accuracy (R2) higher than 0.8. Second, it is worth examining the reason of this
degradation of performance, which is probably twofold. The one-event signa-
tures produce a loss of information on the potential variability of the appliances
signatures, which are instead represented in the 2-week training dataset used in
the supervised application. Moreover, the one-event signatures fail by defini-
tion in characterizing the behavioural component of the power consumption,
i.e., the information about energy use habits that can only be a-priori retrieved
through the study of end-use consumption patterns for a significantly longer
period. We took into account such information in the supervised application by
the FHMM module, where the data retrieved from an intrusive measurement
period allowed for training the probabilities of initial operating state and state
transition for each appliance. These probabilities constitute the statistical ex-
pression of energy consumers’ habits. In contrast, this information ismissing in
the semi-supervised experiment, causing a performance decline. However, the
results of this semi-supervised application of the HSID algorithm suggest that
the contribution given by the use of signature patterns is essential to accurately
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Figure 3.9: Disaggregation performance metrics for semi-supervised HSID. From
top: F-score, assigned PCE and R2 score.
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perform power load disaggregation.

3.4.3 Multi-resolution power load disaggregation through supervised
HSID

In addition to the tests described in this section, we performed a series of end-
use disaggregation experiments with HSID algorithm against data with pro-
gressively down-sampled resolutions, in order to assess the effect of smart me-
ter data sampling resolution on end-use disaggregation capabilities and infor-
mation loss with respect to the best available resolution and, ultimately, under-
stand possibilities for an actual usability of the disaggregation algorithms we
developed on data with a sampling resolution of 1 hour. As highlighted among
smartmetering data gathering challenges (see Section 2.2 inChapter 2), themo-
tivation behind such analyses is that several utilities in Europe and worldwide
are collecting data with lower resolutions than a few seconds or minutes be-
cause of customers’ privacy, as well as technological and data storage issues (e.g.,
smart meter battery life duration, data transfer and storage costs).

3.4.3.1 Experimental settings

Data Coherently with the experiments described in Section 3.4.2, we consid-
ered the AMPds dataset and, again, the power load contributions given by those
appliances contributing more than 5% of the total power load consumption,
i.e., heat pump, forced air furnace, clothes dryer, fridge and security/network
equipment. We considered a consumption period of 45 days during themonths
November/December 2012, with 2-week data for calibration and a month of
validation. The training dataset consists of the trajectories of each end-use and
their sum over the training period.

Data resolution downsampling We down-sampled the original 1-minute
power load trajectories to build trajectories with the following sampling reso-
lutions: 5, 15, 30, 60, 120 minutes.

Performance metrics We adopt the same performance metrics defined in
Section 3.4.2.1 i.e., F-score, PCE, andR2 score are considered. The groundtruth
benchmark for performance assessment is the validation dataset sampled for
each single appliance at 1-minute resolution, i.e., the finer resolution available.

3.4.3.2 Numerical results

Performance metrics obtained for HSID on multi-resolution power load end-
use disaggregation are reported in Table 3.4, Table 3.5, and Table 3.6.
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Table 3.4: F-score for supervised HSID applied to power load data with different data
sampling resolutions.

Data sampling resolution
1 min 5 min 15 min 30 min 60 min 120 min

Heat pump 0.95 0.80 0.38 0.30 0.25 0.23
Forced air furnace 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Clothes dryer 0.80 0.25 0.28 0.11 0.15 0.09
Kitchen fridge 0.95 0.57 0.27 0.49 0.50 0.50
Security/ 1 1 1 1 1 1
Network equipment

Table 3.5: PCE (%) for supervised HSID applied to power load data with different
data sampling resolutions.

Data sampling resolution
1 min 5 min 15 min 30 min 60 min 120 min

Heat pump 1.3 2.2 20.3 20.8 21.4 5.3
Forced air furnace 1.6 2.3 2.1 1.1 0.7 0.007
Clothes dryer 0.06 10 9.6 5.7 4.0 0.6
Kitchen fridge 0.7 2.2 2.8 0.4 0.5 1.4
Security/ 1.2 0.2 0.03 0.02 4E-5 0.02
Network equipment

Table 3.6: R2 for supervised HSID applied to power load data with different data
sampling resolutions. Fields filled with "-" represent R2 values lower than 0.

Data sampling resolution
1 min 5 min 15 min 30 min 60 min 120 min

Heat pump 0.98 0.66 0.04 - - 0
Forced air furnace 0.41 - - - - -
Clothes dryer 0.99 0.08 - - - -
Kitchen fridge 0.77 - - - - -
Security/ - - - - - -
Network equipment
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Figure 3.10: Heat pump groundtruth trajectory (black line) and trajectory estimated
by HSID (red line) at different resolutions.

It clearly appears that, for most of the considered appliances, F-score and
R2 quickly decrease for data sampling resolution lower or equal to 5 minutes.
This happens also for those appliances that have the largest overall contribution,
the biggest operating range and a marked signature, like the heat pump, which
is the most contributing appliance and whose groundtruth and estimated tra-
jectories at different resolutions are shown in Figure 3.10. The only exception
holds for the forced air furnace and the security/network equipment, which
keep a high F-score. However, this is attributable to the fact that they are op-
erating for most of the time with values close to their average, but they are also
very noisy, as demonstrated by the low R2 and its sudden drop. Different com-
ments can be drawn for the power contribution error metric, which gets worse
for resolutions of 5 to 15 minutes, but then in some cases (e.g., kitchen fridge,
clothe dryer) tends to improve again as the resolution lowers down to 120min-
utes. Although unexpected, the most likely reason for that improvement is that,
with lower resolutions, the estimated signal tends to become closer to a con-
stant signal representing the average end-use consumption over time for the
specific appliance (see bottom-right plot in Figure 3.10).

As a consequence, if the training data well represent the average use of a spe-
cific appliance, the integral under the estimated power load trajectory over time
is likely to be close to the actual consumption of that appliance. Yet, as the power
contribution error metric measures the estimate error on the aggregate power
consumption, it hides the low accuracy in terms of on/off event detection and
accuracy in reproducing the actual consumption trajectories. This represents
a strong limitation to disaggregation capabilities at low resolutions. Indeed,
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even though apparently lower resolution that the minute still allow for an ac-
curate estimate of the overall contribution of each end-use, firstly this accuracy
depends on the meaningfulness of the training period, that requires intrusive
measurements. Secondly, the outcome of the disaggregation process should be
accurate in terms of trajectory estimate accuracy (i.e., F- score and R2 score) in
order to be fully informative to the demand sidemanagement. An accurate esti-
mation of the end-use consumption trajectories is essential to provide informa-
tion on timing of appliance use during the day, peak demands and frequencies
of use.

The results obtained from the above described experiments suggest that res-
olutions higher than few minutes strongly affect the ability to retrieve such in-
formation. Despite the limited testing does not allow a complete generalization
of this evidence, the result obtained is coherent with the work by Carrie Armel
et al. (2013), who claim that most of the end uses can accurately be identified
with resolutions of 1s-1m, while the number of identifiable appliances strongly
reduces and only a very small number of main appliances can be identified at
1-hour resolution by visually observable patterns or correlation with external
variables (e.g., temperature), which does not mean they can be accurately disag-
gregated with automated end-use algorithms.

3.5 Water end-use disaggregation through HSID

In the previous section, we showed promising results obtained with the appli-
cation of our two disaggregation algorithms (i.e., SOD andHSID) to power load
disaggregation. In particular, we demonstrated that the second algorithm, i.e.,
HSID, performs well on the disaggregation of 1-minute resolution data, even
with noisy signals and increasing number of appliances, and can accurately es-
timate single-appliance contributions even for slightly lower resolutions (e.g., 5
minutes). In this section, we explore the portability of HSID to water end use
disaggregation.

In the water sector, the implementation, calibration, and validation of most
end-use water demand models have been, so far, relying on end-use data col-
lectedwith ad-hoc experimental trials and research projects, involving a limited
number of households, usually lower than 100 (e.g.,Mayer et al., 2004; Froehlich
et al., 2009; Suero et al., 2012). The data collected within these initiatives are
hardly shared or made public available because of privacy and data access is-
sues. Given the unavailability of complete public datasets with high-resolution
water end-use data for algorithm calibration and testing, in this section we first
describe an open-source, stochastic simulation model that we developed for
synthetically generating high-resolution time series of water use at the end-use
level. We then discuss the portability of HSID to water end-use disaggregation
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through practical applications onto the data stochastically generated.

3.5.1 Developing a stochastic simulation model for the generation
of residential water end-use demand time series

In the model we propose here, each water fixture is characterized by its signa-
ture (i.e., its typical single-usage pattern (Cardell-Oliver, 2013b)), along with the
frequency distributions of its number of uses per day, single use duration, time
of use during the day, and contribution to the total water demand. Such statis-
tics, aggregated fromhigh-efficiencywater demanddata gathered in 2005-2006
from over 300 single family homes located in 9 cities across the USA, are con-
ditioned to the number of occupants of the household, the presence of water
consuming fixtures, and appliance efficiency levels, which represent the only
inputs required to run the model for a single household. At the best of authors
knowledge, only few works provide tools for synthetically generating end-use
water demand data through stochastic generation and Monte Carlo sampling
(e.g., Blokker et al., 2010; Rosenberg et al., 2007; Abdallah and Rosenberg, 2014;
Escriva-Bou et al., 2015a, , or the online tool Waterville5). Our model advances
these tools as (i) it is built upon a dataset of high-resolution, smart-metered wa-
ter demands, consistently related to a set of appliance statistics from the same
household sample, (ii) it generates end-use time series of water use preserving
the typical usage pattern of each fixture, thus end-use events do not consists of
simple demand pulses, and (iii) it allows simulating household water demands
under diverse social and technological scenarios, as well as sampling resolu-
tions and sample size, thus allowing the generation of scenarios different form
the one represented by a direct analysis of end-use calibration data.6

3.5.1.1 Method

Our stochastic simulation algorithm operates according to the phases detailed
below. In short, given a sample of houses with associated number of occupants,
available water consuming fixtures, and fixture efficiency, the model simulates
both the end-use time series of water use and their aggregation as total house-
hold water demand, with a time resolution (i.e., the simulation time step) up to
1 second, for the defined simulation horizon.

Assumptions Considering a single house, in our stochasticmodelwe assume
that the time series of water use of a generic j-th water consuming fixture (e.g.,
toilet, faucet, shower, etc...) during a given d-th day can be characterized by the
following elements:

5http://waterville.hrwallingford.com/waterville/
6Scenario generation is not analyzed in this thesis, but a few exaples can be found in Cominola et al. (2016a)
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• number of times the j-th fixture is used during the day (each time it is used
will be later referred as consumption event);

• starting time of use during the day for each consumption event;
• duration of each consumption event, in seconds;
• volume of water required by each consumption event, in liters.

In addition, we assume that each end-use consumption event can be shaped
according to the specific signature of its fixture, i.e., the characteristic water use
series over time for a single consumption event of a specific end-use, such as the
ones represented in Figure 3.11, properly stretched according to consumption
event duration and water volume. A number of stretched signatures equal to
the number of daily consumption events of each fixture are then assembled to
form the end-use daily time series of water use. Finally, we assume that each
fixture can be operated at most only once during each simulation time step.

Figure 3.11: Sample signatures for standard-efficiency toilet and shower fixtures.

Model inputs Our stochastic model requires the specification of the follow-
ing inputs:

• sample sizeN, i.e., number of households for which the model will simu-
late water demands;

• house size H = {h1, h2, ..., hN}, hi > 0 8i 2 [1, N], i.e., number of
occupants for each house in the sample;

• fixture presence Ki = {k1, k2, ..., kM}, kj 2 {0, 1} 8j 2 [1,M], i.e., a
binary index specifying the presence (absence) of the j-th fixture in the
i-th household;
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3.5. Water end-use disaggregation through HSID

• fixture efficiency level Ei = {e1, e2, ..., eM}, ej 2 {0, 1} 8j 2 [1,M] , i.e.,
a binary index specifying the efficiency level (standard or high) of each fix-
ture in each household. Standard and high efficient fixtures are assumed
to differ as for the water demand and duration required by their usage, as
well as their signature. All other features (e.g., time of use) are assumed to
be commonly shared by normal and efficient fixtures.

• length of the simulation horizon T , in days.
• time sampling resolution r, r > 0 for the output demand trajectories, in
seconds.

End-use water demand traces generation Given the input listed in the
previous paragraph, let’s consider the i-th house, characterized byhi occupants,
fixture presence Ki and fixture efficiencies Ei. Our stochastic model relies on
a database containingM signatures (one for each fixture) and a database con-
taining frequency distributions of the number of uses per day, event durations,
water volumes, and time of use during the day for each fixture. Each distribu-
tion is conditioned to the number of house occupants (hi) and fixture efficien-
cies (ei,j). From this information, the model generates time series of water use
according to the following phases:
1. Number of consumption events. The model samples the number of

consumption events for each fixture j and each day d of the simulation
horizon T asNCEi,d,j ⇠ F(NCEj|hi, ei,j), where F(NCEj|hi, ei,j) is the
frequency distribution of the number of usages per day for appliance j,
conditioned to the number of house occupants (hi) and fixture efficien-
cies (ei,j).

2. Consumption event statistics. For each water consumption event l 2
[1, NCEi,d,j], the model then samples the following elements:

• event durationDi,d,j ⇠ F(Dj|hi, ei,j);
• water volume Vi,d,j ⇠ F(Vj|hi, ei,j);
• time of use TOUi,d,j ⇠ F(TOUj|hi, ei,j).

F(Dj|hi, ei,j), F(Vj|hi, ei,j), and F(TOUj|hi, ei,j) are, respectively, the
frequency distribution of consumption event duration, water volume, and
daily time of use for the j-th fixtures, conditioned tohi and ei,j. In the cur-
rent version of the model, the frequency distributions for event duration,
water volume, and time of use are assumed to be mutually independent.

3. Consumption event trace creation. The time series of water use of each
water consumption event is generated by stretching the specific signature
of the considered fixture according to the sample values Vi,d,j andDi,d,j.
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In order to do so, first randomly chosen points of the signature are it-
eratively removed/replicated, in order to match the desired event dura-
tion Di,d,j. Then, the magnitude of each point of the signature is scaled
so that the integral over the signature matches the desired water volume
Vi,d,j. After a signature is stretched according to the above procedure, it
is positioned over the end-use time series of water use yi,j according to
TOUi,d,j.

This procedure is iterated from step 1 to step 3 until the simulation is com-
pleted, for all theM fixtures and the simulation period T .

Model output Our stochastic end-use model returns, as output, the end-use
time series of water use yi,j for each house i and its fixtures j, as well as the
total household water demand Yi =

PM
j=1 yi,j. We showcase a sample out-

puts of the stochastic end-use simulation model in Figure 3.12. The generated
traces show the heterogeneity of the different fixtures’ signatures, with the toi-
let and the faucet characterized by an almost instantaneous pulse, while shower
and clothes washers correspond to longer consumption events (Figure 3.12, left
panel). Moreover, it is worth noting the differences in peak flow, duration and
pattern of the two faucet consumption events, which are strongly dependent
on the multipurpose manual usage of this fixture. The hourly distribution of
the consumption events during a sample day (Figure 3.12, right panel) shows
a typical two-peaks pattern, with the shower and the dishwasher contributing
to the morning and evening peak, respectively. The use of toilet and faucet is
more equally distributed during the day, while the clothes washer is simulated
overnight as this use was observed to occur during off-peak times with positive
frequencies.

Data We retrieved the signatures ofwater consuming fixtures, as well as their
associated statistics from DeOreo (2011) and Abdallah and Rosenberg (2014).
In the aforementioned study, Aquacraft Inc. metered end-use data from 280
standard houses and 25 high-efficiency houses across 9 U.S. cities, for a pe-
riod of over 2 weeks between 2005 and 2009 at 10 seconds resolution. Overall,
Aquacraft metered 753,076 events during 4,036 days.
It is worthmentioning the following hypotheses we used in the implementation
of our stochastic model:

• We only considered indoor water uses, including the following fixtures:
toilet, clotheswasher, shower, dishwasher, faucet. Toilet and clotheswasher
signatures and statistics distinguish between standard and high-efficiency,
while no distinctions based on efficiency is present for the other appli-
ances.
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3.5. Water end-use disaggregation through HSID

Figure 3.12: Samples of end-use trajectories output of the stochastic model for a single
household over few hours (left panel) and one day (right panel). For the sake of
visualization, the data are aggregated at one minute resolution (left panel) and one
hour resolution (right panel).

• We modeled houses with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, > 5 occupants. Houses with more
than 5 occupants are grouped together in the last category;

• Water fixtures signatures are directly extracted from Acquacraft’s report
(DeOreo, 2011) using theGetDataGraphDigitizer software7 and rescaled
to 1 second resolution, according to the procedure described in Gaiardelli
(2015). Moreover, we computed a median signature for each of those ap-
pliances that allowed the extraction of multiple signatures.

• Water fixture statistics (i.e., frequency distributions of number of uses per
day, consumption event durations, water volume and time of use during
the day) are derived, for each appliance, number of house occupants, and
level of efficiency, from the data gathered in DeOreo (2011).

3.5.2 Multi-resolution water disaggregation through supervised HSID

3.5.2.1 Experimental settings

Data We generated total and end-use water consumption trajectories for 45
days (15 for HSID calibration, 30 for validation), using the stochastic data gen-
erator described in Section 3.5.1, and considering end-use probability distribu-
tions for a house with 2 occupants (i.e., the house size with higher frequency in
the input dataset). Coherently with the resolution of power load data used in
the first part of this chapter, we generated that dataset for five different water
consumption fixtures (toilet, shower, faucet, dishwasher, clothes washer) with
1-minute sampling resolution as a baseline and benchmark for validation.

7Software available at http://getdata-graph-digitizer.com/, last visited on 30/03/2016.
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Table 3.7: F-score for supervised HSID applied to water data with different data
sampling resolutions.

Data sampling resolution
1 min 5 min 60 min

Toilet 0.46 0.53 0.14
Shower 0.57 0.24 0.07
Faucet 0.44 0.39 0.26
Dishwasher 0.33 0.16 0.05
Clothes washer 0.22 0.09 0.01

Table 3.8: PCE (%) for supervised HSID applied to water data with different data
sampling resolutions.

Data sampling resolution
1 min 5 min 60 min

Toilet 3.6 4.9 12.6
Shower 5.8 4.6 8.1
Faucet 2.2 8.7 13.1
Dishwasher 7.8 5.2 7
Clothes washer 9.6 0.3 7

Data resolution downsampling In order to test HSID performance both
ontohigh-resolutiondata (i.e., 1minute), aswell as lower ones, wedown-sampled
the data to 5 and 60 minutes, as 5 minutes sampling resolution resulted to be
critical from themulti-resolutiondisaggregation experiments (see Section 3.4.3)
on power load data and 60 minutes represents the sampling resolution com-
monly adopted in several locations worldewide.

Performance metrics Coherentlywith the experiments performedonpower
load disaggregation, wemeasuredHSID performances in terms of F-score, PCE
and R2 score (see Section 3.4.2.1 for metrics definitions).

3.5.2.2 Numerical results

In general, the performance (see Tables 3.7 - 3.9) is much lower than the one
obtained for disaggregating the same number of appliances considering power
load data, already at 1-minute resolution. We attribute this drop in perfor-
mance, especially for what concerns operating status detection (F- score) and
accuracy in reproducing water consumption trajectories (R2), to the following
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Table 3.9: R2 for supervised HSID applied to water data with different data sampling
resolutions. Fields filled with "-" represent R2 values lower than 0.

Data sampling resolution
1 min 5 min 60 min

Toilet 0.20 0.20 0
Shower 0.51 0.03 0
Faucet - 0.14 0.07
Dishwasher - - -
Clothes washer - - -

reasons. As Figure 3.13 shows, if we plot the total water consumption trajectory
at 1-minute resolution, the operating range of water consumption appliances is
narrow and no clearly identifiable signatures are present. This clearly makes
the discrimination among end-uses harder and lowers the effect of HSID sig-
nature corrections. In addition, as it can be seen again in Figure 3.13 and also
inNguyen et al. (2013a), manywater appliances operate with sub-minute cycles
or human-operated events, therefore downsampling reallymakes it hard to dis-
tinguish between different appliances (e.g., a toilet flush and a short activation
of a faucet look similar at the minute resolution and their consumption pattern
reduces to be one point).

Moreover, the following comments already reported for the electricity case
study, are confirmed: (i) the accuracy in reproducing the trajectory of the most
contributing appliances (i.e., toilet and shower) is slightly higher than that for
the other appliances, and (ii) downsampling from 5-minutes to 60-minutes sig-
nificantly worsen the disaggregation accuracy.

In accordance to the results shown in the previous section, also in the case of
multi-resolution water consumption disaggregation the performance in terms
of power contribution error remains acceptable even at 1-hour sampling reso-
lution (the maximum error is approximatively 13% on the faucet). However,
as mentioned in the previous section, a good performance measured by the
power contribution error metric does not reflect into the accuracy in end-use
trajectory reproduction, which is needed in order to understand frequencies
and appliance time-of-use information, ultimately useful to inform the design
of customised water demand management strategies. In conclusion, the results
obtained so far suggest that an accurate end-use disaggregation cannot be per-
formed with the available disaggregation algorithms when the data sampling
resolution is lower that a few minutes, or even better, seconds.
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Figure 3.13: Sample trajectory of 1-minute total water consumption data, generated
for a 2-occupants house.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter we presented two algorithms for water and energy end-use dis-
aggregation. The first algorithm, SOD, is based on the assumption that the
unknown appliance power/water consumption profiles are piecewise constant
over time and it exploits the informationon the time-of-dayprobability inwhich
a specific appliancemight be used. The disaggregation problem is formulated as
a least-square error minimization problem, with an additional (convex) penalty
term aiming at enforcing the disaggregate signals to be piecewise constant over
the time. The second algorithm, called Signature-based Iterative Disaggrega-
tion HSID, is based on the combination of Factorial Hidden Markov Models,
which provides an initial approximation of the end-use trajectories, and Iter-
ative Subsequence Dynamic Time Warping, that processes the end-use trajec-
tories in order to match the typical power/water consumption pattern of each
appliance.

We assessed the performance of the two algorithms onto real-world power
consumption data with 1-minute sampling resolution, and benchmarked them
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against state-of-the-art algorithms, showing that they both achieve high disag-
gregation accuracy. Moreover, we demonstrated that HSID accurately repro-
duces the consumption trajectory of each end-use, which is a major challenge
in the field of energy disaggregation since many NILM algorithms can only af-
ford the detection of operating states. The accuracy demonstrated by HSID
in reproducing the consumption trajectories overcomes this challenge and al-
lows supporting the design of more informed demand management strategies
on the basis of the additional information on single appliance contribution to
total consumption, use frequencies, and timing, which are essential to estimate
and control peak and base load demand. HSID was also demonstrated to be
robust with respect to noisy signals, scalable to dataset including a large set of
appliances and can be successfully used in non-intrusive experiments without
requiring appliance-level measurements. Finally, we extend the application of
HSID to the disaggregation of synthetic water data at multiple data resolutions.

Yet, algorithms performance progressively drops for power load data with
lower resolution than 1 minute, and significantly lowers when considering wa-
ter consumption data. The latter are, in fact, characterised by consumption
events with shorted duration, often in the order of few seconds or few min-
utes, and with appliances operating in similar ranges, which makes it harder
to extract their consumption pattern from the aggregate, total consumption,
signal. This result is coherent with the literature on energy end-use disaggre-
gation Carrie Armel et al. (2013) and with the fact the the few works developed
in the literature on water end-use disaggregation consider data metered with
sub-minute resolution Nguyen et al. (2013a). Still, a promising result from the
multi-resolution disaggregation on water data is that the overall contribution
of each end-use can be accurately estimated even at low resolution and, there-
fore, the ranking of most consuming fixtures can be retrieved with an accept-
able error. However, this would require a suitable and representative calibra-
tion dataset, collected intrusively by directly metering each appliance, or with
an extensive campaign of water consumption diaries collection. The outcomes
found in terms of suitable sampling resolution and algorithms development can
support electric andwater utilities and planners in the choice of suitable meters
(i.e., with suitable data sampling), including data sampling resolution as a crite-
rion for the choice, together with data storage and transmission resources and
costs.

In general, the obtained outcome represents an opportunity for further de-
velopment of NILM methods in a truly non-intrusive perspective, especially if
supported by social computing, consumers’ involvement techniques and ICT
platforms (Giuliani and Mossina, 2016). Indeed, platforms for increasing con-
sumers’ awareness and engagement in demand management are undergoing a
period of significant development, representing promising tools to pursue the
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usability and scalability algorithms likeHSID at reduced cost.8 Ongoing and fu-
ture research should focus, at a first stage, on a further testing of the algorithms
against other datasets, possibly gathered in different spatial contexts and with
differentmeter resolutions. Also, potential use for completely non-intrusive ap-
plications should be further explored and tested on real cases, coupled with the
design, implementation and monitoring of demand-side management strate-
gies (Gaiser and Stroeve, 2014).

8See, for instance the Opower 3.0 platform at http://opower.com/company/news-press/press_

releases/10
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4
Descriptive and predictive

modelling of residential water
users

Abstract1

The effectiveness of water demandmanagement strategies relies on our under-
standing of water consumers’ behavior. This means infering their consumption
habits and routines, as well as identifying the most relevant determinants of
water consuming or saving behaviors at the household level. Such information
allow characterising the heterogeneity of water users’ behaviors in a commu-
nity, as well as building mathematical models that predict urban water demand
variability in space and time, and explore the effects of different WDMSs for
the residential sector.

In this chapter, we first contribute a novel descriptive modeling procedure,
based on a combination of clustering and principal component analysis, which
allows performing water users’ segmentation on the basis of their eigenbehav-
iors (i.e., routines, recurrent water consumption behaviors) automatically iden-

1The content of this chapter has been adapted from the following papers:
• Cominola, A.,Moro, L., Riva, A.,Giuliani,M., Castelletti, A., 11–14 July 2016b. Profiling residentialwater users’
routines by eigenbehavior modelling. In: Proceedings of the 8th International Congress on Environmental
Modeling and Software (iEMSs 2016). Toulouse (France);

• Cominola, A., Giuliani, M., Piga, D., Castelletti, A., Rizzoli, A., Anda, M., 28 June – 3 July 2015b. Modelling
residential water consumers’ behaviors by feature selection and feature weighting. In: Proceedings of the 36th
IAHRWorld Congress. The Hague (the Netherlands).
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tified from smart metered consumption data. The approach is tested against
a dataset of smart metered water consumption data from 175 households in
the municipality of Tegna (CH). Numerical results demonstrate the potential of
the method for identifying typical profiles of water consumption, which allow
clustering water consumers’ in heterogeneous groups.

Secondly, we also contribute a predictive modeling approach, based on fea-
ture selection and feature weighting to model the single-user consumption be-
havior at the household level. A two-step procedure consisting of the extraction
of the most relevant determinants of users’ consumption and the identification
of a predictive model of water consumers’ profile is proposed and tested on a
real case study with low resolution data of over 1500 water users fromWestern
Australia. Results show the effectiveness of the proposed method in captur-
ing the influence of candidate determinants on residential water consumption,
as well as in attaining sufficiently accurate predictions of users’ consumption
profiles, which constitutes essential information to support residential water
demand management.

4.1 Introduction

The third phase of the general procedure to study residential water demand
management we proposed in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.2, and also reported in Comi-
nola et al. (2015a)) consists in modeling water consumers’ behaviors. The goal
of this phase is characterizing water demand at the household level, thus pre-
serving the heterogeneity of the individual users in the modelled community.
Single-household water consumption data provide essential information for
accurately modeling individual users’ behaviors, especially through the appli-
cation of data analytics and machine learning techniques (e.g., Cardell-Oliver,
2013a). Two distinctive approaches exist for modeling water users’ consump-
tion behaviors: descriptive models, which aim at performing users’ segmentation
through the analysis of observed water consumption patterns and historical
trends (e.g., Beal et al., 2011b; Beal and Stewart, 2014), possibly at the end-use
level, and predictive models, which instead provide estimates of the expected wa-
ter demands, possibly conditioned upon natural and socio- psychographic fac-
tors, or in response to alternative water demand management strategies (e.g.,
Maggioni, 2015; Makki et al., 2015).

The first class of models allows building users’ consumption profiles based
on historical trends, thus without requiring big database of information char-
acterizing users features in terms of demography, economy, education, social
habits, and attitudes. This provides the baseline reference for identifying promis-
ing areas where water savings and conservation actions may be focused. Yet,
these models do not quantify the expected impact of demand management ac-
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tions on water consumption and savings. In contrast, the second class of mod-
els can be employed to effectively predict water consumption at the household
level, but at the same time require big amounts of users’ features for model
building purposes. Many state-of-the-art studies (e.g., Olmstead et al., 2007; Fox
et al., 2009; Makki et al., 2013) reported the presence of correlations between
one or more presumed consumption drivers and the associated consumption
profiles, thus accomplishing the user profiling phase. Yet, the number of con-
sidered candidate variables is generally limited. In addition, only a few works
completed a second phase of behavioral modeling and provide a quantitative
prediction of the water demand at the household level as a function of the iden-
tified drivers and WDMSs, thus representing promising decision-aiding tools
for water utilities and urban planners.

In this chapter, we propose a double contribution. First (see Section 4.2), we
contribute a descriptive modeling procedure for performing users’ segmenta-
tion on the basis of smart metered water consumption data. Our procedure is
based on a combination of clustering and principal components extracted from
water demand data, extending the idea originally proposed by Eagle and Pent-
land (2009) for the identification of routines in the temporal location of 100
individuals fromMIT, monitored using 100Nokia 6600 smart phones. The ex-
traction of principal components from behavioral data defines a set of vectors
spanning the “behavioral space” of monitored individuals, characterizing their
behavioral variation in time. These components, called eigenbehaviors, are com-
puted as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of behavior data, where the
vectors associated to high weights represent a type of recurrent behavior, i.e., a
routine. In this work, this idea is extended for the identification of typical wa-
ter consumption behaviors from a dataset of smartmeteredwater consumption
readings. The proposed approach is tested on a dataset of hourly-sampledwater
consumption records from 175 households in the municipality of Tegna (CH),
which have been equipped with smart meters by Società Elettrica Sopracener-
ina as part of the SmartH2O Project.2

Secondly (see Section 4.3), we contribute a predictive approach based on fea-
ture extraction techniques (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003) to model the single-user
consumption behavior at the household level. The approach is based on a two-
step procedure: (i) identification of the most relevant determinants of users’
consumption profiles and (ii) predictive model building of water consumption
profiles based on the observation of the determinants identified in the previous
step. The use of feature selection (i.e., algorithms returning a subset of selected
features) and feature weighting (i.e., algorithms ranking the features according
to their relevance) (Zhao et al., 2010) is motivated by the need to manage a large
number of potentially relevant factors influencing water consumers’ behaviors

2SmartH2O official website: www.smarth2o-fp7.eu.
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along with their redundancy and highly nonlinear relationships, which rep-
resent major challenges for standard cross-correlation analyses (Galelli et al.,
2014). The proposed approach is applied to a dataset of low-resolution wa-
ter consumption records associated with a variety of demographic and psycho-
graphic users data and household attributes collected in nine towns of the Pil-
bara andKimberley Regions ofWesternAustralia throughout theH2ome Smart
project (Anda et al., 2013).

4.2 Pro�ling residential water users’ routines by eigen-
behavior modelling

4.2.1 Methodology

The descriptive modelling procedure we propose in this section is composed of
three main methodological phases:

• Data pre-processing;
• Eigenbehavior extraction through Principal Component Analysis;
• Eigenbehavior clustering through k-means.

Each phase is detailed in the next subsections.

4.2.1.1 Data pre-processing

Let’s consider the case we have, for each smart metered household, a time series
of water consumption readings sampled with hourly resolution, which can be
organized in a [D⇥ 24] individual water consumption matrix Ck (with k =
1, . . . , U, beingU the total number of users/households), where each row cor-
responds to one day and each column to one hour of the day.3 We then trans-
formed thismatrix into a binarymatrix �k, where the observed values of hourly
water consumption are classified intoNmutually exclusive classes⇤ (e.g., low,
medium, high consumption) based on hourly consumption thresholds. Each
row of �k hence contains 24 ⇤N elements, where the binary values in the i-th
row of �k associate the 24 consumption readings of the i-th day in Ck to one
of theN consumption classes ⇤. The generic element x of matrix �k is hence
defined as:

x(i, j+ (n- 1)⇥ 24) =

�
1, Ck(i, j) 2 ⇤n

0, otherwise
(4.1)

3We only consider total hourly water household consumption data, both in the methodological formalization and
in the application, because at the time of this study no groundtruth for end-use algorithm calibration and appliance sig-
nature extraction are available. However, themethods we propose in this chapter can be easily extended to applications
with availability of end-use data.
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where i = 1, . . . , D; j = 1, . . . , 24; n = 1, . . . , N. For each user, we can
identify its average individual behavior  k as well as the daily deviation�k(i)
from this average behavior, defined as

 k =
1
D

DX

i=1

�k(i)

�k(i) = �k(i)- k

(4.2)

4.2.1.2 Eigenbehavior extraction through Principal Component Analy-
sis

After the data processing phase is completed, we can extract the eigenbehav-
iors by performing a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Joliffe, 2002) on
the resulting matrices�k. PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique, which
searches for linear combinations of the original variables such that the coeffi-
cients of the output combinations (the principal vectors) forma low-dimensional
sub-space defined by directions explaining maximal variance in the original
data. Few principal components usually explain a high percentage of the vari-
ance of the original variables, ensuring dimension reduction. In addition, the
representation of the original data in the projected space defined by principal
components is uncorrelated, thus providing a useful tool for physical and sta-
tistical interpretations.
PCA is performed via an eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix R
of�k (which hasD rows corresponding toD days andQ = 24 ⇤N columns
corresponding to the binary labels classifying the hourly water consumption),
i.e.

R =
1
D

DX

i=1

�k(i)T ·�k(i) (4.3)

where the resulting eigenvectors w

k
q (with q = 1, . . . , Q) are the eigenbehav-

iors of thek-th user and allowmapping the originalmatrix�k into its principal
components, i.e.

⇢kq = �k · w

k
q with q = 1, . . . , Q (4.4)

4.2.1.3 Eigenbehavior clustering through k-means

After performing the dimensionality reduction step via PCA,we classify theme-
tered users into different consumption profiles on the basis of their first eigen-
vector w

k
1 (with k = 1, . . . , U). The first eigenvector accounts for as much
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as possible of the behavioral data variance of the considered user’s consump-
tion, which is quantified by the associated highest eigenvalue. Our classification
was run using the K-means clusteringmethod (MacQueen et al., 1967), a widely
adopted technique that allows grouping multidimensional points in clusters by
minimizing the average squared distance between points and centroid of each
cluster. Formally, K-means algorithm partitions the U-dimensional set W =
{w1

1, . . . ,w

U
1 }, containing the first eigenbehavior of each user, into M < U

profiles P = {P1, . . . , PM} by solving the following minimization problem:

P = arg min
P

MX

m=1

X

w

k
1 2Pm

||wk
1 - µm||2 (4.5)

where µm is the mean of w

k
1 2 Pm, with the resulting clusters satisfying the

following conditions: (i) the union of all clusters contains all the original point,
i.e. [M

m=1Pm = W; (ii) each point belongs to a single cluster, i.e. Pi \ Pj = ;;
(iii) the clusters cannot be empty and a single cluster cannot include all the
points, i.e. ; ⇢ Pm ⇢ W 8m.

4.2.2 Case study

Our testing case study consists of real-world dataset of anonymized smart me-
tered water consumption provided by Società Elettrica Sopracenerina (SES) as
part of the SmartH2O project (see Rizzoli et al., 2014, for an overview about the
project). SES, a multi-utility based in Locarno (CH) installed 400 smart meters
in the Locarno district during the first two years (2014-15) of the SmartH2O
project.
For this study, we consider a dataset that, after some pre-processing needed for
removing missing readings, measuring errors, etc., comprises 175 households
monitored for around 7 months, from March, 30th to November, 7th, 2015.
Each user is therefore associated to 5,352 hourly readings (223 days), with the
full dataset including 936,600 data.

4.2.3 Numerical results

The first step of our methodology required to transform the hourly water con-
sumption readings matrix of each user Ck (with k = 1, . . . , 175) into binary
matrices �k, where the consumption data are classified into mutually exclusive
consumption classes (see Section 4.2.1.1). We initially observed that 46% of the
data in our dataset are equal to 0. This can be easily explained by the fact that
generally there is no consumption during night or when people are not at home
(e.g., duringworking hours). Considering the distribution of the nonzero values
(see Figure 4.1), we decided to partition these latter in three classes with respect
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to a threshold of 12 L/h, representative of low consumption levels (e.g., faucet,
toilet), and a threshold of 100 L/h, which allows distinguishing medium con-
sumption events (e.g., a 10-minute shower, efficient clothes washer programs)
from high consumption ones (e.g., outdoor uses, inefficient devices). In sum-
mary, we classified the available hourly water consumption readings into the
following four consumption classes, whose sizes are illustrated in Figure 4.2:
1. L0: hourly consumption x = 0 L/h;
2. L1: hourly consumption x 2 (0, 12] L/h;
3. L2: hourly consumption x 2 (12, 100] L/h;
4. L3: hourly consumption x > 100 L/h.

L1 L2 L3

Figure 4.1: Empirical distribution of nonzero water consumption readings, with the
shading representing the three selected classes L1, L2, L3.

According to the thresholds set for the above classification, the hourly water
consumption matrices Ck are transformed into the corresponding binary ma-
trices �k, fromwhich the eigenbehaviors of each user can be extracted via PCA.
In this practical application we adopted non-centered PCA, keeping into ac-
count that the �k are binary, thus all their columns have the same lower and up-
per bound. Results show that considering solely the first principal component
for representing the behaviors of the 175 considered users allows explaining,
on average, 50% of the variance in the original data. The second principal com-
ponent contributes an additional 8%, while 10 principal components would be
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Figure 4.2: Partitions of hourly consumption reading data across the four consump-
tion classes L0, L1, L2, L3.

necessary to explain 75% of the variance, with a saturation to around 100% ob-
tained with 60 principal components. The large share of variance explained by
the first eigenbehavior, along with the significant difference between the con-
tribution of the first and second component, confirms that working on the first
eigenbehavior is sufficient for capturing a large share of the variability in users’
behaviors, thus supporting effective users’ segmentation.

As a last step of our methodology, we applied K-means clustering on the set
of first eigenbehavior of each user, where high values identify recurrent and rel-
evant behaviors (e.g., frequent concentration of consumption events of a given
class in specific hours, including periods with no consumption). K-means clus-
tering would allow classifying users with similar consumption routines, repre-
sented by similar values of w

k
1 , in the same cluster, supporting effective users’

segmentation. To demonstrate the validity of our procedure, we report the re-
sults obtained setting the number of clusters equal to three after silhouette anal-
ysis, thus simply distinguishing low, medium, and high consumption profiles
(additional experiments with higher number of clusters are reported in Moro
and Riva (2016)). Results are illustrated in Figure 4.3, where each column rep-
resents the first eigenbehavior of a user and each row corresponds to the hour
of the day for each consumption class. The users’ classified within profile P1
are characterized by high values in the first eigenbehavior only for L0, mean-
ing they are usually not consuming: this may be the case of vacation houses
or, when the eigenbehavior coefficient is positive in classes L1 or L2, they are
houses occupied by just one inhabitant, with low consumption. Also profile P2
shows high values for L0, but mostly during the night. In addition, this pro-
file exhibits a bimodal behavior for L3 and non-null coefficients for L2. This
identifies a typical situation of average consumers that do not consume in the
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Figure 4.3: Results of users’ segmentation with respect to the values of the first eigen-
behaviors. Each column is the first eigenbehavior of a user and each row corre-
sponds to the hour of the day for each consumption class L0, L1, L2, L3. Color
scale represents the value of eigenbehaviors coefficients.

night, but have two peaks of medium water consumption in the morning and
in the evening and low consumption (e.g., toilet) equally weighted during day
hours. Finally, profile P3 is characterized by high values in the first eigenbe-
havior mainly associated to L2 and L3, again with a double peak in themorning
and in the evening. This behavior might simply suggest houses in this cluster
have larger size (in terms of number of occupants) that those in cluster P2.
The main characteristics of each profile are illustrated in Figure 4.4 in terms of
relative frequency of average hourly consumption for each profile in each con-
sumption class. This analysis confirms that profile P1 is associated to very low
consumers, with high frequency of no-consumption events. Profile P2 captures
middle consumers that concentrate their water consumption in the morning
and evening (see the double peak in the frequency of L2), with almost no con-
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sumption during night and few events in class L3. Finally, profile P3 identifies
high consumers, characterized by a double peak of high consumption (class L3)
and frequent consumption events of class L2 during the entire day.
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Figure 4.4: Relative frequency of average hourly consumption for each profile in each
consumption class. The gray area represents standard deviation.

4.3 Modelling residential water consumers’ behaviors
by feature selection and feature weighting

4.3.1 Methodology

Feature extraction techniques, mostly developed in the data mining and ma-
chine learning research communities, represent potentially promising tools to
model residential water users behaviors. These methods allow extracting the
more relevant determinants in describing the consumption profiles of water
users out of a large set of candidate drivers. On the basis of the selected deter-
minants, a behavioralmodel predicting thewater consumption at the household
level can be identified. The general formulation of a water demand predictive
model for a generic user i is the following:
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ŷi = f(xi) (4.6)
where ŷi is the consumption profile of the i-th user and xi denotes the set of

M determinants influencing his/her behavior, represented by a variety of de-
mographic and psychographic users data (e.g., age, number of house occupants,
income level, conservation attitude, etc.), household attributes (e.g., house size,
type, garden area, etc.) and exogenous factors (e.g., temperature, and precipita-
tion, water price, etc.). The union of determinants and consumption data yields
a sample dataset containing N tuples, one for each user. The i-th tuple (with
i = 1, ..., N) is defined as follows:

< x1
i , x

2
i , . . . , xMi , yi > (4.7)

The construction of the water demand predictive model defined in (4.6) re-
lies on the following two-step procedure:
1. Feature extraction, to select from the original dataset X of users’ data a

subsetX 0 ✓ X of determinants that are relevant to describe the consump-
tion profile Y;

2. Model learning, to predict the water consumption profile as a function of
the selected features X 0.

4.3.1.1 Feature extraction

Different approaches can be adopted to perform feature extraction aswell as for
model learning. In particular, feature extraction techniques can be classified in
two main categories:

• FS, namely algorithms that return a subset of features selected from the
original dataset as the most relevant to describe the considered output
variable (i.e., consumption profile);

• FW, namely algorithms that rank all the features according to a measure
of their relevance, with no actual selection of the most relevant variables,
which however are identified as the ones in the first positions of the rank-
ing.

Moreover, depending on their structure, they can be distinguished between
model-free (or filter) algorithms, when they do not include any learning algo-
rithm, ormodel-based in case they explicitly rely on a learning algorithm (Galelli
and Castelletti, 2013). Model-based algorithms can be further classified into
wrapper models, if they include a predetermined learning algorithm, and em-
bedded, if the model construction phase includes feature selection (Zhao et al.,
2010). Since no single method is best suited to all datasets and modeling pur-
poses a-priori, we implemented and applied different algorithms for both fea-
ture selection and weighting.
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Feature selection algorithms We run the following feature selection algo-
rithms:4

• Fast Correlation Based Filter (FCBF) (Yu and Liu, 2003). This algorithm
exploits the formulation of the Information Gain algorithm (explained in
the next section among the feature weighting algorithms), in order to keep
into account both the feature-feature and the feature-class correlation,
thus considering redundancy issues. The correlation between a feature
Xi and a classC is computed through the concept of Symmetrical Uncer-
tainty (SU), which is defined as follows:

SU(Xi, C) = 2
IG(Xi, C)

H(Xi) +H(C)
(4.8)

where IG represents the information gain andH is the entropy of a vari-
able (as defined later on).

• Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) (Zhao et al., 2010). This filter algo-
rithm uses a correlation-based heuristic to determine the relevance of a
feature both in terms of feature-class correlation and feature-feature in-
tercorrelation, thus avoiding redundancy issues. Given a subset of n fea-
tures, the algorithmdetermines the "worth of the subset" and then explores
different subsets in order to identify the one with the best merit.

• BayesianLogisticRegression (BLOGREG) embeddedmethod (Guyon et al.,
2002). This an embedded feature selection algorithm, which promotes the
sparsity of a logistic model in order to reduce the number of features se-
lected. The BLOGREG algorithm is suitable formanaging categorical fea-
tures.

• SparseBayesianMultinomial LogisticRegression (SBMLR) embeddedmethod
(Cawley et al., 2007). This algorithm is an extension of the BLOGREG ap-
proach, making it suitable to be applied to multiclass problems.

We also tested the following feature weighting algorithms:
• CHI-square score (Liu and Setiono, 1995). This is a supervised, filter al-
gorithm used to test whether the class labels are independent of a specific
feature. In particular, the chi-square score is evaluated as follows:

�2 =
kX

i=1

NclassX

j=1

(nij - µij)
2

µij
(4.9)

where:
4The 2014 version of the ASU feature selection package downloadable at http://featureselection.asu.edu/ was

adopted for this study.
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– nij is the number of samples with the i-th value for a particular fea-
ture in class j;

– µij =
n⇤jni⇤

n , with n⇤j being the number of elements with value i
for a particular feature across all classes andni⇤ being the number of
elements in class j. The higher chi-square score, the more the class
label is dependent on the considered features. The index is suitable
to be applied also with categorical (or binary) variables.

• Information gain (Cover and Thomas, 2012). Information gain is another
measure of dependence between a feature and the class labels. Consid-
ering a feature Xi and the class labels C, the information gain is defined
as:

IG(Xi, C) = H(Xi) +H(Xi|C) (4.10)
WhereH represents the entropy of a variable, defined as:

H(Xi) = -
X

j

P(xj)log2(P(xj))

H(Xi|C) = -
X

z

P(yz)
X

j

P(xj|yz)log2(P(xj|yz))
(4.11)

It is worth mentioning that both the chi-square score and the information gain
algorithms consider each feature separately, thus they do not solve redundancy
issues.

4.3.1.2 Model learning

As far as the model learning is concerned, in principle any data-driven model
(regressors or classifiers) can be used see (see Maier and Dandy, 2000; Galelli
and Castelletti, 2013). In practice, the selected method should have the follow-
ing desirable features: (i)modeling flexibility to approximate strongly non-linear
functions, particularly because the relationships between the candidate inputs
(selected features) and the output (consumption profile) is completely unknown
a priori; (ii) computational efficiency to dealwith potentially large data-sets, when
considering large number of users; (iii) scalabilitywith respect to the number of
candidate variables to be analyzed, due to the need of testing several variables
with different domains and variability. In the present experiments, we used two
different data-driven models:

• aNaive Bayes Classifier (Duda et al., 1973). Bayesian classifiers learn from
training data the conditional probability of each attribute, given the class
label. Classification is then performed by computing the probability of
each class, given an instance of the attributes and predicting the class with
the highest posterior probability;
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• the J48 java implementation of the C4.5 Decision Tree algorithm (Quin-
lan, 2014). The J48 algorithm used here is an implementation of the C4.5
algorithm used to generate a decision tree. It builds a decision tree on the
training dataset, where the attributes that most effectively split the set of
samples into small subsets, in terms of information gain, are positioned
onto nodes.

4.3.2 Case study

4.3.2.1 The H2ome Smart project

The following data, collected within the H2ome Smart project, are available:
• Household water consumption data frommeter readings (measured in
m3). Themaximumnumber of readings per householdwithin the consid-
ered period is seven, thus the highest reading resolution is approximately
three months;

• House and occupants attributes: 26 variables describing different fea-
tures of the users and their house. Table 4.1 reports the complete list of
data available.

Data were collected between August 2010 and February 2012 for more than
3000 households in the towns of the Pilbara and Kimberley Regions ofWestern
Australia.

4.3.2.2 Data pre-processing

Data cleaning We performed the following data cleaning operations:
1. Records of users showing data inconsistencies or missing data (i.e., nega-

tive consumption rate or no consumption rate measures for any reading
period) were removed from the dataset;

2. Empty reading dates fields were filled for as many users as possible with
the reading dates of the same accounting reading group;

3. The average dailywater consumption rate in [m3/day] was computed for
each water-reading period, for each household, given its water consump-
tion data and reading period dates. This operation was useful to obtain
comparable values of water consumption among different houses, since
the duration of reading period was heterogeneous in the considered sam-
ple;

4. If information about the number of house occupants was present, the per-
capita daily water consumption rate in [m3/day] was computed for each
reading period.
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Table 4.1:Water consumers’ and household features list.

Variable name Description Variable nature Number of categories

Town - categorical 9

Suburb - categorical 21

Years of occupancy Years since the house is being integer -

occupied by the same inhabitants

House responsibility Person responsible for paying bills categorical 4

Number of occupants Number of inhabitants in the house integer -

Resident type Type of resident in the house categorical 8

Number of toilets Number of toilets in the house integer -

Land use Type of land use destination categorical 14

House type Type of house structure categorical 5

Washing machine type Type of washing machine categorical 3

Toilet type Type of flush categorical 3

Shower type Type of shower categorical 3

Dishwasher presence Presence of dishwasher binary -

Garden area Area of the house garden [m2] real positive -

Watering method Method used for garden watering categorical 4

Watering time Average weekly watering time integer -

Irrigation system Type of irrigation technique categorical 3

Drip irrigation type Type of irrigation technique categorical 3

Surface irrigation type Type of surface irrigation categorical 3

Drip irrigation duration Weekly average drip irrigation minutes categorical 4

Surface irrigation duration Weekly average surface irrigation minutes categorical 4

Mulch usage Usage of mulch binary -

Pool presence Presence of pool binary -

Pool cover usage Presence of pool cover binary -

Spa presence Presence of spa binary -

Native plants presence Presence of native plants binary -
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Thedata cleaning process produced the following outputs: amatrixCdaily con-
taining six readings of daily average water consumption rate for N = 1624
households and a matrixCpcDaily containing six values of per-capita daily av-
erage consumption for N 0 = 1560 households. Note that N and N 0 are sig-
nificantly lower than the initial dimension of the dataset, which included ap-
proximately 3000 households, as water consumption readings were partially or
totally missing.

Class label assignment The real values inCdaily andCpcDaily were con-
verted into three classes representing differentwater consumptionprofiles: low-
consumers, medium-consumer, and high-consumers. K-means clustering was
used to assign consumption data to classes, with k=3 (number of classes) and
Squared Euclidean distance settings. It was run over the vectors Ydaily and
YpcDaily containing, respectively, the mean of water readings in Cdaily and
CpcDaily, for each household.

Matrix of users’ and households features Two sample datasets Xdaily

and XpcDaily were built, respectively for the users whose consumption is in-
cluded in Ydaily and YpcDaily. Each tuple of the datasets has M = 26 user
and house features (see Table 4.1) associated to either Ydaily or YpcDaily. The
processed datasets Xdaily and XpcDaily consisted, respectively, of N and N 0

tuples, one for each user satisfying the pre-processing conditions.

4.3.3 Numerical results

4.3.3.1 Feature selection and feature weighting

The outputs of the feature selection algorithms are represented in Figure 4.5,
where the user and house features are listed on the y-axis and the color indicates
the selection frequency of each feature over different algorithms runs.

Each feature extraction algorithmwas run3 times: bothXdaily andXpcDaily

were split into three subsets of equivalent size, and each run considered two
thirds of the dataset for feature extraction calibration and the remaining third
for predictive modeling validation (Section 4.3.4). Dark colored features in Fig-
ure 4.5 are the most relevant as they are always selected across the different al-
gorithms runs, while their relevance decreases moving towards gray and white
tones. The results of the two figures appear to be quite consistent: the num-
ber of household’s occupants seems to be the most relevant factor impacting
average daily residential water consumption Ydaily (left part of the figure), as
its selection frequency is higher than 80%; the number of toilets, the method
used for irrigation, the presence of a pool and the land use destination are then
ranked in the subsequent positions, with a decreasing selection frequency, but
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Figure 4.5: Selection frequency of candidate features over multiple feature selection
algorithms runs. Considered predictant: Ydaily (left) and YpcDaily (right).

still higher than 60%. In addition, the geographical position, expressed by the
"town" attribute, is also considered relevant in explaining the average per-capita
daily water consumption YpsDaily (right part of the figure). However, the re-
sults obtained considering the average per-capita daily water consumption as
predictant enforce the relevancy of the number of house occupants as main
driver of water consumption, since its selection frequency is 100%, while all
the other candidate variables do not achieve a selection frequency higher than
70%.

Figure 4.6 shows the results obtained by running the feature weighting al-
gorithms onXdaily andXpcDaily, respectively. Again, the features are reported
on the y-axis, while the x-axis represents the different feature weighting algo-
rithms runs. Colors represent the positions of each feature in the weighting
ranking: features with dark color were given higher weights by the algorithms,
meaning they are considered relevant in explaining the output variable, while
lighter features are associated to lower weights (i.e., less relevant). The two fea-
ture weighting algorithms produce consistent results, which are also coherent
with the ones obtained by the feature selection algorithms, at least for the ma-
jority of the top-ranked features. The results confirm the existence of clear and
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Figure 4.6: Weighting ranking of candidate features over multiple feature selection
algorithms runs. Considered predictant: Ydaily (left) and YpcDaily (right).

strong relationships between the extracted features and the corresponding wa-
ter consumption profiles.

4.3.3.2 Interpretation of the feature extraction results

In this section, a set of top-ranked features extracted in the previous section is
analyzed, in order to better understand the underlying relationships between
them and the water consumption profiles.

Number of occupants The first considered feature is the number of occu-
pants of the house, which is always ranked in the first position by all the algo-
rithms. As shown in Figure 4.7, not surprisingly the median daily water con-
sumption increases with the number of occupants. Yet, the median per-capita
consumption decreases with the increasing of the number of occupants. The
reason for that can be twofold: the first reason might be that some end-uses
represent a sort of fixed-cost, which is shared among the occupants. For exam-
ple, the water used for irrigation or in a pool is shared among the occupants
and, therefore, the individual cost (i.e., consumption) decreases for increasing
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number of inhabitants. The second reason might be that when the number of
occupants increases, some kind of economies of scale and social pressure de-
velop. As a consequence, water use is better balanced among the inhabitants
and wastes are less frequent (Beal et al., 2011a).

Figure 4.7:Median daily water consumption andmedian per-capita daily water con-
sumption for different numbers of house occupants.

Number of toilets Figure 4.8 analyzes the number of toilets, where both
the median daily andmedian daily per-capita water consumption level increase
with the number of toilets in the house. Since the number of toilets generally
increases with the size of the house (and thus with the number of household’s
occupants), it is reasonable that the daily water consumption increases with the
number of toilets. In contrast with the previous case, also themedian per-capita
consumption increases, probably because with a higher number of toilets there
is less "competition" for using the resource (i.e., the toilet).

Irrigation and garden size The relationship between water consumption
and the type of irrigation is shown in Figure 4.9: households where irrigation is
performed by hand consume (on average) less water than those houseswhere ir-
rigation is performedwith automatic irrigation systems or both by hand and au-
tomatically. This evidence can be explained by relating the water consumption
levels to the area of the garden to be irrigated (right y-axis). Houses equipped
with automatic irrigation systems generally have a wide garden and high wa-
ter consumption for irrigation. On the contrary, small gardens are irrigated by
hand, resulting in a lower consumption. Reasonably, in houses with a medium-
size garden andmedium consumption levels, irrigation can be either manual or
automatic.
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Figure 4.8:Median daily water consumption andmedian per-capita daily water con-
sumption for houses with different number of toilets.
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4.2.3 IRRIGATION  

The relationship between water consumption and the type of irrigation is shown in Figure 5: households where irrigation is 
performed by hand consume (on average) less water than those houses where irrigation is performed with automatic 
irrigation systems or both by hand and automatically. This evidence can be explained by relating the water consumption 
levels to the area of the garden to be irrigated (right y-axis). Houses equipped with automatic irrigation systems generally 
have a wide garden and high water consumption for irrigation. On the contrary, small gardens are irrigated by hand, 
resulting in a lower consumption. Reasonably, in houses with a medium-size garden and medium consumption levels, 
irrigation can be either manual or automatic. 
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Figure 6 shows how the consumption level increases with the size of the house. This phenomenon can be probably 
explained as bigger houses generally are occupied by a higher number of inhabitants and, also, they have a higher 
number of toilets or very likely larger gardens. In turn, the per-capita water consumption flattens for the same reasons 
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Figure 5. Median daily water consumption and median  garden area for households adopting 
different irrigation techniques. 

Figure 6. Median daily water consumption and median  garden area for different types of house 

Figure 4.9:Median daily water consumption and median garden area for households
adopting different irrigation techniques.

Type of house Figure 4.10 shows how the consumption level increases with
the size of the house. This phenomenon can be probably explained as bigger
houses generally are occupied by a higher number of inhabitants and, also, they
have a higher number of toilets or very likely larger gardens. In turn, the per-
capita water consumption flattens for the same reasons previously discussed
about the relationship between the number of occupants and their associated
per-capita consumption.
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Figure 4.10: Median daily water consumption and median per-capita daily water
consumption for different types of house.

4.3.4 Model learning and users’ water consumption pro�le forecast-
ing

The second step of our procedure aims at identifying a model having the fea-
tures extracted in the previous section as input, and the predicted water con-
sumption profile of the users as output. This second step is fundamental in
order to properly support the design of WDMSs, as well as assess their effec-
tiveness. Indeed, the first step of feature extraction provides indications of po-
tentially relevant water consumption drivers, thus supporting the empirical de-
sign ofWDMSwith a description of the status quo of users’ behaviors. In turn, a
predictivemodel able to forecast consumers’ profile based on relevant attributes
enables quantifying changes in household water consumption due to modifica-
tions in natural and socio-demo-psycho-graphic drivers, thus supporting util-
ities and planners by anticipating the effect of WDMSs. In particular, work-
ing on low-resolution consumption data, our model allows classifying users
to the three consumption profiles introduced in Section 4.3.2.2, namely low-,
medium-, high-consumers. Among the available data-driven models, we em-
ployed Naive Bayes Classifier and Decision Tree algorithm (see Section 4.3.1.2)
which are particularly suitable for these classification experiments. In order to
minimize the risk of overfitting the model over the calibration data, we run a
k-fold cross-validation, with k=3, by randomly splitting the dataset into k mu-
tually exclusive subsets of equivalent size. Each time the predictive model is
validated on one of the k folds and calibrated using the remaining k-1 folds, on
which the feature extraction algorithms are run. Table 4.2, Table 4.3 and Fig-
ure 4.11 report the resulting average models accuracy across the k-fold cross-
validation, measured in terms of percentage of correct assignments of users on
the basis of their features to their actual consumption profile.
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Table 4.2: Naive Bayes Classifier prediction accuracy based on FS algorithms out-
puts.

FS Average Naive Bayes Average Naive Bayes
algorithm Classifier accuracy Classifier accuracy

on Ydaily [%] on YpcDaily [%]
FCBF 62.11 ± 2.80 80.45 ± 7.75
CFS 63.22 ± 2.91 80.45 ± 7.75

BLogReg 62.48 ± 3.83 80.45 ± 7.75
SBMLR 63.03 ± 3.11 80.45 ± 7.75

Table 4.3: J48 Decision Tree prediction accuracy based on FS algorithms outputs.

FS Average J48 Decision Average J48 Decision
algorithm Tree accuracy Tree accuracy

on Ydaily [%] on YpcDaily [%]
FCBF 63.46 ± 1.99 80.64 ± 7.89
CFS 64.94 ± 2.71 80.64 ± 7.89

BLogReg 61.92 ± 0.85 80.00 ± 7.35
SBMLR 62.91 ± 1.72 81.15 ± 7.84
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Figure 4.11: Predictive models accuracy based on FW algorithms outputs. The fol-
lowing FW algorithm predictant are represented: Ydaily and Information gain FW
(top-left), YpcDaily and Information gain FW (top-right), Ydaily and Chi-square
score FW (bottom-left), YpcDaily and Chi-square score FW (bottom-right).

Results show that both the models allow attaining a sufficiently good accu-
racy in predicting the consumption profiles of the users, both when users are
classified according to the total consumption of their house or the per-capita
consumption level. Moreover, although Figure 4.11 shows that the prediction
accuracy slightly varies when the number of features considered in the model
increases, feature extraction algorithms succeeded in identifying the smallest
subset of most relevant features, allowing for a sufficient level of prediction ac-
curacy. The proposed method hence shows the potential to effectively capture
urbanwater demand variability with respect to users psychographics and house
characteristics data, thus representing promising decision-aiding tools for wa-
ter utilities and urban planners.
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4.4 Discussion

In this chapterwe presented a descriptive and a predictivemodelling tool, in or-
der to support the design of WDMSs through the understanding of single-user
consumption behavior at the household level. First (see Section 4.2), we pro-
posed a novel procedure for performing residential water users’ segmentation
from smart metered consumption data. Our procedure is based on a combina-
tion of clustering and principal component analysis and allows the automatic
identification of recurrent water consumption behaviors in the form of eigen-
behaviors. The approach was tested on a dataset of smart metered water con-
sumption data from 175 households in the municipality of Tegna (CH). In the
second part of the chapter (see Section 4.3), we proposed a two-step procedure
consisting of the extraction of the most relevant determinants of users’ con-
sumption profiles, through feature extraction techniques, and the identifica-
tion of a predictive model of water consumers’ profile. We tested the procedure
against a dataset containing low-resolution water consumption records asso-
ciated with a variety of demographic and psychographic users’ data collected
within the H2ome Smart project, in nine towns located in Western Australia.

Numerical results show that the descriptive approach successfully extracts
the main routines characterizing the metered users. Indeed, the heterogeneous
profiles identified, even from a small sample composed of less than 200 users,
represent typical consumption patterns (Cardell-Oliver et al., 2016) reflecting
different behavioral habits of the users. This segmentation seems promising for
informing the design of customized water demand management strategies. As
for the predictive approach, results show overall consistency among the feature
extraction techniques applied. The analysis of the results allows understanding
the relationships between the selected features and the consumption profiles,
demonstrating the suitability of such techniques as tools for capturing the in-
fluence of candidate determinants on residential water consumption. The de-
velopment of predictive models of users’ behavior attains sufficiently high ac-
curacy in predicting the household water consumption as a function of the user
features, which constitutes essential information to support residential water
demand management strategies.

Further analysis will focus on comparing the proposed methodologies with
other user profiling techniques, as well as assessing the robustness of our results
and testing the sensitivity of each modelling components, for both approaches.
For instance, preliminary tests show that the clustering technique used for the
construction of the users’ consumption profiles impacts on the final results
of the predictive model. Moreover, we will assess how the overall descriptive
and predictive accuracies might vary when moving from low-resolution billed
data/high-resolution total consumption to high-resolution smart-metered data
disaggregated for each end-use, which would allow the definition of more de-
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tailed user profiles on the basis of disaggregated end-use patterns. The entire
user profiling process would then benefit from the use of alternative methods
for direct interaction with the users for data gathering as well as for providing
personalized feedbacks, as the psychographic users data and the house charac-
teristics considered in this chapter were collected via surveywith no guarantees
that all the relevant determinants of users’ behaviors are observed and updated
along time.

Finally, the integration of the descriptive and the predictive capabilities of
the models we proposed here and applications of the integrated procedure on
larger datasets, possibly involving hundreds or thousands water users from dif-
ferent contexts, and including an exhaustive set of psychographic features, as
well as end-use energy and gas consumption data, would definitely contribute a
significant step-forward in the extraction of relevant information for decision-
making from big data of resources use in the residential sector.
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5
Customer segmentation analysis

to infer residential
water-electricity demand

patterns and drivers and inform
customized demand-side
management programs

Abstract1

Customized DSM strategies complementing supply-side management to meet
future water and energy demands, and reduce utilities’ costs, can be designed
for groups of heterogeneous users characterized by different demand inten-
sity, time-of-use, and opportunities for conservation or more efficient uses.
Proper data mining and modelling tools are essential to extract these charac-
terizing information out of smart-metered data comprising several thousands
of data points. In this chapter, we contribute a customer segmentation analysis
of over 1000 residential accounts in the South California, with the goals of ex-
ploring heterogeneity of typical residential water-electricity demand profiles,

1The content of this chapter has been adapted from the following paper in preparation: Cominola, A., Spang, E.,
Giuliani, M., Castelletti, A., Loge, F., Lund, J., 2016c. Residential water and electricity customer segmentation analysis
to inform demand-side management programs. Environmental Science & Technology (in preparation).
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interpreting them in terms of users’ behavior, and providing insights to coordi-
nated water-energy DSM. Our procedure combines eigenbehavior extraction
for the identification of typical consumers profiles from smart metered hourly
water-energy time series, clustering for customer segmentation based on pro-
file similarities, and factor mapping to infer the potential determinants of tar-
geted profiles to inform the design of customized DSM. Results show that daily
water and electricity consumption magnitudes are correlated, yet they show
different daily load shapes. This has key policy implications because it is sug-
gesting that groups of high consumers can be targeted with coordinated water-
electricity DSM interventions, e.g., dynamic pricing and block tariffs. Yet, re-
sults also show that there is not a relevant causal nexus between water and elec-
tricity demands: this is suggesting that DSM actions for water should be dif-
ferent than those for electricity, even though target user groups are common.
Finally, we found that both objective (e.g., presence of swimming pool) and sub-
jective psychographic factors (e.g., conservation attitude) are relevant potential
drivers of water-electricity demands. Based on that, we propose recommenda-
tions for designing a portfolio of mixed customized water-electricity DSM to
foster conservation or peak shifting objectives.

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we illustrated a general procedure to study residential water (and
energy) demand management relying on smart-metered data (see Figure 2.2).
After gathering high-resolution consumption data and modelling users’ behav-
ior based on such data, possibly disaggregated at the end-use level, we men-
tioned as a last phase of the process the design of personalized demand man-
agement strategies, to modify users’ demand in order to make it more effi-
cient. Indeed, DSM strategies are key to pursue several short-to-long term
objectives, both in the water and energy field. More precisely, they are use-
ful to complement supply-side management in order to meet future demands,
pursue resources conservation (e.g., conserving water in areas affected by pro-
longed periods of resource scarcity such asCalifornia (Arbués et al., 2003; Cahill
and Lund, 2012)), they are cost-effective in supporting utilities business (Gleick
et al., 2003) and reduce their operational short and long term costs (e.g., through
peak consumption reduction (Cardell-Oliver et al., 2016; Beal et al., 2016)), and
foster water distribution and consumption efficiency.

In the previous chapters of this thesis, we proposed a number of modelling
and data mining tools that we demonstrated allow extracting information use-
ful to characterize individual water consumers, retrievingmeaningful informa-
tion out of large smart-metered datasets. Our studies and other state-of-the-art
works demonstrated these tools to be suitable to discriminate among different
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daily demand consumption patterns (Espinoza et al., 2005; Verdú et al., 2006),
thus identifying heterogeneous recurring (Kwac et al., 2014) or irregular be-
haviors (Nizar and Dong, 2009). Indeed, literature presents several user mod-
elling approaches to DSM based on the combination of smart metering and
customer segmentation. These studies have been performed especially in the
energy sector, with some early applications to water data exploiting customer
segmentation to identify routines in water consumption patterns and poten-
tial links with salient household characteristics (e.g., Cardell-Oliver et al., 2016).
Findings from these works prove that the heterogeneity of consumers’ profiles
and behaviors identified by means of customer segmentation is key to design
customized DSM strategies and inform utilities on representative demand pat-
terns among their consumers’ population. Yet, while smart meters also fostered
the development of several consumers’ models in the literature on water and
energy demand management, on the other hand extracting users’ profiles out
of big smart-metered datasets, so that they provide an accurate representation
and coverage of the consumption routines in the considered users’ community,
and at the same time are concise enough to inform water utilities and take de-
mand management decisions, is a main challenge. Hence, DSM benefits from
tools that discriminate among heterogeneous daily water/energy consumption
profiles, while filtering out the high noise and variance of smart metered data
caused by irregular and scattered users behaviors.

In addition, thewater-energynexus in the residential sector (Spang andLoge,
2015; Escriva-Bou et al., 2015a; WWAP, 2014) and its implications towards re-
sources conservation and efficiency (Abdallah and Rosenberg, 2014; Escriva-
Bou et al., 2015b) is pushing towards synergies for the development of coor-
dinated water-energy demand managment actions. Yet, to our knowledge no
studies performing customer segmentation on coupled hourly water and elec-
tricity data, thus informingmulti-utilities of coordinatedwater-energy demand
management, have been performed so far in the literature.

In this chapter, we integrate part of the components of themodels described
in the previous chapter and contribute a customer segmentation analysis of over
1000 residential accounts in SouthCalifornia, with the goals of exploring differ-
ences between typical residential water and electricity demand patterns, inter-
preting these typical demand patterns in terms of users’ behavior, and providing
useful insights to coordinated water-energy demand management programs
based on resources conservation or demand peak shifting. Each account is de-
scribed by coupled household water and electricity hourly consumption data,
as well as psychographic variables, i.e., variables related to occupants’ demog-
raphy, households characteristics andwater/energy-related attitudes and stated
preferences. We propose a novel descriptive modeling procedure for customer
segmentation based on hourly water and electricity data. Our procedure inte-
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grates a combination of eigenbehavior extraction (see Section 4.2 in Chapter 4)
for the identification of typical routines, i.e., consumers profiles, in smart me-
tered water-energy time series, k-means clustering for customer segmentation
based on profile similarities, and factormapping (Friedman and Fisher, 1999) to
infer the potential determinants of targeted water and energy demand profiles
to inform customized demand management. We show that our procedure cap-
tures the heterogeneity of water and electricity consumption profiles among
the considered accounts, highlighting also differences between daily time-of-
use of water and electricity, and allowing for the characterization of accounts
with similar profiles based on psychographic variables and behavioral factors.
Finally, we design recommendations for water and electricity conservation and
efficiency programs targeting those accounts characterized by profiles signifi-
cantly contributing to the total and peak water-energy consumption overall the
community of households monitored.

5.2 Methodology

We developed and propose here a three-phases methodology, represented in
Figure 5.1, to identify representative (i.e., recurring) water and energy users’
profiles, perform consumers’ segmentation based on their profiles, and infer
the potential determinants of targeted water and energy consumption profiles.
Themethodology is composed of the phases described in the following sections.

5.2.1 Eigenbehavior extraction

The goal of this first step is characterizing each account by identifying its most
recurring coupled daily water and electricity demand profiles. Its required in-
puts are hourly, smart-metered, water and electricity consumption time series,
and it outputs themost recurring daily water-and-electricity consumption pro-
files, for each account. Further developing the idea originally proposed by Ea-
gle and Pentland (2009) for the identification of routines in the location along
time of 100 individuals monitored using smartphones, which we extended in
Chapter 4 for the extraction of typical water consumption behaviors from a
dataset of smart metered water consumption readings2, we extract recurring
coupled water and electricity daily demand profiles from smart metered wa-
ter and electricity datasets by means of non-centered PCA (Jolliffe, 2002). PCA
performs data dimensionality reduction, while searching for linear combina-
tions of the original variables (in our case water and electricity consumption
for each hour of the day) such that the coefficients of the output combinations
(the principal vectors) form a low-dimensional sub-space defined by directions

2See also Cominola et al. (2016b)
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EIGENBEHAVIOR EXTRACTION

Principal Component Analysis (Joliffe, 2002) 
is adopted to extract representative daily 
water and electricity demand profiles, for 
each account.

CONSUMERS SEGMENTATION

K-means clustering (MacQueen et al., 2967), 
coupled with t-Distr ibuted Stochastic 
Neighbour Embedding dimensional i ty 
reduction (Van Der Maaten, 2014) is used to 
group similar accounts’ water and energy 
profiles  into clusters.

FACTOR MAPPING

Patient Rule Induction Method factor mapping 
technique (Friedman and Fisher, 1999) is 
applied to infer the determinants of target 
water and energy demand profiles and 
support the design of customised Demand 
Management Strategies.

Smart-metered 
water 

consumption data

Smart-metered 
electricity 

consumption data

Principal water-and-
electricity profile for 
each account

Water-and-electricity 
profile cluster ID for 
each user
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Main determinants of water-and-
electricity demand profiles and 
recommendations for demand 

management

Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the methodology.
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explaining maximal variance in the original data. The extraction of principal
components from behavioral data defines a set of vectors spanning the "behav-
ioral space” of monitored individuals, characterizing their behavioral variation
in time. These components, called eigenbehaviors, are computed as the eigen-
vectors of the covariance matrix of behavior data, where the vectors associated
to high weights represent a type of recurrent behavior, i.e., a routine. Using
PCA to extract such recurrent behaviors has some advantages, compared to the
simple computation of data average along each dimension. Indeed, differently
from a data average, PCA allows for the extraction of multiple primary and sec-
ondary behaviors, each explaining a certain amount of data variance. Secondly,
as components are evaluated along directions of maximal explained variance,
they are guaranteed to accurately represent data heterogeneity, while averages
can be strongly biased by the presence of recurring extreme values in the data.
Finally, the amount of variance explained by each component allows a quanti-
tative understanding of its relevance, consequently allowing for the identifica-
tion and selection of primary behaviors. Accordingly to the findings presented
in the previous chapter, also in this work we found that the first eigenbehavior
accounts for most of the behavioral data variance of the considered user’s con-
sumption, thus we restrict our analysis to the very first eigenbehavior of each
account (see the supplementary material for more information). This practi-
cally means that cumbersome hourly smart-metered time series composed of
thousands of data points can be represented with one relevant daily consump-
tion pattern, composed of only 24 data points (one for each hour of the day)
and representing the most relevant consumption routine of each user, thus re-
ducing the amount of relevant information so that it can be easily managed and
represented.

5.2.2 Consumer segmentation

After data dimensionality is reduced and the principal behaviors, i.e., eigenbe-
haviors, are retrieved via PCA, we classify the monitored accounts into a finite
number of exclusive clusters, based on the similarities of their first eigenbe-
havior. This step allows understanding which daily water and electricity con-
sumption routines emerge overall the sampled accounts community. This is
relevant to assess to which extent groups of accounts in all the sampled com-
munity present similarmain daily consumption routines, to quantify the contri-
bution of each group to the water and electricity demand of all the community,
as well as conservation opportunities, and ultimately understand whether we
can target groups of accounts with common demand management strategies.
We methodologically performed this classification by sequentially implement-
ing the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) (Maaten and
Hinton, 2008; VanDerMaaten, 2014) to emphasize data separation, and a tradi-
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tional K-means clusteringmethod (MacQueen et al., 1967). t-SNE allows for di-
mensionality reductionof high-dimensional objects into two-dimensional points.
For our case, we applied it to the first eigenbehavior extracted to further sim-
plify dimensionality (from 24 data points down to two data points) and enhance
data separability into clusters. We then applied the K-means clustering analysis
to compute the final clusters of similar water-electricity usage behaviors.

5.2.3 Factor mapping

In the last phase of our procedure we infer the most likely determinants of the
first water and electricity eigenbehavior of targeted accounts clusters, among
a list of candidate potential variables. Identifying water and energy demand
drivers is key to customize DSM strategies and pursue water and energy effi-
ciency by acting on such drivers. The input list of candidate drivers we consid-
ered consists of consumers’ psychographic variables related to occupants’ de-
mography, households characteristics and water/energy-related attitudes and
stated preferences. We extracted the most likely demand drivers out of the can-
didate list by mapping the latter for targeted accounts’ clusters via Patient Rule
Induction Method (PRIM) (Friedman and Fisher, 1999). PRIM is a factor map-
ping technique that has been used recently for scenario discovery under uncer-
tainty (Kwakkel and Jaxa-Rozen, 2016) as it allows finding ranges and combina-
tions of uncertain input variables that result in similar ranges of output variables
(Kwakkel and Pruyt, 2015), thus suggesting that the selected inputs are likely to
be correlated or cause the targeted output range. Given the large heterogene-
ity of psychographic variables overall the surveyed accounts, we applied PRIM
to identify which psychographic variables, and in which range, are likely to de-
scribe consumers belonging to targeted accounts clusters (e.g., high consumers)
among the ones identified after consumer segmentation (see Section 5.2.2). As
we show with our results in the next section, based on the quantitative out-
comes of the whole methodology it is then possible to propose recommenda-
tions for the design of customized and coordinated DSM strategies aimed at
water-electricity conservation or peak shifting.

5.3 Case study

In this study, we performuser profiling and customer segmentation on a dataset
consisting, after cleaning and processing, of hourly water and electricity con-
sumption data gathered for 1107 residential accounts in South California dur-
ing the period June, 28th - December, 8th, 2015. Each account is therefore
associated to 4,584 hourly readings (191 days), with the full dataset including
5,074,488 data points. We only consider total water and energy household con-
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sumption data, as no groundtruth for end-use algorithm calibration and appli-
ance signature extraction are available at the time of this study. In addition, each
account is characterized with a number of psychographic variables collected
through a survey. The available variables are related to occupants’ demogra-
phy, households characteristics, and water/energy consumption attitudes and
stated preferences. We considered 50 of these psychographic features (see the
supplementary material for more information).

5.4 Numerical results

5.4.1 Analysis of coupled daily water-electricity consumption pro-
�les

The goal of this section is analyzing the coupled daily water-electricity con-
sumption profiles, obtained for the metered accounts through eigenbehavior
analysis and then clustered to perform consumers segmentation according to
the methodological steps described in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.

The first eigenbehavior of each account, representing itsmainwater-electricity
daily routine, is visualized as an individual matrix column in Figure 5.3. Each
column represents the eigenbehavior coefficients, subdivided into three labelled
levels of water consumption (Zero, Low-medium, and Medium-high) and three
labelled levels of electricity consumption (Low, Medium, and High). Each con-
sumption level is composed of 24 coefficients, one for each day-hour. Color
intensity is proportional to coefficient magnitude: the darker the color, the
higher the weight given to a certain level of consumption for the given day-
hour. We labelled smart metered water data prior to eigenbehavior extraction
using the following logic: Zero demand includes values of water consumption
equal to 0 cubic feet per hour (cfh), which are over 60% of all the considered ac-
counts hourly water readings; Low-medium demand includes values in the range
(0, 1.67] cfh, being 1.67 cfh the amount of water used for a 5-minute shower
with a flow of 2.5 gallons per minute (DeOreo et al., 2016); Medium-high de-
mand includes consumption values higher than 1.67 cfh, typical, for instance, of
long showers, some clothes washer programs, and outdoor uses. Being hourly
electricity consumption data always positive, we labelled them as follows: Low
demand includes values of electricity consumption lower or equal to 0.36 kWh,
which is the 25-th percentile of all the accounts hourly electricity readings and
is thought to contain values of base load due to plugs, stand-by appliances, or
lights; Medium demand includes values in the range (0.36, 1.5] kWh, being 1.5
kWh the 75-th percentile of all the accounts hourly electricity readings. This
range includes electricity uses like fridge andmicrowave;High demand includes
consumption values higher than 1.5 kWh, e.g., air conditioning/oven. As men-
tioned in the previous section, we found that the first eigenbehavior explains
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Figure 5.2: Histogram representing the distribution of variance explained [%] by the
first eigenbehavior of each user.

most of the data variance. A histogram representing the distribution of vari-
ance explained by the first eigenbehavior is reported in Figure 5.2, showing that
on average the first eigenbehavior explains more than 60% of the data variance.
This metric offer a measure of how "regular" we should consider the main rou-
tine identified through eigenbehavior analysis. We found the second eigenbe-
havior to explain only up to 8% of data variance, meaning that secondary users’
routines not explained by the first eigenbehavior are irregular and noisy, i.e.,
they are not really "routines".
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Figure 5.3: Water-and-energy eigenbehavior coefficients and clusters. Each column of the matrix represents the coefficients of the first
eigenbehavior for one user (each user is identified by means of a user ID, see x-axis). Eigenbehavior coefficients are reported for diverse
labelled levels of water and energy consumption over 24 hours (see y-axis). Color intensity is proportional to coefficient magnitude, as
represented in the colorbar on the right side. Eigenbehaviors are clustered in 18 groups based on their similarity: clusters are identified
by the labels P1, P2, ..., P18 on top of the figure and the vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 5.3 shows that there is a variety of eigenbehavior within the consid-
ered consumers’ community. In particular, we identified 18 clusters of profiles
through k-means clustering and silhouette assessment. These profiles are la-
belled with P1,P2, ..., P18 in the figure, each grouping accounts with similar
eigenbehaviors. Among the profiles we can identify typical behaviors which
differ in terms of weight intensity. For instance, P1 shows high weights to
medium-highwater and electricity consumption,meaningP1 includes high con-
sumers, i.e., probably big houseswith highnumber of occupants orwater and/or
electricity intensive end-uses like swimming pools, gardens and air condition-
ing systems. On the other extremeP17 includes very low consumers, i.e., single-
occupant small houses/vacation houses. Profiles as P14 stand in the middle,
with the highest weights during day hours given to medium levels of water and
electricity consumption. Also, profiles that differ with respect to their shape
during day hours can be identified: while most of the profiles show peaks in
water use during early morning and evening hours, and higher electricity con-
sumption during afternoon hours, profiles like P4 and P18 show overall low
water consumption and high electricity consumption concentrated in working
hours, probably because of some home business. Overall, results show that the
majority of consumers do not use water during night time (dark weights toZero
water consumption between midnight and 6 am) and large part of day time, con-
firming the overall 60% of zero hourly water consumption we found in the raw
data. Indeed, we can see from the empirical distributions of hourly water con-
sumption represented in Figure 5.4 for each profile Pi that many profile show
high percentage of monitored hours without positive water consumption. This
can be easily explained by the fact that generally there is no water consumption
when people sleep or not at home (e.g., during working hours).

Conversely, about 50%of the profiles (P1 toP9) showhighweights tomedium
and high electricity consumption allover day and night time. The empirical dis-
tributions of hourly electricity consumption represented in Figure 5.5 for each
profile Pi confirm that hourly electricity consumption is generally positive for
over 95% of the time, meaning there is almost always a positive base load of en-
ergy consumption. This high base load inworking andnight hoursmight be due
air conditioning systems, programmable appliances (such as clothes dryers) or
many appliances always plugged in with on or stand-bymode. Despite this dif-
ference in eigenbehaviorweights, in general profilesmostlyweightingmedium-
high electricity consumption (e.g., P1 to P5) also show the highest weights for
medium and high water consumption, and viceversa for low-consuming pro-
files like P15 or P17. Yet, the key finding is that there is not a clear matching
between water and energy eigenbehaviors in terms of time-of-day usage and
consumption peaks, thus we can conclude there are not evident cause-effect
mechanisms between residential water and energy end-uses in our case study.
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Figure 5.4: Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function of hourly water consump-
tion data [cfh], for each profile identified in the clustering phase.

Figure 5.5: Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function of hourly electricity con-
sumption data [kWh], for each profile identified in the clustering phase.
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Indeed, this is enforced by the fact that water is heated by gas in most of the
considered accounts, as survey data reveal. Consequently, water consumption
is not the direct driver of electricity consumption, and viceversa, thus we can
say that both demands are likely to be driven by other features describing houses
and occupants, together with behavioural factors and attitudes.

We provide a better visualization of the different water-electricity eigenbe-
haviors in Figure 5.6, where the median eigenbehavior weights of each profile
P1, P2, ..., P18 are represented with solid (dashed) colored lines for the 3 water
(electricity) consumption levels defined above, and profiles are sorted in de-
creasing order of total water consumption during the observation period. Me-
dian profiles confirm the overall mismatch between water and electricity time-
of-use and consumption peaks, i.e., the solid red line indicating high water con-
sumption shows two peaks, the highest in early morning hours (6-10 am) and
a second in the evening (6-11 pm), while the dashed red line, indicating high
electricity consumption shows a bigger peak that usually starts in late morn-
ing/early afternoon hours and then lasts till late evening hours. Also, the main
heterogeneous typologies of behaviors identified in Figure 5.3 can be recog-
nized, and we better characterize them in Table 5.1 also with respect to DSM
interventions. Finally, behavioral differences emerge among high-consuming
water profiles, denoting two kinds of water-intensive behaviors. Profiles such
as P1 and P3 describe users that regularly use high amounts of water during
day hours, demonstrated by the larger values of the solid red (high usage) and
green (mediumusage) lines relative to the solid blue line (lowusage) during peak
hours. In contrast, profiles like P2 and P4 describe the behavior of users that
only occasionally use high amounts of water during day hours (evidenced by
the larger values of the solid blue line relative to the solid green and red lines
for all hours), but total water consumption during the monitored period com-
parable to that of P1 and P3. These characterizations of profiles in terms of
time-of-use of water and electricity and frequency of high demands are essen-
tial to support the design of DSM strategies based on pricing mechanisms. In-
deed, increasing block tariffs, i.e., rates with increase in the unit price of wa-
ter as more water is consumed (Spang and Loge, 2015), penalizing high water
and electricity consumption may be effective at incentivizing conservation by
consumers characterized by profiles of "flat" high consumption like P4, while
dynamic hourly pricing schemes may be a better choice for reducing the "peak-
iness" of consumption (and thus reducing utilities costs during peak hours (Beal
et al., 2016)) evidenced by such profiles as P3. In practice, offering only se-
lected pricing schemes to different groups of customers can be unfeasible, as
that might cause inequalities and, in general, pricing involves social and polit-
ical challenges. Still, utilities can exploit the information of different customer
profiles to design a common pricing scheme (e.g., either just block tariffs or
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hourly dynamic pricing) suitable to target the majority of critical profiles and
maximize the overall benefit in terms of conservation and cost savings. More-
over, they can adapt the selected pricing scheme over time, based on observed
behavioral changes and modifications of consumption intensity and timing.

Table 5.1: Characterization of main heterogeneous typologies of behaviors.

Profile ID Profile
Name Characteristics and implications for DM

High-
regular
water-
electricity
consumer

– Users that regularly use high amounts of water and electric-
ity during day hours, with high "peakiness" in peak hours
(red solid and dashed lines are higher than blue and green
lines during peak hours).

– Dynamic hourly water and electricity pricing schemes may
reduce the "peakiness" of their demand. Increasing block
tariffs, efficient devices, and conservation feedbacks can in-
centivate overall conservation.

High-
occasional
water con-
sumer

– Users that only occasionally use high amount of water dur-
ing day hours (green and red solid lines are dominated by
the blue solid line), with a total water demand close to that
of High-rgular consumers and less marked peaks than High-
regular consumers. High level of electricity consumption.

– Increasing block water tariffs, efficient devices, and con-
servation feedbacks can incentivate overall water conserva-
tion.

Average
water-
electricity
consumer

– Mostly, medium levels of water (solid green line) and en-
ergy consumption (dashed green line) during daytimehours,
with seldom higher peaks during peak hours.

– We do not consider themmain priority targets for DSM in-
terventions. Still, customized feedbacks and efficient de-
vices can hep reducing water-electricity waste.

Low con-
sumer

– Low consuming profiles, with high coefficients to Zero wa-
ter consumption (blue solid line) and Low electricity con-
sumption (blue dashed line).

– We do not consider them a priority targets for DSM inter-
ventions.

Daytime
consumer

– Low water consumption and high electricity consumption
concentrated in working hours. Perhaps, users with this
profile run a home business.

– Given the overall lowwater and electricity consumption, we
do not consider them main priority targets for DSM inter-
ventions.
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Figure 5.6: Median weights of the first eigenbehavior for each profile P1, P2, ..., P18. Profiles are sorted in decreasing order of total per-capita water consumption during the
observation period (from top-left to bottom-right). Solid lines refer to water, dashed lines to electricity. Colors refer to different consumption labels.
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5.4.2 Recommendations for the design of customized demand-side
management strategies

In order to formulate further recommendations to DSM, in this section we
cross-analyze consumption profiles and users’ psychographic variables through
factor mapping analysis. Given that most of the candidate variables for fac-
tor mapping were retrieved as consumers’ psychographic variables through a
water-related survey to consumers, results better characterize water demand.
Still, they also provide important hints in terms of energy demandmanagement.

5.4.2.1 Water-Energy conservation programs

Weobserved that averagewater demand and average electricity demand of each
profile show a linear correlation equal to 0.93 (see Figure 5.7), despite the main
daily water consumption routines have been shown to differ in terms of time-
of-use from daily electricity consumption routines. Based on this finding, we
identified a set of profiles characterized by largewater and electricity consump-
tion. Such profiles, visualized with a dark and light blue boxes in Figure 5.7, can
be considered high-priority targets for water and energy conservation actions,
as they contribute to the large share of water-electricity demand.

Targeting the very top consuming profile (P1), up to the top 5 profiles (P1,
P4, P7, P3, P2), we run factormapping analysis according to themethodology of
Section 5.2, in order to explore the potential drivers of their demands. Results
are summarized in Table 5.2, under theWater conservation demandmanagement
(DM) scenario.

Results show that the restricted dimension, i.e., the main factor identified
as critical for explaining the profile with higher water and energy consumption
(P1, Top 1 in the table) is the presence of either a swimming pool, or a hot tub, or
both, as highlighted in bold in Table 5.2 under column Box limits. Around 75%
of the users belonging to profile P1 declared to own a swimming pool, a hot tub,
or both, while the remaining declared to own “Neither” a pool or a hot tub. This
finding is in line with previous studies (Mayer and DeOreo, 1999) that demon-
strated that not only swimming pools are one of themost consuming end-uses -
homes with swimming pools use more than twice as much water outdoors than
homes without swimming pools - but also that those households with a swim-
ming pool on average showed amore consuming attitude for other end-uses. In
our case, the selected restricted dimension can also explain part of the high elec-
tricity demand of targeted profiles, as pools and hot tubs require electricity for
pumping and filtration. Since a specific outdoor end-use is selected as potential
driver of demand, results suggests that demand management strategies such as
feedback customized on that specific end use, as well as block tariffs for high
consumption or season and time-dependent restrictions regulating the use of
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5.4. Numerical results

Figure 5.7: Average per-household daily water and electricity consumption for each
consumer cluster. Each scatter point represents a cluster of consumers. Clusters
falling inside the dark and light blue boxes are potential targets for water and en-
ergy conservation interventions.
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water for outdoor end-uses during scarcity periods can be designed to pursue
water (and partially energy) conservation. Extending the analysis up to the to
Top 5 profiles, the previous result is confirmed and pool/hot tub presence is still
selected. Additionally, demographic aspects (i.e., number of house occupants)
emerge as relevant, as we also hypothesised in Section 5.4.1. Water demand in-
creases with the number of house occupants (Cominola et al., 2015b), meaning
that some top-consuming accounts show high demand just because of their size
and the overlapping routines of many users. In that case, users can be targeted
with customized feedbacks aimed at increasing efficiency in water and energy
use and exploiting economies of scale in the household (e.g., running the clothes
washer only when full).

We repeated the factormapping analysis only on those userswhodonot have
a pool or a hot tub to see whether factor mapping selects other variables as de-
mand drivers. Interestingly, attitudes and subjective perceptions become rele-
vant, because users belonging to the top consuming clusters declared amedium-
to-low sensitivity towards water price and amedium-to-low environmental in-
terest towards savingwater. While keeping into account that there is often a dif-
ference betweenwhat consumers declare (stated preference) and how they actu-
ally behave (revealed preferences) (Beal et al., 2013), this information is essential
to DSM, as programs based on water-energy awareness and education towards
education can be effective to improve the efficiency in these users’ water-energy
consumption behaviors.

5.4.2.2 Water peak shifting programs

The objective of DSM is not only restricted to pursue reductions in water and
energy demand, but also reducing utilities costs during peak hours (Beal et al.,
2016), especially in periods with high resources availability, is a goal of DSM.
Thinking of a scenario in which water utilities are interested in reducing costs
due to morning peak water use, we repeated factor mapping to target those
profiles contributing to most of water demand between 6 and 10 am.

While results mainly confirm the findings discussed in Section 5.4.2.1, two
interesting results emergewhen considering theTop 4 profiles targeted for peak
shifting (see the last line in Table5.2). First, the influence of swimming pool is
enforced as the critical range of that variable is now restricted to having “Both
a pool and a hot tub” and “Pool only”, because the peak flow of a swimming
pool, or its combination with the peak flow of a hot tub is larger than that of
only a hot tub. Secondly, relevance of personal attitudes is further enhanced,
as targeted users declared a medium-to-low trust in believing their water util-
ity helps them understanding their water use. This is an important indication
for education-based DSM actions and for the development of services aimed
at providing consumers’ with accessible and detailed information about their
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Table 5.2: Factor mapping results for customers’ clusters to target for water demand
management programs.

DM scenario Target clusters Restricted dimensions Box limits

Water
conservation Top 1 Pool/hot tub presence

Both a pool and a hot tub
Pool only

Hot tub only
Neither

Water
conservation Top 5 Pool/hot tub presence

Both a pool and a hot tub
Pool only

Hot tub only
Neither

Number of house occupants 3-8

Water
conservation Top 1 w/o pool Interest in spending less on water bill

Strongly disagree
Somewhat disagree

Neither agree or disagree
Somewhat agree
Strongly agree

Water
conservation Top 3 w/o pool Saving water helps the environment

Strongly disagree
Somewhat disagree

Neither agree or disagree
Somewhat agree
Strongly agree

Peak
shifting Top 4

Pool/hot tub presence
Both a pool and a hot tub

Pool only
Hot tub only
Neither

Number of house occupants 3-8

Believe water utility makes it easy understanding
their water use

Strongly disagree
Somewhat disagree

Neither agree or disagree
Somewhat agree
Strongly agree

consumption, as well as incentives to promote efficient behaviors (Novak et al.,
2016).

Overall, our findings prove that the consumer segmentation procedure we
contribute is suitable to explore differences between typical residential water
and electricity demand patterns, as well as providing useful insights to coordi-
natedwater-energy demandmanagement programs based on resources conser-
vation or demand peak shifting. On the customer side, results demonstrate that
both actual household features and personal attitudes or perceptions contribute
to characterize water and energy consumers’ behaviors.

5.5 Discussion

In this chapter we integrated the users’ behavioral models we developed and
proposed along this thesis, in order to exploit the information about users’ char-
acterization they provide to design customized water and energy demand-side
management strategies on targeted groups of users. The integrated procedure
we proposed combines three methodological phases, i.e., (i) eigenbehavior ex-
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traction for the identification of typical consumers profiles from smart me-
tered hourly water-energy time series, (ii) clustering for customer segmenta-
tion based on profile similarities, and (iii) factor mapping to infer the potential
determinants of targeted profiles to inform the design of customized DSM.We
applied our methodology to a case study including over 1000 residential ac-
counts in South California, monitored at hourly resolution for over six months,
with the goals of exploring heterogeneity of typical residential water-electricity
demand profiles, interpreting them in terms of users’ behavior, performing cus-
tomer segmentation and providing insights to coordinated water-energy DSM
for targeted groups of high-consumers.

Results demonstrated that our procedure is suitable to capture the hetero-
geneity in water-electricity consumption profiles and routines over a commu-
nity of users, highlighting differences between daily time-of-use of water and
electricity, and allowing for the characterization of accounts based on psycho-
graphic and behavioral factors. Moreover, factor mapping has been shown to
be able to discriminate among the factors most likely to influence water and
energy demand for targeted groups of users.

In terms of key implications for DSM on our specific case study, firstly we
found that daily water and energy consumption profiles are not much corre-
lated in terms of daily demand pattern shape. This is mainly because water
is mostly heated by gas in South California, thus there is not a clear causal
nexus between water and energy demand, and viceversa. This means that de-
mandmanagement strategies aimed at changing the daily demand patterns (e.g.,
hourly dynamic tariffs) should be differentiated between the two sources. At the
same time, despite their different load shape, we found a correlation between
the total amount of water and energy consumers’ use. This is suggesting that
common groups of users can be targeted for water-energy DSM.

Finally, we found that both objectives factors (e.g., presence of a swimming
pool), as well as subjective and personal ones (e.g., attitudes toward resources
conservation) are relevant in order to distinguish users based on their consump-
tion habits and routines. The type of factors emerging from the factor mapping
phase is essential in order to customize demandmanagement strategies in order
to really act on each user’s consumption drivers. Yet, we should also keep into
account that there is often a difference between declared and observed users’
preferences, attitudes and, in general, behaviors (Beal et al., 2013). This can
affect the effectiveness of demand management strategies, therefore repeated
data analysis and behavioral change monitoring are needed, in order to adapt
such strategies depending on the achievements reached over time. Overall, we
think that the data mining procedure we propose in this research represents
a promising tool advancing traditional methods for inferring residential wa-
ter and electricity consumer behaviors. Indeed, the growing development of
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AMI systems worldwide is opening up new opportunities for demand model-
ing and management in terms of data sampling resolution and data frequency
of acquisition. Yet, the burden of dataset dimensionality and the challenges of
information extraction should be tackled with data mining techniques. In this
regard, we demonstrated the suitability of our methodology to address such
challenges. Further applications of our methodology on bigger datasets should
be performed, in order to test its scalability to city- or utility-scale analysis.

Further research should also include the application of our analytic frame-
work to communities of users monitored for longer than 6 months, in order to
include in our analysis the effect of meteorological conditions and seasonality
on consumers’ behavior. Having a larger number of entire weekly period mon-
itored at high resolution would also allow distinguishing differences in water
and energy consumption behavior between weekdays and weekends. Further,
the availability of consumption data measured or estimated at the end-use level
would allow a more detailed characterization and differentiation of users’ be-
haviors, as well as the assessment of the influence of users’ psychographic fea-
tures on specific end-uses. Finally, a joint behavioral experimental study com-
prising both a data analysis phase and a practical phase with the actual imple-
mentation of demand-size management strategies on controlled groups of ac-
counts, designed on the basis of the output provided by ourmethodology, would
be an essential contribution to prove and measure the actual suitability of our
framework to support DSM.
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6
Conclusions and future research

Research on urban water demand modelling and management in the residen-
tial sector is undergoing a rapid evolution, accounting for changing conditions
in both demand and resource availability, technological opportunities offered
by smart meters, big data, and synergies with other research, operation, and
business sectors, like energy.

Following these premises, the main goal of this thesis was advancing data
analysis and mathematical models to extract information on water consumers’
behavior out of smart-metered data, ultimately informing and proposing rec-
ommendations to customized demand management.

As an outcome of our research, we developed novel methodologies, data
mining, and modelling tools contributing to water and energy end-uses char-
acterization, water users profiling and behavioral modeling, and targeting of
water and energy consumers for the design of personalized WDMS and rec-
ommendations. More in detail, the main deliverables of this research are the
following. First, a review of more than 130 studies, published between 1990
and 2015, on high and low resolution residential water demand modelling and
management. Apart from being the first comprehensive review on this topic,
it proposes also a methodological framework for the classification and com-
parison of studies within that field, and a "roadmap" listing the main research
challenges that application of smart metering technologies will face in the near
future. Second, two novel Non-Intrusive LoadMonitoring algorithms demon-
strated to achieve high electric power and water disaggregation performance.
The application of such algorithms on both real-world and synthetically gen-
erated water and energy data provided insights on the robustness of the two
methods to signal noise, data resolution, as well as their portability between
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the two application fields. Third, two novel modelling tools to infer water con-
sumers’ habits and routines, as well as identify the most relevant determinants
of their water consuming or saving behaviors, at the household level. Tests of
both tools on high and low resolution water consumption data from two real-
world case studies in Switzerland and Australia demonstrated their suitabil-
ity for inferring typical profiles of water consumption, accurately predicting
water consumption profiles as a function of consumers’ socio-psychographic
information, and performing customers segmentation. Finally, a three-phase
data-mining procedure composed of data dimensionality reduction, customer
segmentation, and factor mapping. Application of this integrated procedure on
water and electricity data from over 1000 accounts in South California demon-
strated the suitability of our procedure for identifying heterogeneous groups
of users to be potentially targeted for the design of customized water and en-
ergy demand management strategies either for conservation or peak-shifting
objectives.

Overall, we think that themethods proposed and developed in this research,
as well as its findings, constitute important progress for an effective and ef-
ficient exploitation of smart metering data to develop models of water-energy
users’ behavior at the household scale, and advance the customizationof demand-
side management strategies.

Beside the specific findings of each phase of this research, which we dis-
cussed in detail at the end of each chapter, we can list some general take-home
conclusions and recommendations for future research and technological de-
velopment. We found that the development of accurate descriptive and predic-
tive models of water and energy consumers’ behaviors benefits from consump-
tion data metered with high spatial and temporal granularity, as well as from
the availability of data characterizing users’ socio-demographic characteristics,
habits, and attitudes. Coupling proper data mining techniques to such data
availability allows extracting concise information to support utilities and man-
agement decision processes. In general, data gathering campaigns can be costly
and time-consuming, and only a few experiences around the world allowed
gathering consistent dataset for model development, calibration, and testing.
Therefore, developing automatic and transparent procedures which integrate
data from many sources can cost-effectively increase data availability, increase
the frequency of updates of such data, and increase users’ acceptability. From
a technological point of view, our research suggests that obtaining very high
accuracy on end-use disaggregation would require data sampling resolutions
in the order of few seconds or few minutes. Due to the limitations posed by
battery life-cycle, data transmission and storage capabilities, and the computa-
tional needs of data analysis and modelling methodologies, slightly lower reso-
lutions can still provide useful end-use information (e.g., to spot potential areas
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for water and energy conservation, or opportunities for appliance retrofitting).
Utilities, meter producers, and data scientists should keep into account these
technological issues when planning new smart metering deployments, and bal-
ance data requirements with the physical limitations posed by smart metering
technology. This is also relevant in relation to those aspects related to quasi
real-time network management and control, which have not been addressed in
this thesis, but constitute part of the core business of utilities. Finally, we believe
that inter-sectoral synergies, benchmarking, and collaborations, especially be-
tween thewater and energy field, is essential to create standardized andportable
procedures and algorithms, explore interconnections and links between such
sectors, and promote studies supporting the activities of multi-utilities and co-
ordinated management.

Starting from the outcomes of this thesis, follow-up research should focus
on the following aspects:

• the water and energy end-use algorithms we proposed should be further
tested onto real-world high resolutionwater data, aswell as tested in terms
of scalability on a large dataset comprising several hundreds, or thousands
users;

• coupled applications of our behavioural models with real-world imple-
mentations ofwater and energy demandmanagement strategies should be
performed in collaboration with utilities, in order to assess the suitability
of such models to detect changes in users’ behavior in time and monitor
the effectiveness and progress of the implemented management actions;

• coordinated test of ourmodels on consistent data fromwater-energyusers
from different geographical, climate, and social areas can improve our
understanding of context influence on water-energy users’ attitudes and
habits, aswell as the comparison of suitable context-specific demandman-
agement strategies;

• the integration of the models and data mining tools we developed into
a unique product can open up new opportunities for large-scale testing,
final deployment and adoption by utilities andwater-energymanagement
authorities.
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